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The United States and Canada have developed rernarkabfy different responses to 

the bioterrorist h a t .  This study attempts to ascertain which response sûategy is best 

çuited to combatkg that threat The first chapter compares the threat of biotogical terrorism 

to the United States and Canada It determines îhat the threat of biological terrorism is 

much greater to the United States, and tbat the most likely acts to occur in either country 

are homes. Macrotemrist attacks are the Ieast Likely. The second chapter examines both 

states' responses to the threat. It reveais that the American approach is poorly organized 

with many redunciant programs, whiIe the Canadian strategy fails to adequately respond to 

the threat of macroterrorism. The third chapter offers suggestions for improvement to both 

states' response strategies, and attempts to determine which state's response is most 

appropriate. However, it is conchdeci that neither response strategy is inherentfy better 

than the 0 t h .  
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Introduction 

There is a startling clifference between Canada's and the United States' responses to 

the threat of biological tenorism. While the govemment of the United States has responded 

to this potentialiy apocalyptic threat with a combination of new counter-tenorism laws, 

specially trained Nationai Guard teams, well-hded first respondent training programs. and 

pressure on international oiganizations to reduce illicit wde in biological materials, l 

Canada has responded with markedy less fervour. The Canadian govemment bas 

introduced no new counter-temristn laws, and the bodies responsible for defending Canada 

against bioterrorism have received nowhere near the same increases in funding as their 

American counterparts. Indeed, Canada's intelligence organizations have only begun to take 

the threat of biological termrism seriously this past year.2 

The discrepancies between these two countries' responses to the bioterrorist threat 

leave us to wonder which approach is more appropriate to the threat currently posed by 

biologicai terrorism. 1s the threat of biologicd terrorism so great that it requins the 

implementation of Presidentiai Decision Directives, the expenditure of billions of dollars. 

and the formulation of new counter-terrorism Iaws? Or, is the threat posed by bioterrorism 

so srnail that it may be effectiveiy minimized with the modest programs so far implemented 

in Canada? Which set of responses is best suited to dealing with the type of threat posed by 

biologicd terrorism? This mdy wil1 attempt to answer that question. 

It may be the case that the discrepancies in responses may be explained by simpiy 

acknowledging that biologicai terrorism does not threaten both States equally, and that each 

counûy's responses are uniquely and ideally suited to combating the type and intensity of 

threat experienced in that country. The fkst chapter of this paper will ascertain whether it is 

indeed true that bioterrorism threatens the United States and Canada unequalIy. It wilî 

examine which types of bioterrorist attack are most likely to occur in Canada and the 



United States (for the threat of bioterrorism is far Erom homogenous, as will be shown), and 

determine the relative intensity of the k a t  to both States. 

To determine the intensity of the threat to the United States, it may be possible to 

rely on any number of scholarly assessments published within the last year. However, the 

vast majority of these assessments typically rely too heavily on statements about the idmite 

vutnerabiIity of open societies to terrorism, and such truisms as "(A)dvances in technology 

have made tenorism with weapons of mass destruction easier to cary out."3 These 

assessments may also contain a heavily revised history of the Aum Shhikyo's attempts to 

deploy chernical and biological weapons that supports whatever conclusions the authors 

would üke to draw4 Other scholarly assessments nly entirely on the scant history of 

bioterrorism, implying that just because no major bioterrorist event has ever occurred in the 

United States, none ever wik5 The most these scholars are usually able to conclude is that 

the threat of biologicai terrorism is increasing, or that it is no longer a question of "if' but 

" ~ h e n . " ~  However, they are unable to indicate whether the t h a t  is increasing fmm "lowY' 

to "high," or simply Erom "extremely low" to "very low." Nor do they predict if this 

imminent biologicai event will occur sometime &er Marx's inevitable sociaiist revolution 

or before the Second Coming of Christ. For their part, American intelligence agencies have 

not yet published an unclassified assessment of the threat,' while Canadian rcholars have 

virtually ignored the topic of biological terrorism. 

Since we do not have an adequate assessment of the threat of bioterrorism to either 

country, we must produce our own. The threat of bioterrorisrn to Canada and the United 

States rnay be measured by determining which types of bioterrorist acts certain terrorist 

groups are most likely to gravitate towards, based on their differing capacities to overcome 

the technical and motivational obstacles associated with each type of act, and then 

comparing these resuIts to the types of terrorist groups that currentiy pose a threat to 

Canada and the United States. The assessment may be suppIemented by asceaaining 



whether Canada or the United States possess any qualities that might increase the likeiihood 

of or their vulnerability to a bioterronst attack. Data to be used in the assessment of the 

threat to the United States may be obtained from a number of govenunent and academic 

sources, while information for our assessment of the threat to Canada will largely be 

obtained through examination of documents published by the Canadian Sec* 

Intelligence Service (CSIS) and interviews with counter-texronsm authorities at CSIS 

itse1f.8 

The first chapter will begin with a discussion of the many types of biologicai 

terrorism. Few authors acknowledge that there are potentially dozens of different acts using 

biological weapons that terronsts rnay choose to accomplish theu assorted ends, and instead 

focus on the massively destructive "macroterrorist" sort of incident. Our assertion that there 

is more than one facet to the biotemrist threat is largely a function of our rather broad 

definition of biological terrorism, and our eschewal of the term "Weapons of Mass 

Destruction'' (WMD). For the purposes of this paper, biological weapons will be defined as 

weapons that "disseminate pathogenic microorganisms or biologicaily-produced toxins to 

cause illness or death in human, animal, or plant while terrorism will be 

defined as the use or threatened use of viokence by non-state actors against civilian targets 

to accomplish an ideological, political, or religious end.l0 Biologicai terrorism, 

interchangeably cailed biotenorism, may therefore be defined as the use or threatened use 

of pathogenic microorganisns or biologically-produced toxins by non-state actors to cause 

illness or death in civilian human, animal, or plant populations to accomplish an 

ideological, political, or religious end. By casting our net widely in this manner we are abIe 

to study fonns of biological terronsm chat are many times more likely to occur than 

macroterrorism, and thus are at least as threatening as this well-explored type of 

biotemrîsm. 



If it is beneficiai to cast our net widely and study a broad range of terrorist acts, then 

would we be well advised to include the other foms of Weapons of Mass Destruction in 

our analysis? Certainly many authors do not limit their analyses to one f o m  of weapon of 

mass destruction, and most of the United States' counter-bioterrorism plans are also 

intended to reduce the threat posed by chemicai weapons and nuclear or radiological 

weapons.l l Furthemore, the threat posed by chemical and nuclear weapons is a h o s t  as 

great as the threat posed by biological weapons. The relative ease with which chemical 

weapons may be created and their predictable effects make a chernicd attack much more 

Iikely to occur than a biologicai attack, l2 while the terrible conseguences of a nuclear 

attack make such a thing just as undesirable as a biological weapons attack. 

Nevertheless, the threat posed by biologicai tenorism is inherently different fiom 

the threat posed by chemical or nuclear/radiologica! weapons. For example. the technical 

constraints involved with creating an inhalable aerosol that have prevented certain tenorists 

from effectively deploying biological agents do not apply to chernical weapons. Likewise. 

while terrorist groups are unlikely to be detened fiom using biological weapons if they 

cannot obtain assistance fiom a state, they would probably be unable toùse nuclear 

weapons without assirtance fiom a state. l 

Responding to bioterrorism also involves issues that have no bearing on other foms 

of WMD tenorism. The utility of vaccinations, the possibility of large-scde quarantine, l4 

the stockpihg of antibiotics, the creation of biological agent detectors, and the domestic 

control of disease-causing agents are al1 issues that apply solely to the study of biological 

tenorism. Moreover, biologicai terrorism is many times more a pubIic health issue than 

either chemical terrorism or nucleadradiological tenorism because the medical sector 

would have most of the responsibility for responding to a biologieai weapons attack,15 

while responding to chemicai weapon terrorism and nuclear terrorism is more the 

responsibility of h-fighters, the police, and the military. 



Overall, the classification "Weapons of Mass Destruction" is not particuiarly useful 

for the purposes of this paper. ChemicaI and nuclear/radiological weapons are intnnsicaiiy 

different h m  biologicai weapons, and not ail of the biological acts to be given 

consideration may be classified as massively destructive. For these reasons, throughout the 

course of this paper, biological terrorism wiii not be treated as just part of the threat of 

WMD terrorism, but as a threat unto itseif. 

M e r  exploring the many facets of the bioterrorist threat, the first chapter will 

proceed to evaluate the threat of biological terrorism, first to the United States and then to 

Canada. The goal will be to discover which types of bioterrorist acts are most likely to 

occur in each state, and predict the likelihood of these incidents. Although the Canadian 

goverment has adjured its own analysts to produce a method of quanti*g the bioterrorist 

threat, no attempt will be made to do so here. While quantitative analysis can be helpful 

when examining some trends in political science, it tends to be overused. M e n  social 

scientists create a quantitative index to measure an essentially social concept such as the 

threat of bioterrorism, they do so to give their analysis a veneer of hard science, which 

makes any concIusions they draw seem more factuaily based and Iess open to questioning. 

Despite the authors' pretensions to scientific rigour, most quantitative indices are 

formulated with no more regard for the precepts of the scientific method than any other 

form of political analysis. The variables used in these indices are added together 

haphazardy, usually assigning equai value to al1 constituent variables with little 

consideration that one variable rnight measure a slightiy greater portion of the concept than 

the others. l Within the social sciences especially, the numerical values ascribed to each of 

the constituent variables are often assigned solely at the discretion of the researcher, with no 

concrete criteria to decide what these values shouid be. Most ofien the variables are added 

together and the numerical values assigned to them in a manner which best proves the 

hypothesis of the mearcher. 



There is something inherently wrong with attempting to attach a simple numerical 

value to a multifaceted, complicated, and above ail social concept like the threat of 

biological temrism.18 Therefore, no attempt wül be made to do so. Although the method 

used to analyze the t h t  of biologid terrorism to the United States and Canada wiil be 

both systematic and rigorous, it will not be quantitative. What it may lose in parsimony and 

resemblance to hard science, it wiIl more than gain in nchness and depth of analysis. 

Before concluding our discussion of the f a  chapter, a few caveats must be entered 

concerning the predictions and assessrnents to be made. As desirable as a comprehensive 

assessment of the threat of bioterrorism might be! we must resign ourselves to the fact that 

such a thing may in fact be unattainable. It is within terrorists' best interests that many of 

their activities remain undetected, so that they rnight M e r  their causes without 

harasment Eom law enforcement agencies. Furthemore, many biological weapons may be 

produced using dual-use equipment in crude and quite undetectable iaboratories no bigger 

than a smail room. Thus, it should come as no surprise that even law enforcement agencies 

and intelligence organizations are not always aware of biological terrorists' existence until 

afler they have begun an attack.19 ïherefore, while it may be a simple matter to assess the 

threat posed by more visible weapons as developed by enemies who openly advemse their 

accomplishments in research and deveiopment (for example, the tlueat posed by Soviet 

nuclear missiles), the shroud of secrecy under which most bioterrorists would operate 

makes the task of assessing the threat posed by their weapons exceedingIy difficult. 

Our task is finther complicated by the fact that intelligence o r g h t i o n s  in both 

couutries do not share ail of the information they gather about terrorist organizations with 

the general public. (Though in al1 faimes, the representatives of CSIS who were 

interviewed for this paper were quite candid with a i l  of their responses.) Obviously, it is in 

the best interests of their respective national securities for intelligence organizations to keep 

a few secrets out of the public domain. 



However, when we base our anaiysis on incornpiete information we run the danger 

of f a m g  into one of two traps: First, we may assume that the lack of information is due to 

the absence of a threaf that the reason we have so little information on potentiai 

bioterrorists is because no such terrorists exist. Or, second, we may overestimate the threat 

by assuming that the reason we have so littie information is because the bioterrorists are 

remarkably adept at keeping their activities hidden, but, we may M e r  conjecture, these 

terrorists do exist and there rnay be more of hem than we ever expected. One mistake leads 

to unreadiness in the face of a red threaf the other to paranoia and overexpenditure. These 

rnistakes are made by governments as well as lowly political scientists. We should 

acknowledge the danger posed by both mistakes, and try to avoid making either. 

Our anaiysis may be M e r  hindered by the fact that biologicai terrorists tend to be 

irrational. Despite the fact that rationaiity on the part of ail actors is assumed by many 

popuiar theories, this cannot be said to be the case in ail instances, especially when deaiing 

with terrorists. Jessica Stern writes 

,., if terrorists are calculating costs and bene& it is hard to understand why 
politicaily motivated temrism persists .... Despite the high ratio of darnage 
and grief to the resources required for a terrorist act, tenorism has proved to 
be a remarkably ineffective means to accomplish anything.20 

Did the release of sarin gas in a Tokyo subway help bring about the end of the world, as the 

Aum Shinrikyo hoped it rnight? Bave innumerable car bombs improved the lot of 

Paiestine? Ifrationality is measured by whether an act helps bring about a desired encl then 

no tenoria act is rationai, and neither are terrons& as perpetrators as such acts. We rnight 

further question the ra t iod ty  of anyone who would use such a cruel and destructive 

weapon as direase-causing microbes in a tenoiist attackZ1 

If terrorists in general, and biologicai terrorists especiaüy, are irrational, it wiil be 

difficult if not impossible to accurately predict their behaviour aii the time. Predicting 



temrists' behaviour involves determinhg what is in a terrorist group's best interests. For 

instance, we may predict that an anti-abortion terrorist group would not choose to perpemte 

a massively destructive macroterrorist sort of incident because causing the deaths of 

hunUeds of thousands of people is not in their best interests. But, if terrorists are irrationai, 

we cannot be sure that they will aiso see that causing the deaths of hundreds of thousands of 

people is not in their best interests. Therefore, we cannot be certain that terrorists wiII 

dways act in a manner that best serves their interests. Since predicting terrorists' behaviour 

necessarily relies upon what is determined to be in a terrorist group's best interests, our 

predictions are doomed to be periodically inaccurate. 

It has been suggested that having some insight into the doctrine followed by terrorist 

groups would ailow us to better understand their decision making processes, and thus 

impmve the accuracy of our predictions.Î2 However, there are numemus accounts of law 

enforcement officiais making the same mistake and asswning that just by reading up on a 

reiigious tenokt  group's "core myth" they will understand precisely how the terrorists' 

minds work. In the course of negotiations, these officiais typicaily underestimate the 

importance of some passages, and commit various mistakes that seem minor to outsiders 

but are quite offensive to the c u ~ t i s t s . ~ ~  Much to the surprise of the law enforcement 

officials, the negotiations will then break off and some variety of major disaster will ensue. 

Even afler lengthy study of the group's doctrine, the logic behind their actions ofien remains 

incomprehensible to outside analysts. Knowing a texrorist group's doctrine gives very 

Iimited insight into their goais and actions. 

Having detemiined which types of biological terrorism are most IikeIy to occur in 

Canada and the United States in the first chapter, the second chapter will be devoted to 

evaluating both countries' responses to the threat of bioIogical tenorism. This chapter will 

explore the major thrusts of each state's responses to the biotmrist threat and offer some 

criticism of both countries' plans. information about the American response pIans covered 



in the second chapter will be found in numemus General Accounting Office (GAO) 

publications, as well as articles fiom various academic journals. Information for Canadian 

responses will corne fiom CSIS publications and interviews with representatives of those 

organizations responsible for C W s  counter-bioterrorism plans24 

It should be noted that Canada's preparedness pIans are very much still in their 

embryonic stages, at least when compared to the American response plans. For, while the 

United States identified WMD terrorisrn as a major threat to the United States in 1995, 

Canada has only begun to take this threat xriously since 1 9 9 9 . ~ ~  The Americans have had 

a 4-year headstart to implement and refine their counter-bioterrorism programs. Most 

Canadian programs are still in their planning phases. 

Criticism may be levelled at this thesis for focussing too intentiy on the threat to 

states when the threat of biotemrism is anything but confined to states. If a terrorist group 

were to disseminate a contagious bioiogicai agent, the effects of this attack would probably 

not be confined to one state. Entire regions of the world, if not the entire planet itseif, might 

be affected. So, is biological terrorism a global threat and not just a national threat? 

Similarly, can the threat of biological temrism be said to be same to residents of Toronto 

as it is to the residents of Tuktoyaktuk? Likewise, is the threat to New York the same as the 

threat to Nome, Alaska? If the threat is not udorm within a state, should it be assessed as if 

it were? 

Responses are not confined to the state either. Global initiatives to reduce the threat 

of Weapons of Mass Destruction termrism, of which biotemrism is a major part, are 

embodied in numerou United Nations (UN) treaties, such as those meant to suppress 

terrorist bombing offences and the hancing of terrorist g r o ~ ~ s . ~ ~  individual cities such as 

~ a n c o w e ? ~  and New York have developed, at the? own initiative, extensive plans rneant 

to help reduce the damage incurred durhg Iarge disasters such as a biotermrist attack. If the 



k a t  is not responded to solely by states, should responses to the bioterrorist threat be 

anaiyzed on a state by state basis? 

These observations are both valid. However, there are a few very real practical 

considerations behind this paper's focus on the threat to states and state responses to this 

threat. For even though there are a few examples of international and submtiod attempts 

to reduce the bioterrorist threat, defending against the threat of biologicai terrorism is 

largely the responsibility of the state. The international community has proven to be 

remarkable ineffenive at reducing the threat of biologicai terrorirrn.?* Nor do subnationai 

governments have the resources (military as well as financiai) to provide adequate defence 

against this threat. Even the examples of United Nations treaties and city-level preparedness 

pians used just above to question statecentric analysis would not have corne to pass 

without the initiative or ratification from national governments, or revenue fiom federally- 

raised tax dollars respectively. 

The purpose of the third chapter will be to determine which state's responses are 

most appropriate for dealing with the threat of biologicai terrorism present in that state. thus 

answering the question posed at the beginning of this introduction. It may be found that one 

approach to the threat of bioterrorism is inherentiy superior to the other. It may dso be 

f o n d  that both Canada and the United States are equally well prepared to rneet the most 

Iikely forms of biotenorism. 

Regardless of which state is found to have the most appropriate response, it is 

unlikely that both will be found to have responded to the bioterrorist threat perfectly. 

Therefore, possible improvements for each country's responses wili aiso be discussed 

during the third chapter. There is a possibility that both corntries wiii be able to improve 

their own response by learning fiom the other's experiences in these matters. Consideration 

must aIso be given to the feasibility of such improvements, because even though one state's 



responses may be shown to be entirdy d t e d  to the actuai k a t ,  ameliorating the 

situation may be next to impossl'ble, 
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Chapter One - The Threat of Bioterrorism to Canada and the United States 

It is lamentably common among those who would wish to sensationalize the threat 

of bioIogical terrorism to -te, in quick succession, that it is possible to kill millions of 

people with a single act of biotermrim,l and that biologicd weapons may be made in one's 

kitchen and disseminateci by h w i n g  lightbulbs filled with microbes ont0 subway mks? 

On the surface, both of these statements are quite accurate. However, they actually refer to 

two very different types of biotermrism, Few analysts, politicians, or novelists acknowledge 

that bioiogical weapons rnay be used in a variety of different acts. Al1 of these varïeties of 

bioterrorisrn can at the vey least greatly disnipt a city, so discussing al1 of them with a 

view to preventing these acts is a worthwhiie activity. 

The broad definition of biologicai terrorisrn given during the introduction aiiows for 

a great variety of acts, ranging from hoaxes to macroterrorism, to be considered as 

biotenorist events. In this chapter, the characteristics and relative Iikefihood of each of 

these events wiII be separately assessed. ïhis is a departure from and irnprovement upon 

most assessments of the bioterrorist threat, which tend to concentrate on a single 

bastaKLized form of biotemrism that possesses d l  of the worst qualities of the many 

individual f o m .  ï h i s  practice has Led to unrealistic assessments of the threat posed by the 

types of biotemrism that are most destructive, but also more difficult to cany out. 

This chapter will begin with a discussion of the many varieties of bioterrorisrn. It 

wili start by showing that, although individual acts belonging to these categories may v q  

greatly in a number of ways, aii acts belonging to one category are usuaily united by 

common characteristics such as technicd constraints and motivationai constraints. This 

chapter d l  then discuss each type in detail, paying particular attention to these 

commonalities. 



However, an assessment of the bioterrorist threat cannot end with the relative ease 

with which various acts may be carried out. if it did, the threat to Canada and the United 

States would be shown to be identicd, which is certainly not the case. Two other factors, 

relating to characteristics of the specinc target states, also affect the likelihood of a 

bioterrorist attack. 

The presence of temnst groups, operathg either domestically or abroad, who might 

wish to harm a state, its businesses, or some of its citizens can greatly affect the likelihood 

of certain kinds of bioterrorist events, depending on the terrorists' ability to surmount the 

technical and m o d  obstacles associated with each kind of act. For example, if no terrorist 

groups victimize a target state, the bioterrorist threat to that state cm be said to be 

nonexistent. If a state is targeted by terrorist groups who are oniy capable of sumiounting 

the technicd and moral obstacles associated with homes, the threat of hoaxes may be high. 

but the likelihood of other acts remaius low. To gain a better understanding of the threat of 

bioterrorisrn to the United States and Canada, this chapter will discuss which kinds of 

terrorist groups operate within and against both states, and predict which of these groups are 

likely to be capable of carrying out the various types of biological attacks. 

A state rnay possess other attributes that can affect its derabi l i ty  to, or the 

likelihood of, certain kinds of bioterrorist events. Many scholars are aware of this and, in 

the absence of hard data regarding terrorist groups, many have based their assessments of 

the biotenorist threat entirely on clichés about the W t e  vuherability of al1 open societies 

to terrorism, A state's vulnerability can greatly affect the Likelihood of a bioterrorist act 

because a highiy vulnerable state is a much more tempting target to terrons groups intent 

on causing as much damage as possible. Nevertheless, vulnerability is not the only factor 

to consider when assessing the bioterrorist threat. A discussion of quatities possessed by 

states that might affect its vulnerability or the likelihood of a bioterrorist act wilI be used to 

round out o u  assessment of the bioterrorist thm& 



Finally, this chapter wiii utilize the data generated by the discussions of the 

comparative vulnerabiiities of the United States and Canada, the different terrorist groups 

present in each state, and the reIative ease with which each type of bioterrorist event may be 

canied out to determine which state is more likely to be the victim of a bioterrorist attack, 

and which events are more iiiely to occur in each state. Knowing which state is more likely 

to be the victim of a bioterrorist attack and which events are more likely to occur wiIl assist 

us in our task of determining which state's responçe to the bioterrorist threat is most 

appropriate. 

The Many Faces of the Bioterrorist Threat 

Although ai1 bioterrorist acts are united by the involvement of biological agents and 

their use by subnational actors, these events may exhibit great variety in al1 of their other 

attributes. Terrorists may use dozens of varieties of pathogens, disseminated in any nurnber 

of ways. These acts may end up killing thousands of people or none. The perpetrators may 

give a ciear waming that they intend to release biological agents, or there may be no 

advance waming of an attack at ail. Despite the infinite variety of possible bioterrorist 

attacks, al1 such events may be classified into seven broad categories united by a few 

comrnon characteristics. 

These categones are homes; assassination and murder, small-scaie attacks; product 

tampering; agricdtural or apterrorism; non-lethai biote~orism; and macrote~orism. 

Although there may be extensive overlapping between categories, al1 acts of one category 

will logicaiiy exhibit a few comrnon traits, such as the use of a few select pathogens. and 

common measures of success (for instance, the amount of disruption created, or the number 

of people killed). However, the most important common characteristics exhibiteci by each 

type of act are the motivational and technical baniers associated with each. If a bioterrorist 

act is either technidy or morally difficult it will be l e s  likely to occur. A bnef discussion 



of the motivational and technicai constraints associated with bioterrorism will M e r  

highlight the importance of these two factors pnor to our discussion of the many types of 

bioterrorism. 

Moiivational Barriers 

Depending on the type of act planned, there are a number of motivational barriers to be 

overcome before a terrorist group will decide to use bidogicai weapons. Fortunately, very 

few terrorists are able to overcome any of them3 Depending on the type of attack planned, 

a terrorist group must be willing to kill as many as several thousand people, or as few as 

just one person, using a method that usudly produces a slow and torturous death. Some acts 

require the perpetrators to risk capture and brutai retaliation for their acts. Other acts require 

terrorists to nui the risk of losing the financiai and moral support of a "constituency of 

outside Terrorins contexnplating the use of highiy infectious or contagious 

agents run the risk of being infected with their own microbes. Finally, although some acts 

will undoubtedly generate great media attention, some covert attacks will not generate as 

much attention as a conventional bombig. Terronsts contemplating these acts must not be 

primarily motivated by a desire for attention. Motivationai barriers such as these are what 

prevent most of the large, well-known, weil-organizeci, and technically cornpetent terrorist 

groups in the world fiom using biological weapons. The importance of such barriers should 

never be underestimated. As the technicd capabilities of terrorist groups increase through 

increased access to the intemet and the growth of biotechnology, these barriers are the only 

things that prevent subnationai actors 6om using biological weapons. 

Technical Barriers 

Not ail of the groups who are motivated to use biological weapons are capable of actuaily 

carrying out such an event. There are jusî as many technid barriers associated with the 



various kinds of biotenorism as there are motivational barriers. These obstacles have also 

prevented terrorists fiom using biologicai weapons. 

niere are signincant techcal  obstacles associated with each step of biological 

weapons production. Acquiring microbes to be used in biological weapons production 

requires either money or skiii and equipment. Many biologicai agents rnay be obtained fiom 

naturd sources. For instance. anthrax rnay be obtained from the corpses of animais that died 

fiom the disease. Closiridium botulinum rnay be found in improperly canned foods. Ricin 

rnay be made b r n  castor beansS Knowing where to find certain species of microbes 

requires limited specialized knowledge, and virtually no money or equipment. However. 

when one obtains microbes fiom natural sources, it is not possible to ascertain whether the 

straui recovered is sufficiently deadly, or if it is quite harrnless to humans. 

Biological agents also rnay be purchased from mail order bouses such as the 

American Type Culture Collection (ATCC) in Maryland. Mai1 order samples usually only 

cost between 15 and 30 dollars US, and it is possible to verifL the vidence of these 

samples by researching where the strains were obtained. Mail order houses now require 

their recipients of dangerous pathogens to be registered with the Centers for Disease 

Control and Prevention (CDC)~ This requirernent opens the terrorists up to detection. If the 

mail order house or the CDC suspect anyîhmg is miss  with a request for highly dangerous 

pathogens they will inform the police of theù s ~ p i c i o n s . ~  Ordering h m  a mail order 

house also requires a minimal outlay of cash and some specialized knowledge of which 

strains of pathogens are the most vident. 

The terrorist group rnay aIso attempt to steai samples fiom a laboratory. 

Laboratones that use highly infectious diseases are now so secure that the only way to steal 

biological agents wouid be to get a job at a lab and steal microbes when given the chance. 

The thief would need to be weil qualified to get a job at a laboratory that has a supply of 



deady agents, so this method of acquisition would require much more skill than the 6rst 

Ou0 techniqueJ.8 

if the terrorist groirp is unable to acquire the biological agent most suited to the type 

of attack it is considering, it rnay be forced to use an easier-to-acquire organism. For 

example, even though a large scale attack would work best using v h e s  like Marburg or 

Lassa Fever, these are not readily available, either fiom natural sources or Erom mail order 

houses or laboratories. The terrorists rnay be forced to use agents like anthrax, plant or 

animal pathogens, or non-lethai agents, which are easier to acquire, but rnay not be suited to 

the type of event the terrorists are contemplating. If they cannot obtain otherwise suitable 

agents, the terrorists rnay even be forced to choose to perpetrate a simpler form of 

bioterrorism. 

Cultivating biological agents requires somewhat more skill and equipment than 

obtaining them. Cultivating bacterial, fimgal, or ricketîsial agents requires growth medium. 

beakers, petrie dishes, and some sort of an incubator where the samples rnay be kept in an 

oxygen-free environment at a constant temperature and humidity. Some knowledge of 

microbiology will be required to know exactly what mixture of growth medium is 

necessary, and what conditions are best to grow the microbes? Making spores out of the 

bacteria also requires an understanding of how siowly the agents should be introduced to 

drier conditions and oxygen. 

Cdtivating vinises is even more difncult. Vimes cannot grow in growth medium, 

but oniy in living cells. Some Wuses rnay be grown in chicken eggs, but others are best 

grown in human and animal tissue cells. Some Wuses must be grown in embryonic cells or 

in cells fiom a particular organ fiom a particular species of animai. These tissue samples are 

very expensive and hard to come by. Furthemore, attempts to acquire rare tissue samples 

fiom research supply companies in order to grow Wuses are not ofien mistaken for 

anything eise. i f a  terronst group is unabIe to cultivate a sufficient number of microbes to 



accomplish whatever task it has planned, it may be forced to consider a type of attack that 

requires fewer pathogens, such as murder. 

Weaponization may be the most difticult task of alI. WhiIe some acts require agents 

to be simply poured ont0 foodstuffs or injected into a person's or animai's bloodstream, 

others requk more ingenious rnethods of dispersal. Both Iarge scde and mal1 scaie 

aerosolization requires agents to be manufactured in such a way that their particles are 

smaller than five microns in diameter, so that they are small enough to enter the dveoii 

during inhalation, but greater than one micron in diameter, so that they are not immediateiy 

expelled fiom the respiratory tract during exhalation.1° Aeiosolization aiso requires the 

agents to be prepared in such a way that they are not at risk of losing their virulence due to 

environmental stresses such as heat, desiccation, and UV radiation. So far, bosh 

requirements are kyond the Iimits of ail subnational actors, and evcn a few national 

biological weapons programs. A device capable of dispershg these agents in particles that 

are smaller than the naked eye, and that will not becorne clogged with larger particLes is 

also required. Infecthg plants with a biologicai agent wodd require the contrivance of an 

innovative dispersal device. l 

Thm is debate about how much skiii and money are required to produce the 

biological weapons necessary for each kind of attack. Some anaiysts say that $10,000 is ail 

that is required to purchase lab equipment necessary for the production of many bacterial 

agents; l2  others say that millions of dollars are necessary to fund a working biological 

weapoos program.13 %le some malysîs state that anyone with a few undergraduate or 

even hi& schooi courses in biology has the necessary imowledge to manufacture biotogicai 

agents,14 othm say it requires a graduate degree in m i ~ r o b i o l o ~ ~ . ~ ~  The amount of money 

and skiU reqinred to acquire, cultivate, and disperse biological weapons actuaily depends on 

the type of agent used, and the kind of attack proposed. Whiie drawing fluid fiom an 

anthrax infected corpse and injecting this substance into a murder victim requires wtually 



no ski11 or money, disseminating a cloud of microencapsulated Rift Vailey fever virus 

particles over a city requires huge amounts of both. If a temrist group is unable to 

surmount ail of the technicai barriers associated with their desired type of attack, it may be 

forced to choose a type of act that is less ideaily suited to its purposes, but is easier to 

accomplish. 

It has been suggested that terrorists who do not have the technicai skill necessary to 

produce their own biologicai weapons may ty a mimobiologist previously employed by 

the former Soviet Union's extensive bidogical weapons program. Upwards of 70,000 

people, so the argument goes, once worked at civilian and military institutions researching 

and pmducing biological weapons. l6 With the cancellation of thk prograrn in 1993, 

thousands of these scientists and lab technicians were out of work. Some have been hired 

by private Russian research h s ,  but many remain unemployed or underemployed. These 

scientists, it is feared, may be hired by states with offensive biologicai weapons programs 

or international terrorist groups considering bioiogical weapons use. Others may be 

recruited by cults. Other scientists still employed by the atrophied Russian biologicai 

weapons prograrn may seIl microbes or dissemination devices to rogue states or terrorists 

groups in order to supplement their meagre incornes. A terrorist group would likely need a 

lot of money to pay for the services of these highly specialized scientists, but this option 

obviates the need for any technicd skill. 

However, this probIem is quite overstated. While there were indeed 70,000 people 

working in the Soviet biological weapons program, most of these were support staff and Iab 

technicians. Only about 100 scientists ever had ail the knowIedge required to create a usable 

biologicai weapon nom scratch.17 Furthemore, about 90 percent of ail the former 

employees of the Soviet bioIogical weapons program have been hired by relatively well- 

paying research labonuories in the United States, Western Europe, and Israel. l if the same 

percentage of the 100 scientists with di the knowledge required to make a biological 



weapon have also ùeen employed in these countries, there are only ten scientists left in 

Russia with knowledge that might be of interest to terrorist groups or rogue states. 

This problem is nowhere as large as we have been led to believe. Nevertheless, there 

is a very slim chance that these ten scientists have been hired by terrorist groups. If these 

former Soviet scientists possess any lingering feelings of hostility towards the United 

States, they may be quite sympathetic to terrorist groups who have a similarly low opinion 

of the U.S. They may be more willing to share secrets, perhaps at a discounted price, with 

these like-rninded terrorists thau with terrorists wishing to harm a more neutral state, for 

instance Canada For this reason the United States is more likely to be the victim of a 

bioterrorist attack than Canada. 

hother way to overcome these technical barriers would be to acquire a state 

sponsor. A temrist group with biological weapons supplied by a state-run biological 

weapons program would have no need of technical ski11 or large financiai resources. 

However, despite the fear these scenarios engender in American policy makers, the threat of 

state-sponsored terrorism is also rather overstated. Some reports indicate that even though 

so-cdled rogue states invest millions of dollars in secret biologicai weapons programs, 

noue of them have been able to mate an efficient aerosol dissemination device that is 

capable of producing mass casuaIties.l9 State-nui biologicai weapon programs are also 

udikely to be wilIing to simply give away hard-won secrets, weaponized microbes, or 

ingenious dissemination devices that took them years to develop to subnational actors2* 

Furthexmore, even though they may attest to having simiiar goals as their sponsors, 

terrorists, being irrational, are not the most tnistworthy or predictable lot. State sponsors run 

the nsk of k i n g  their proteges tum on them and attacking them with their own 

microbes21 Finally, if it was revealed that a state sponsored an act of biological terrorism, 

this state could comt on as much brutal retaliation as could be expected if that state used its 

own forces to perpetrate such an attack. If a state is even so much as suspected ofcolluding 



with terrorists, it is immediately subjected to sanctions, which tend to last for decadeS.* 

The punishrnent for a successfuf bioterrocist act could be expected to be much, much worse. 

A state would either have to be very desperate or very foolhardy to sponsor bioterrorism. 

Nevertheless, desperate and foolliardy states do appear once in a whiie. If any of 

these states was pushed to the end of its tether by crippiiig sanctions or a devastating war, it 

rnight have no other option but to use biotenorim to have some impact on its a ~ s a i l a n t ~ ~  

The motivational and technical barriers associated with each type of bioterrorist 

attack have a great effect on the relative likelihood of each act. Therefore, these two types 

of constraints should always be the £ k t  of our considerations when we examine the seven 

types of bioterrorist acts. 

Homes 

A biological hoax may be defined as a false clah to have released biological agents. 

Although this variety of bioterrorism involves no actual use of a biological agent, hoaxes 

may be quite disruptive, and thus their prevention is still a worthy goal. Mailing anonymous 

packages labelled 'Anthrachs' to bus in esse^,^^ leaving ~spicious but harmless packages in 

train stations, and having an anthrax threat telephoned in during one's thesis defence are al1 

examples of biological hoaxes. 

There may be hundreds of reasons to produce a hoax, ranging f?om wanting to have 

one's high school classes cancelled h the day 25 to a desire to frighten abortion doctoir 

into discontinuing their pra~tise.26 Howeva, ail perpetrators of suth acts are at least 

partiaIly motivated by hoaxes' potential for disnrption. Depending on its credibility a hoax 

may mate as little disruption as the temporary evacuation of a smail doctor's office, or a s  

much disruption as the evacuation of an entire downtown core and the deployrnent of 

several hazardous materials speciaiists. 



Executing a hoax requires no technical expertise whatsoever. Any individual who 

c m  find an address or phone number, and mail a Ietter or dial a phone can bring about a 

biological hoax. Having said that, if a terrorist is able to include technical-sounding 

information in a phone calls, or technical-looking ingrdents like powdery substances or 

timers in mailed packages, the hoax may be lent greater credibility, thus creating M e r  

disruption. Known attempts to acquire or cultivate biological agents may also lend 

credibility to hoaxes.17 

Although no actual pathogens are involved, the perpetrators of hoaxes usually refer 

to just a few specific agents during their phone calls and messages. To provide a maximum 

amount of terror and disruption, these biological agents should be well-known to the 

victims for their deadliness. Anthrax, which is well-known to almost everybody for being 

quite virulent, is a popular choice for biotmrist hoaxes. (Further properties of selected 

biological agents rnay be found in Appendix 1.) Smallpox, which has recently received 

attention in the media for its potential io be used as a biological warfare agent,28 may also 

be used. Other dangerous and well-known pathogens that might be referred to during a 

biotenorist hoax are Ebola and AiDS. Temrists who are well-versed in popular fiction 

rnight claim to have released a geneticaüy engineered pathogen.29 

There are few motivational barriers preventing terrorists fiom perpetrating a 

biotenorist hoax. Since these acts involve no actual release of agents, they are extremely 

unlikely to kiU anybody (aithough de& produced in panicked situations are not an 

unheardsf scenario). Therefore, any terrorist who is likeIy to be dissuaded by the prospect 

of being responsible for many deaths, either due to pangs of conscience or those of the 

people to whom the temrists look for moral and h c i a l  support, will not be dissuaded 

from carrying out a hoax. Tenonsts are not likely to be dissuaded by the possibility of 

brutal punishment either. The perpemton of bioterrorist hoaxes are rarely caughf30 and 

the punishment for such an act is often Iimited to a charge of mischief, wire fraud, or the 



Iike. Since no microbes are involved, tenorists wiIl not be discouraged by the possibility of 

k ing infected themselves. Rather, terrorists interested in creating tenor and dimption are 

likely to be dram towards biologicai hoaxes because they are very capable of k ing  quite 

terrifying and disruptive. 

Assassinotion and Murder 

Murder with a biologicai agent may be defined as the discriminate use of a biological agent 

to kill a specific person or small group of people. Assassination with a biologicai agent is 

the same as murder except that the specific person is a puuiic figure. The best way to 

murder someone using a biologicai agent wodd be to infect the target surreptitiously with 

an extremely vident agent, and then Iet the disease take its course while giving absolutely 

no warning or indication that the iliness is due to a biological terrorist attack until well afler 

the disease has had its desired effect. Giving some indication that the victim's illness is 

intentional could assist in the assassins' apprehension and in the timely treatment of the 

disease, if Iaw enforcement agencies are abIe to ascertain what agent was used, either from 

confessions of the attempted murderers or fiom evidence found in their headquarters. 

Neither apprehension nor effective treatment of the disease are in the best interests of the 

murderers. 

The best agents to be used in a discriminate murder are ones that are extremely 

deadly and untreatable. So that the victim's doctors are not able to begin medicai treatment 

in time to Save the victim, the agent should also be fast-acting. So that investigators are not 

able to link the disease-causing agent to the assassins, the agent would ideaiiy be 

untraceable and difficult to recognize. This codd either mean that the pathogen is a toxin 

that denatures after only a short t h e  in the body, or that it is so cornmon that a biotemrist 

attack is never suspected to be the source of this disease. Since iodiscnminate deaths are not 

desired, logicaiiy, the terrorists would not use contagious agents. 



Deadly toxins such as ricin and botiilinum are ideai for murdering people. 

Botulinum toxin is the most toxic substance known to man. One tenth of a microgram of 

botulinum toxin is enough to kill a 100 kg person. Approximately 3 milligrams of ricin are 

required to kill the same shed person. Treating botulism with an antitoxin is only really 

effective before the onset of syrnptoms. There is no antitoxin for ricin. l ~ l l  toxios are fast- 

acting (at least when cornpared with other biologicai agents; they are much slower acting 

than chemical agents). Botuiinum toxui has been known to kill its victims in as Little as 24 

hours, while ricin kills within 36 to 72 hours. Because botulinum toxin denatures quickly in 

even slightly warm ternperatures, it may be difficult to find the cause of death of a 

botulinurn victim. Botulinum and ricin exist both in nature. This makes them readily 

obtainable, and any deaths produced by these agents rnay not be attributed to intentionai 

poisoning.32 Finally, neither of these toxins are the least bit communicable. 

Some deadlier bacterial illnesses might also be suitable for murder and 

assassination. Anthrax, which kiIls over 80 percent of the people it infects, is sufficiently 

v ident  and is not contagious. A recent possible murder involving anthrax-laced heroin 

shows that when contracted subcutaneously anthrax can kill quickly and gruesomely, 

despite a correct diagnosis and a concerted if belated effort at antibiotic ~ e a t m e n t . ~ ~  

Glanders, typically found in horses, mules, and donkeys, is aiso quite virulent. Like anthrax 

it may be found in nature, and it isnot usually t ran~mittable.~~ 

Acquinng these bacteria requires a moderate amount of technical skill. Both are 

available in nature: anthrax may be found in the corpses of animais that have died of 

anthrax, while the bacterium that produces glanders, Bzukholderia mallei, may be obtained 

fiom ulcecatiog skin lesions on infécted horses, donkeys, and muies?j 

Cultivating these pathogens requires significant technicai skiII even though minimal 

amounts of these substances are needed to Hl a singIe person. Some specialized knowIedge 

of microbiology is necessary to provide the correct conditions necessary to make 



suniciently vident microbes. "Even minor variations in their (the bacteria's) parameters .., 

could seriously degrade theV intended pedorman~e. Clostridium bohilinum ir especially 

known for being difficult to cultivate. For example, 

Dr. Jerzy Mierzejewski, the retired director of the Polish biological defense 
laboratories at Pulawy who spent his entire professionai career working 
with Clostridium botulimmt, plaintively expressed his persistent difficulties 
on working with the organism .... One culture cycle would produce toxin 
that was tethai and a few months later the next would not, and so on over 
the years.37 

One way to avoid the problems associated with cultivating bactena would be to use 

a hypodermic needle to extract severd millilitres of fluid from the corpse of an animai that 

recently died of anthrax, or fiom the lesions on glanders-infected horses. This fluid will be 

full of disease-causing microbes. The same needle wodd then be used to inject a murder 

victim with the pathogen-filled fluid. This method requires no skill at cultivation, but it 

only produces enough microbes to kili a single person, rendering it unsuitable for other 

biological acts. 

Disseminating these bacterial agents requires minimal technical skill. To ensure that 

anthrax or glanders is contracted solely by the desired target, the best way to disseminate 

these bacteria is through some sort of injection. Dissemination by aerosol spray is 

sufficiently lethal; however, the aerosol route presents the significant risk of infecting other 

people. The gastric and cutaneous routes of infection are not usually fatal for either anthrax 

or glanden?8 The diseases may either be injected with some variety of hypodermic needle 

or through contact with skin abrasions. Numerous simple devices, ranging from umbrelIas 

tipped with p a t h ~ g e ~ 3 9  to laced hemin that the viaim itself will inject into his or her own 

bloodstream, rnay be easily devised. 

The toxins may best be disseminated by poisonhg the victim's food or water. 

Spreading the deadly toxins on objects that the victim k IiieIy to corne in contact with, 



such as doorknobs or cutlery, is aiso an option. However, the assassins must be certain that 

the victim will touch his or her mouth or nose soon after touching the toxin-coated object 

because the toxin wili have littie effect on the unbroken skin of the victim. 

There are few motivationai barriers preventing murder or assassination using a 

biological agent. Although the possibiiity of being incarcerateci for murder might deter a 

few terrorists, the untraceability of botulinum toxin combined with the probability that any 

deaths produced by botulism may be attributed to accidental food poisoning could convince 

many tmr i s t s  to take the chance. Moraily, committing murder with a biologicai agent is 

much easier than many other biological acts. Only one person, whom the terrorists will 

presurnably believe deserves to die, wili be killed. There are no indiscriminate deaths at ail. 

Some potentiai terronsts may be dissuaded from using biological weapons to commit 

murder by the possibility of k ing  infected by their own microbes while working with the 

pathogens. However, murder presents less danger to terrorists working with biologicai 

agents than most other acts. Any terrorist group that looks to a sector of the population for 

moral and financiai support may be dissuaded from using biologicai agents to commit 

murder, due to the stigma attached by virtually ail societies to any biological weapons use. 

Nevertheless, if the terrorim are able to convince their 'const i t~ents '~~ that they are not 

responsibie for the convenient death of their victim, or if their constituents feel that the 

victim deserved to die, they might still commit murder using biological agents. Findly, if a 

terrorist group's main goal is to produce terror, it is improbable that they will commit 

murder with a biologicai agent. A single death, be it mysterious or not, is not usually 

sufficient to ma te  widespread terror. If the terrorïsts are particularly clurnsy, a few 

innocent people rnight be killed by ingesting poisoned food or water meant for the victim. 

The prospect of kiiiing of innocent bystanders could be quite undesirable to murderers who 

want to produce only one discriminate death. This might dissuade them h m  using 

biological agents to commit murder. 



Using biologicai weapons to commit murder is an option open to many terrorist 

groups and even individuals. The technical obstacles involved with producing toxins may 

be overcome by mal1 groups or individuals, while anybody capable of overcoming the 

motivational obstacles normally associated with conventional murders wodd ükewise be 

abIe to overcome the motivational obstacles involved with this kind of bioterrorist act. Any 

terrorist group that believes the death of one person will solve its problems but dues not 

wish to create widespread terror might be tempted to use biological weapons to murder 

someone. 

Small Scale Attacks 

A srnall scaie act of bioterrorism is the use of a biological weapon to kill a s d l  number of 

people. Unlike rnurder, a smail scale act of bioterrorisrn is intended to create terror and kilI 

indiscriminately. Unless it is an experiment with tactics or pathogens, a small scale attack 

would usually be extortive in nature. An act of extortion is meant to convince people to 

alter their behaviour for the benefit of the extortionists. The act rnay be intended to 

convince businesses it is too dangerous for them to continue using objectionable practises, 

persuade governments to withdraw their forces h m  a state, or force a group to pay the 

temrists a large amount of money. The casudties created by such an act are rather 

incidental; success is measured by the number of people watching the act and whether the 

target submits to the demands of the terrorist group. 

Many acts classifieci as other kinds of bioterrorism may also be extortive in intent. 

Most acts of agro-terrorism would probably be extortive in intent, as would acts of product 

tampering. Non-lethal attacks and hoaxes might also be extortive in nature. However, since 

terrorists involved with murder or macroterrorism have no other demand of their victim 

than that they die, these acts are never extortive. 



A characteristic common to al1 extortive acts of terrorism is a waming or assertion 

of responsibility attached to a list of demands. How can the victims alter their behaviour in 

the desired way if they do not know what their attackers want them to do? These clairns of 

responsibility have the unintended effect of helping Iaw enforcement agencies apprehend 

îhe terrorists, and they might also give investigators a fairIy clear indication of what agents 

are used. Whether these messages are delivered by telephone, cornputer, or reguiar mail 

theu source may be traced. A daim of responsibility rnay aisa be used as i s g  evidence 

in a triai. Thus, the need to claim responsibility in order to make sure one's victinis subinit 

to one's demands is the AchilIes heel of dl extortive terrorist attacks, including the vast 

majority of smdl scaie attacks. 

Smail scaie extortive bioterrorist attacks rnay be thought of as a logical extension of 

the conventional bomb. Terrorists who desire pubtic attention, such as those who engage in 

acts of extortion, are quite concemed with precedent? Terrorists tend to copy otha 

tenorists' tactics. if a terrorist group succeeds in gripping the pubtic's attention by carrying 

out a specific kind of act, other terrorists wiil copy them in order to gain a similar mount 

of attention. To make sure that "a lot of people (are) ~ a t c h i n ~ , " ~  they wil1 always make 

their acts stightiy more spectacuiar than the last successfd one. Te~orists will continue 

using a particuiar method, be it airptane hijacking or car bombs, forever increasing the 

amount of damage produced, until the act is no longer capable of attracting public attention 

or until rnethods have been devised to prevent this a ~ t . ~ ~  Although terrorists are d l 1  

overwheimingly devoted to the Kalashnikov and the car bombY4 shouid the media and the 

pubtic ever become bored with these methods, or ifit becomes possible to prevent these 

actions, it is not inconceivable that terrorists will turn to bioterrorism 

Besides u d y  being extortive, a mail-scaie attack wilI be characterized by the 

simple but innovative marner in which it is canied out, CompLcated dissemination devices 

a .  laboratories are beyond the hancial reach ofmost extortive tmr i s t  groups. The 



agents used will have been ac&d in a simple but innovative fashion, such as taking them 

fkom naturai sources or stealbg them fiom a laboratory. Information required for the 

production of the biological weapons wiü be accumuiated h m  a vai-iety of open sources, 

such as the Intemet and biology textbooks. The microbes will have been cultivated using 

inexpensive, readily available equipment. The device used to disseminate them will 

likewise be simple but ingenious, such as a commercidy available fog machine or 

humidifier, or even the oft-used example of a lightbulb filied with pathogens thrown onto 

subway t r a c k ~ . ~ ~  

In order to engage as much public attention as possible, which helps convince a 

target to take a terrorist's demands seriously, small scale terrorists shouid use agents whose 

infectiousness and viruience are wideiy known. Using an agent that is well known fosters 

the fearfùi atmosphere that the terronsts wodd like to produce. Again anthm. which is 

quite well known for being infectious and deadly even in small arnounts, tops the list of 

suitable agents. Anthrax is also suitable for inexpensive small scale attacks because it rnay 

be obtained from the corpses of animais that perished kom the disease. It is relatively easily 

produced and it is not likely to Iose its virulence after accidentai exposure to the 

environment as might occur during irnproper handlig. No other microbes are equally 

infamous for being deadly and easy to produce. Smailpox, AiDS, and Ebola each have 

some notoriety; however, creating a Wal biological weapon is beyond the capabilties of the 

vast majority of al1 terrorist grolrps. An easily produced toxin such as ricin might also be 

used. However, ricin's deadly properties are not as celebrated as anthrax's. 

Although anthrax and ricin may be obtained fiom natural sources, it is difficuit to 

ascertain the viruience of strains of pathogens obtained fiom the environment. For this 

reason, the agents deployed in a mal1 scale a m k  may tum out to be quite harrn1ess.4~ The 

homemade and simplifieri methods used to cdtivate microbes for this sort of attack may 

also reduce the vindence of the paîhogens. 



There are two basic ways for these pathogens to be disseminated in a smdl scale 

attack Ricin is best disseminated îbrough food or water contamination. This requires no 

technical skill, ody enough daring as is necessary to pour a tiny amount of the deadly toxin 

into a water cooler, on a pop can, or on a sandwich Food and water contamination is also a 

possible method of disseminating anthrax. However, it is most efficiently disseminated as 

an aerosol. As aiready mentioned, disseminating a biologicai agent in aerosol f om has 

pmven to be beyond the grasp of al1 subnational actors so fad7 The technieal difficulties 

associated with acquiring lethai strainç of microbes, cultivating, and disseminating them 

makes it unlikely that a smail scale attack will be able to kill more than a very srndl number 

of people, if anybody at d l .  

There are significant moral constraints associated with bnnging about the death of 

even a few innocent people. Although using biologicai weapons wouId certainly give a 

terrorist group its desired level of public attention, a terrorist group's constituency might not 

approve of using biologicai agents to kill innocent people. Terronsts may be dissuaded 

fiom conducting this sort of attack in order to retain their constituency's necessary moral 

and financid suppon The retaliatory response that could be expected to foIlow the death of 

a group of innocent people might also deter terrorists tiom engaging in this sort of act. The 

fear that they themselves might contract highly infectious anthrax or accidentally consume 

deadly ricin might deter others. 

Even though a smdi scale terrorist attack would only produce a few deaths, 

probably no more than ten, or at the very most a hundred, it may have far reaching effects if 

the target subrnits to the demands of the terrorists. Not only would the target have to incur 

significant losses, but other terrorist groups might realize that using bioIogicd weapons for 

extortion is an effective meam of accomplishing their malicious endsPs More tenoria 

groups would foiiow this practice, again making their biobgical attacks successively more 

damaging untiI there is nothing d about the scale of these aîkcks. 



Proàuct Tampering 

SirniIar in many respects to both assassination and small scale attacks is product tampering. 

Like product tampering, murder and smali scale attacks may involve the lacing of 

f o o d s t ~ s  with deadly pathogens. However, product tampering may be disthguished fiom 

both by the fact that this act is intended bring about the financiai ruin of a business or, if the 

business is particularly important to the economy of its homeland, an entire An act 

of product tampering's success is not measured by the nurnber of deaths it brings about, it is 

rather measured by whether the act creates significant financiai problems for its intended 

victirns. 

Such an act would probably invoIve the contamination of a product with lethal or 

non-lethal pathogens in a way that allows the microbes to be ingested or inhaled. This 

product might be foodstuffs, bottled liquids, pharmaceuticals (though probably not 

antibiotics, for obvious reasons), cosmetics, p e r m e  that does not contain aicohol, or even 

clothing. These products might be contaminated where they are produced or packaged, or 

even in the stores where they are to be sold. A note describing what products have been 

tainted might follow the contamination if the tenorists doubt that investigators will be able 

to figure out what the source of the emerging illness is. No issuance of demands is 

necessary because consumers will unintentionaily carry out the wishes of the tenorist 

group. As soon as the public knows, or even suspects, which products have been 

contamioated, they will stop buying this p r o d ~ c t . ~ ~  It will be removed fiom the shelves 

wherever it is sold and likely recalled by the manufacturer. Even though the producer or 

store might conduct a thorough investigation and discard any products that have even the 

slightest chance of being contaminated, the damage will be irreversible. Not only will the 

producer and seller incur crippling short term losses fiom having to discard many times 

more products than were actuaily tainted, they will have to endure significant long t e m  



tosses as a remit of having their name blackened by this act. For years consumers will be 

disinclined to purchase the once tainted products just because they associate the brand name 

with the product tampering incident. Under this sort of pressure, a business whose products 

have been contaminated would either be forced to endure significant Iong term losses or 

even go out of business altogether, which is exactiy what the terrorists want to happen. 

Like some acts of murder and some mal1 scale attacks, an act of product tamperùlg 

would usudly involve the use of biological toxins. However, botulinurn itself would be 

unmitable because it denatures within 12 h o u r ~ . ~ ~  This might not be enough time for the 

tainted product to reach the consumer. in this case, Closrridium borulinum, the hardy 

bacterial spores that produce botuiinum toxin, might be a more suitable candidate.j2 Ricin 

is stable, easy to produce, and deadly. Trichothecene mycotoxins are rather dificult to 

obtain and cultivate, but are likewise stable and deadly.53 

Many varieties of bactena might also be used to inf'ect foodstuffs. Yersinia pestis. 

the bacteria that produces plague, may survive for weeks in moist meals; however it is 

rather communicable and, unless the terrorists are amenable to creating an epidemic as a 

side effect of their attempt to banknrpt a business, it probably will not be used. Tularemia 

cm survive for years in fiozen meats aud liguids and Q fever cm survive in m i ~ k - ~ ~  

If clothing is to be contaminated, a hardy bacterial spore should be used. The spores 

should be abie to survive on the dry cloth fibres without being denatured by any of the miid 

chernicals typically sprayed onto new clothes. The spores should also be capable of 

inf'ecting cutaneously or of becoming dislodged from the cloth fibres and being W e d .  

Hardy anthrax once again tops the lia of suitable spore-producing bacteria. Its spores c m  

survive on wool fibres for decades. Like anthrax, Coxiella burnetii, the bacteria that 

produces Q fever, is highiy infectious when inhaled and is greatiy resistant to 

environmental stresses? Even though it ir available h m  infected cade, it is considerably 

mer than anthrax. 



Since many of these potential agents, including anthrax, Clostridium butulinum. and 

ricin are available h m  nature, acquiring a pathogen to use in product tampering shouid not 

present a problem to most temrist groups. They mi& however, have some trouble fincihg 

a suitably virulent strain. It is not necessary to contaminate a large numkr of products to 

niin a company hancially, so ody a small amount of toxin or bacteria has to be cuttivated. 

though more than would be necessary to kiU an individuai. This will be rnarginally more 

difficult than cuttivating enough pathogens for a rnurder or assassination. Producing 

bacteriai spores requlles some ski11 and knowledge about exactiy how the spores should be 

dried. Disserninating these agents requires no ski11 whatsoever, and only enough boldness 

as is necessary to enter a factory or store and spread a minute amount of toxin or bacterial 

culture on a product. While pharmaceuticals and some foodstuffs are now packstged under 

relatively secure conditions, the same cannot be said for cosmetics, clotiiing, or perfume. 

Still, the possibility of being caught while contaminahg a product might deter a 

few terrorists h m  carrying out this sort of attack. The possibility of killing several 

innocent people might deter stiii more. Any terrorist group that does not wish to be caught 

or actuaIly kill people may falsely daim to have contaminated a product. This sort of hoax 

would certainiy have a detrimental effect on the target business, however, it is uniikely to 

have the sarne Iong terrn cripphg effecr chat au actual release of disease causing agents 

wouId. A terrorist group that look to the public for support might be detened fiom this sort 

of act because they could expect their supporters to iose whatever sympathy they had for 

the terrorists. The media attention that such an act might elicit, however, codd actually 

encourage some terrorists. 

What terrorist groups possess the minimal technical skilis, the desire to ruin a 

company financially, and the ability to overcome the above motivationd obstacies required 

to taint consumer products with bioIogicai agents? Sadly, many terrorist groups possess 

these quaiities. Even individuais have the ability to carry out this sort of attack, Many 



tmorist organizations, especiaiiy those concerned about animal rights or the environment, 

consider some business practises reprehensible and woah punishing. Some animal rights 

groups might decide to contaminate cosmetics or perfumes produced by companies that test 

their products on animais. Some environmental activists might decide to contaminate beef 

or wool produced by companies that contribute to minforest degradation. Businesses that do 

not conform to ideais put forth by religious or ultra right-wing terrorist groups might also 

Cind themselves at the receiving end of such an attack. 

The damage done by an act of product tampering wouid not be ümited to a few 

people sick or dead, and a single business destroyed. As aiready explained, if the business is 

important to economy of a state, that country's entire economy might be damaged. The 

businesses with which the ruined Company interacted might also sufFer. Such an act would 

highlight an unnerving lack of security within the target industry, and businesses within the 

same sector would be forced to create expensive new security measures to ensure the future 

safety of their products. 

Agricult ural Terrorism 

Like product tampering, an act of agro-terrorisrn wouid ofien be intended to hami a 

business or even an entire economy. Uniike any other kind of bioterrorist act, a p -  

terrorism involves the use of animal and plant pathogens to sicken or kill crops or 

iivestock.56 

This fonn of bioterrorism shares many properties wlth product tampering. Like 

rnany cases of product tampering, if an agro-terrorist thinks that investigaton will be unable 

to trace the source of the disease, a message Ietting the pubiic know that the attack has 

taken place would follow the poisoning. To make such an incriminahg note unnecessary 

the terrorist group might decide to use microbes that are not enzootic to a region. To 

heighten the fear the pubiic is meant to feel the terrorists might decide to use zoonoses, 



which are shp ly  microbes that can infect both animals and hum an^.^^ If the public is 

aware that the disease may be t d e r r e d  to humans they wiU be extremely thorough in 

their eradication of al1 potentidiy infected animals. 

"A country that has its crops infected with diseases ... is eliminated fiom export 

markets almost i~nmedia te l~ . "~~  Even af?er the disease outbreak has been contained, 

overseas and domestic buyers will be wary about buying animai or plant products from a 

recently infected country. This will lead to significant losses in this sector of the economy, 

possibly for several years. If the crop is important to the economy of the affected country, 

such as coffee is to many third world countries and wheat is to Canada and rnany Middle 

Eastern countries, a bioterrorist attack of this nature codd prove significantly detrimental to 

the entire country.59 Such an attack might even Iead to a famine accompanied by as rnany 

human deaths as rnight ever occur during an anthrax or smallpox attack. 

While most crop and livestock poisonings would be undertaken to ruin a business or 

even an entire sector of an economy, some poisonings rnight be executed in order to destroy 

a variety of pfant or animai that terrorists fïnd objectionable for whatever reason. For 

example, some terrorists might decide to poison a crop of genetically engineered 

vegetables, tobacco, or coca plants. If the terrorists are quite disinterested in b ~ g i n g  about 

economic niin and are only interested in bringing about the death of a particular organism. 

they wilI not give any public notice of their activities, again because doing so rnight assist 

law enforcement agencies to apprehend them and give investigators a better idea about 

which pathogens were used in the attacks, which might help botariists and veterinarians to 

curb the disease outbreak. If tenorisis just want the offending organisms to die, they will try 

to make the epizootic seem as naturaüy occuning as possible, using diseases that are 

enzootic to a region, and inconspicuous dissemination techniques. 

Fungai diseases such as wheat mut, coffee leafnrsf late potato blight, or wheat rust 

could be used to contaminate various important stapIe and export crops. These diseases are 



resistant to environmentai siresses, making them easy to cultivate, pose little danger to 

scientists working with theni, and can be responsible for significant crop losses. It is 

possible to grow rust- and mut-resistan? cereai crops; however, these plants tend to lose 

their resistance within two years60 Rust and rmut outbreaks occur regularly in wheat 

producing areas around the w o r ~ d , ~ ~  so ana tmris ts  wishing to use these spores would be 

well advised to publicly take credit for the outbreak if they do not wish it to be mistaken for 

a natural epidemic. Samples of these fimgal spores may be obtained fiom discarded infiited 

crops, or they may be stolen h m  a research laboratory. Security at plant disease research 

fim is much laxer than that at human disease research institutes. Since these diseases 

present no direct threat to humans, samples of these diseases may be more easily obtained 

fiom mail order houes, and their d e r  is not controlled by the CDC. Cultivating these 

microbes requires a speciaiized knowIedge of plant pathology and microbiology that may 

be beyond many terrorist groups. Dissemination of these agents requires the use of 

innovative methods such as dumping Iarge amowits of feathers coated with fungai spores 

over crops. 62 

Suitable agents for livestock poisoning include the zoonosis psittacosis, or parrot 

fever, which targets chickens; the ubiquitous anthrax and Q fever, both of which can infect 

people, sheep, and cattle; Venezuelan quine encephaiitis and Glanders, which c m  kill 

people, hones. donkeys, and mules.63 It is even possible to weaponize rabies@ and mad 

cow disease (which is also a zoonosis). Since these diseases are also harmful to people, it 

will be more difficuit to obtain them fiom mail order k m s  than plant illnesses. Cultivating 

a large amount of any of these microbes is not necessary because it is possible to infect only 

a small number of animals and still cause devastating econornic damage. Zealous fmers 

will likely euthanize entire herds of Iivestock themselves in order to check the progress of 

the disease. Like plant pathogens, cultivahg animal microbes would require some 

specialized knowledge of veterinary pathoIogy, although this field is much closer to human 



pathology than plant pathology. Disseminating these pathogens will likely be quite simple. 

Security around large ranches has never been particularly tight. It wodd be quite simple to 

sneak onto a farm and either inject a few animais with the disease, or contaminate an 

untreated d a c e  water suppiy. 
. . 

niere are relatively few motivational obstacles constrammg tenorists from 

executing this sort of attack. The punishment for killing plants or mimals is never as severe 

as the punishment for murder. Likewise, while killing a human being would be abhorrent to 

many terrorists, many terrorists would not have much of a moral objection to killing 

animais or plants. Termrists in need of widespread attention might be detemd, however. by 

the lack of concem the public might exhibit over the deaths of animals or plants. 

Few terrorist have the specialized knowledge of plant and animai diseases necessary 

to poison crops or animais, and fewer still would be interested in kilIing large numbers of 

plants or animais. Some rdigious and millenarian groups whose doctrine makes reference 

to plagues might decide to release either plant or animai pathogens, thus inducing their own 

~ ~ o c a l y p s e . ~ ~  Politicaily motivated tenorisu might decide to use agm-terrocisrn to ruin the 

global market for an enemy state's major export products. Perhaps surprisingly. some 

environmentai groups might consider agro-terrorism. If an environmental activist group 

beiieves that an introduced species, such as cattle or coffee, is h a r d  to either native 

plants or animals, it may decide to use biologicd weapons to poison this crop or animai 

species. 

NomLethal Biotmorism 

Non-lethai bioterrorism is a cather anomaious category. WhiIe ail other categories would 

ideally involve the use of deady pathogens, this one involves the intentiod use of non- 

lethal agents. The victims of such an attack are not intendeci to die; they are just supposed to 

be incapacitated for a short the .  It is difncult to Say why a temrist group would prefer its 



victims to be incapacitated when producing and disseminating deadly pathogens requises no 

more skiil or r e sou r~es .~~  Perhaps in some cases nich an attack would be intended to 

binden a state with the costs of h g  for a large number of sick people. 

There bas only been one recorded instance of an intentionally non-lethai attack. in 

1984, the Rajneeshee cuit in The Dalles, Oregon poisoned 75 1 people, by contaminating ten 

local salad bars with Salmonella t jphimwim bacteria, in order to prevent them korn voting 

in a local election. The leader of the Rajneeshee cuit, hown as the Bhagwan, told the cult 

members who came up with the idea of poisonhg peopte prior to the election that "it was 

best not to hurt people..."67 The cult was s d a r l y  deterred h m  using Salmonella ryphi, 

which could create a typhoid outbreak, by a concem that the fever produced by typhoid 

would last much longer than was really necessary to affect the outcome of the election. The 

choice of ryphimurium was also affecteci by the fact that the cuit's research laboratory could 

easily obtain this pathogen because it was "one of the control organisms used to meet the 

requirements for quality assurance expected of licensed clinical ~aboratories."~~ 

It would seem then that the Rajneeshees' choice of an incapacitating agent was due 

to the ease with which such substances may be obtained and a curious desire to do no 

permanent or even long-lasting harm. Besides infiuencing an election, there may be 

hundreds of reasons to use non-lethal agents. Who among us has not wished for the iliness 

of a professor on exam day? A non-tethal act rnight aiso be conducted in order to 

surreptitiously test bacterial production and dissemination methods prior to a lethal attack. 

A terrorist group rnight use a non-lethal attack to demonstrate to an audience that it has the 

technical expertise necessary to make deadly biological weapons, thus assisting in its 

attempts at extortion without acntally having to Ml anyone. These acts might have the 

unintended consequence of killing a few already sick, old, or very young people. This 

would not be in the best interests of terrorists who wouId prefer their victims to recover, 

nevertheless, it is a possibility they di shouid consider. 



Since we have so few examples of this sort of act, it is bard to say with certainty 

why a terrorist group would settle for just making people iii. However, it seems to be the 

case that if a terrorist group has qualms about killiig people, it might decide to use an 

incapacitating agent to achieve its ends, whatever they are. Conceivably, it is possible to 

replace the deadly agents nomally and idealiy used in al1 sorts of bioterrorist attacks with 

non-lethal onesPg However, these diiuted attacks would pmbably have a mialln impact 

and might be less succesfi. For instance, less terror would be created by the use of an 

agent known to be non-lethai, and any individual 'murder' victims would only be 

incapacitated for a short t he .  However, non-Iethal bioterrorism remains a definite option 

for those groups that are unable to discard a11 of their morals. 

There are innumerable pathogens that could be used in a non-lethal attack. The 

agent used depends on the sort of attack to be conducted. Salmonella and staphylococcai 

enterotoxins might be used to contaminate food or water supplies. Brucellosis could be used 

in an airborne sttack?O Although acquiruig these agents fiom a laboratory or mail order 

house wouid be sigdicantly easier than acquiring deadly pathogens fiom the sarne source, 

cultivating and disseminating them requires skiIls sirnilar to what is needed to cultivate and 

disseminate deadly pathogens during srna11 scde attacks, product tarnperings, or any other 

variety of bioterrorist attack. 

Refr-aining fiom kilIing opens non-lethal bioterrorism to a nurnber of groups that 

might otherwise be deterred by having to Ml people. The possibility of punishrnent, which 

is likely to be limited to a charge of assault and c~nsp i r ac~?~  is less likely to deter 

terrorists. The possibility of being infected themseIves with a non-lethal agent would deter 

fewer terrorists than the possibiiity of king infected with a lethaI agent. Nevertheless, this 

S O ~  of act would definitely engage less public attention. This fact might deter the legions of 

groups who want to draw public attention to their cause. The use of any sort of biologicd 

agent, 1ethaI or not, would probably be undesirable for many temrist groups who rely on an 



outside constituency for support. StilI, many terrorist groups, not just cults wishing to 

influence elections, might consider non-tethal acts. hdeed, any terrorist group without 

murderous intentions, and which does not need a Iot of attention or outside financial or 

moral support couid consider this option. 

Macroterrorism 

Macro-lmega-/super-/ultra-frnass casualty-temrid2 is ail the sarne thing, regardless of 

the hyperbole used as  a prefix. This is the sort of terrorism most often written about in 

novels, and the kind that concem politicians the most, Macroterrorist attacks will not be 

accompanied by any statement of demands because their perpetrators want nothing more 

from their victims than their deaths. The point of macroterrorism is to kill as many people 

as possible, preferably more than a thousand or even a million. Unique among acts of 

bioterrorism, the success of a macroterrorist act is measured in body counts. 

Why anyone would want to kill thousands of people is a difficuit question to 

answer. Killing millions might be rnotivated by a desire to bring about some sort of 

Armageddon, such as might be commanded in a p u p l s  religious or millenarian 

Mentally il1 individuals, such as schizophreaics or sociopaths, might also contemplate such 

an act. in order to perpetrate an act of macroterrorism, terrorists must be willing to lose 

whatever outside mord and hanc id  support they previously enjoyed. They must be 

willing to risk being infected themselves with a deiidiy agent. Finaily, they must be aware 

that the punishment for such an act would Iikely be b d  and deadly. 

Fortunately, very few temrist groups have the technical skiils and resources 

necessary to kili millions of people. To Hl as many people as possible, it is best to use the 

most infectious, the most communicable, and the most Wulent microbes available. These 

include viral hemorrhagic fevers such as Marburg, Ebola, Lassa fever, Rift Valley fever, 

and h a n t a ~ u s e s . ~ ~  Ail of these agents act quickiy, and ic i l i  between 50 and 90 percent of 



their victims regardless of treatment. They may infect their victims through contact with 

bodily secretions, or via infected mosquitoes, and it is possible that some of these poorly 

understood vinises may infect humans through the respiratory tract. 

Samples of these viruses are not typically available fiom natirral sources, 

laboratories, or mail order houses, nor are vimes particularly easy to cultivate. 

Furthemiore, a huge amount of microbes would have to be cultivated in order to infect 

several thousand people. If the terrorist group is unable to cultivate vimes or obtain 

samples of these rare diseases, it might be forced to use a lesser pathogen. Yersinia pestis, 

the bactena that causes plague, rnight be used. In the form of pneumonie plague it 

apparently kills 100 percent of the people it infects, and it is quite contagious. However. an 

adequate vaccine exists for this disea~e.'~ Anthrax too is suffîciently deadly; however. it is 

not particularly communicable. This severely limits the amount of damage an anthrax 

attack can do. 

Creating a device to efficiently disseminate the organisms requires an incredible 

amount of specialized technical skill. For the vast rnajority of al1 pathogens, the deadliest 

route of infection is through the respiratory tnct. A pathogen must be made into an aerosol 

in order to infect people through this route. However, as has already been shown, creating 

an aerosol spray out of microbes and inventing a dispersal device for the spray is beyond 

the capabilities of the vast majority of al1 subnational actors right now. 

Each step of the process of acquiring, cultivating, and disseminating the deadly 

microbes necessary to bring about the death of millions of peopIe requires speciaiized skill, 

equipment, a large staff, and great financial resources. Few terrorist groups would ever be 

able to sunnount these obstacles. These technical constraints, combined with the mord 

obstacles described above, make macroterrorisrn the least iikely form of bioterrorism. 

It seems then that some biotenorist acts are much easier to accomplish than the 

well-publicized macrotenorist incidents we have been led to f m  Some incidents, such as 



homes, murders, srnail scale attacks, and product tampering are technicaliy easier to 

accomplish, while others, including non-lethai bioterrorism, agro-terrorism, and murder 

again involve fewer moral constraints than macrotermrism. Appendix II sumrnarizes the 

moral and technicai constraints associated with each type of bioterrorist act. 

This appendix aiso lists which types of terrorist groups would probably be interested 

in these acts, based on their ability to overcome technical and motivational obstacles. The 

second section of this chapter will also discuss which types of terrorist groups, as are 

present in Canada and the United States, might be capable of committing various acts of 

bioterrorism. A well-rounded assessment of the bioterrorist threat must include some 

reference to the likely perpetrators of the event. The form that a biological terrorist event 

takes and the success of such an act depends a great deal on the terrorists' goals and 

capabilities. 

This section will begin with a description of the terrorist groups, operating either 

domesticaily or inteniationdly, who have pitted themselves against the Canada and the 

United States (or residents or businesses operating therein), with a view to ascertainhg 

which state is more threatened by which types of terrons groups. A surnmary of these 

findings may be found in Appendix m. This section wiü then attempt to determine which 

broad categories of terrorist groups should logicaliy gravitate towards which types of 

bioterrorism, based on their respective go& and their abiIity to overcome technical and 

motivational obstacles. This will dlow us to ascertain which state is more at risk of being 

the victirn of the various types of bioterrorist attacks. 

The Potential Bioterrorists 

The bioterrorist threat to Canada and the United States begins with the presence of 

terrorist groups that might wish to do either country h m .  Most of the world's terrorist 

organizations have some sort of presence in both countries. In fact, Canada is second only 



to the United States in the uumkr of tmr i s t  groups operating within its b0rders.7~ 

However, not ail terrorist o r g h t i o n s  operaihg within a state have any desire to do it 

h m ,  and not ail terrorist o r g h t i o n s  wishing to do a state harm must be found in that 

state. They may also operate fiom bases abroad. 

Canada and Canadian businesses are threatened by single issue terrorist 

organizations, such as animai cights organizations, including the Animai Liberation Front 

(ALF) and the Justice Department; environmental terrorists, such as The Earth Liberation 

Amy and the Sea Shepherd Conservation Society; and some anti-abortion terr~rists.'~ 

Lately, Canada's environmental extremists have been more active than extremists in the 

United States. Environmental extremists have been responsible for explosions at a British 

Columbia logging bridge in 1995, and at an Alberta logging facility in 1997. WhiIe most of 

the environmentai extremists' violent activity has been limited to tree spiking and 

equipment sabotage, some have been suspected of sendiig razor blades supposedly coated 

with poison or AiDS-infected blood to logging companies and hunting outfitters. Canada's 

animal rights activists have been less active than their Amencan counterparts. However, the 

Animai Rights Militia is known to be responsible for faise clairns of product tampering. In 

1992, they claimed to have contaminated candy bars with oven cleaner, and in December 

1994, they claimed to have poisoned turkeys in Vancouver, causing over a million dollars 

in Iost revenue?8 Canada's anti-abortion activists are signifcantly less M e n t  ihan their 

American counterparts. While American mi-abortion crusaders have killed five doctors 

and abortion c h i c  staff, and wounded eleven since 1993, only three Canadian doctors have 

k e n  wounded. However, Canadian pro-choice activists are womed that anti-abortion 

violence in Canada may soon escalate to American ~evels?~ 

Canada has aiso become a refuge for American militia groups and international 

terrorist groups such as the Li'beration Tigers of the Tamil Eelam (LITE), the Provisional 

Irish Republican Amy (Pm), Hizballah, the Kurdistan Workers' Party (PKK), Mujahedin 



e-Khalq (MEK), Algerk's Armed Islamic Group (GIA), and  amas*^ However, these 

groups have no desire to do Canada or Canadians any harm, but are here to plan, raise 

h d s ,  acquire weapons, and recruit new members. Such groups wodd oniy conduct attacks 

in their own region of interest, and never in their safe baven8 This does oot mean that 

these groups do not threaten the safety of Canada and Canadians. Their warm feelings 

towards Canada do not preclude accidents that might occur while experimenting new kuids 

of weapons. These groups rnay aiso consider using biological weapons to assassinate 

stubbom leaders of refugee communities living in Canada or ambassadors of antagonistic 

&tes visiting 

Canada is also home to an unknown number of religious or millenarian cults with 

Apocaiyptic intent and mentally-il1 individuals whose illness rnay manifest itself in threats 

or attempted acts of bioterrorism. The vast majority of al1 cults are completely non-violent. 

However, a few rnay idkquentiy follow a doctrine which rnay be interpreted as ordaining 

violence, While most of these cults would oniy use violence upon themselves in the marner 

of a mass suicide, for instance the Jonestown cult and Canada's Order of the Solar Temple, 

a few rnay tum their violence upon outsiders, for instance Japan1s Aum ~ h i n r i k y o . ~ ~  The 

typically closed and secretive nature of cults combined with the irnpossibility of predicting 

wtiich groups will tum violent and which are harmless makes the task of ascertainiDg the 

threat posed by non-üaditional religions rather difficult. Typically, outsiders oniy become 

aware that a seemingly peaceful cuit is capable of violence when they actually carry out a 

mass suicide or murder. Mentally iii individuals who threaten to use biological agents, and 

who sometimes succeed in acquiring and cultivating biological agents, appear once in a 

while in ali co~n t r i e s*~  

The United States is home to a similar variety of internationai terrorist groups as are 

represented in Canada. However, these groups rnay wish to harm their hosts. Hizballah and 

Hamas in particular are known to have representatives in the United States, and are known 



to have staged numerous tmris t  incidents against the United  tat tes.^^ The United States 

is aIso a potential target for intematiod groups operating outside of North America, such 

as Osama bin Laden's network of 4000 to 5000 Islamic terrorists and militants, who 

cuftently operate out of ~fghanistm.86 

The United States is home to a great number of violent right-wing exûemists and 

mihtias. These groups ofien turn to violence to articulate their anti-govenunent and racist 

philosophies. They have k e n  known to bomb govemment buildings and newspaper offices, 

and manufacture ricin with the intent of assassinating a sheriff and a deputy U.S. 

r n a r ~ h a l . ~ ~  These groups tend to act in secret, so knowhg exactly how many exin and what 

their plans are cari be difficdt. 

Like Canada, the United States has a farge number of extremis animal rights 

activists, ad-abortionists, and environmentaiists. Mile Canada's environmentai extremists 

have lately k e n  quite a bit more active than American environmentalists, these terrorists 

still pose a significant k a t  to the United States. The Evan Mecharn Eco-Temrist 

International Conspiracy (EMETK) damaged power poles and ski lifts in Arizona during 

the 1980's. Earth FA! has sabotaged logging operations on the American west Coast. and 

continues to h t e n  these operations*8 Amencan animal rights activists are much more 

destructive than their Canadian counterparts. l.le ALF bumed down a veterinary c h i c  in 

California in 1987, and placed nine firebombs in Chicago department stores in 1993. 

American anti-abortionists are many times more dangernus than their Canadian 

counterparts. Besides murdering people, American pro-life extremists have rekased 

noxious gases in planned parenthomi clinics, fkbombed others, and threatened c h i c  

empbyees. Like Canada, the United States has its share of religious and millenarian cults 

and mentaiIy iii individuals, who appear occasionally in all open societies. 

Even though both coutries are threatened by a huge number of termrist groups, it 

takes a special kind of terrorist to use bioIogicaI weapons. To cary out each kind of 



bioterrorist incident, a terrorist needs to overcome the technical and motivatiod barriers 

mentioued above. While some incidents have relatively few barriers of either kind, some, as 

was shown dining the ik t  section of this chapter, have so many that they are nearly 

impossible to achieve. Some kinds of terrorist groups are more capable of overcoming these 

barriers than others. By comparing which groups are capable of canying out various 

bioterrorist incidents, to which groups presently threaten the United States and Canada, we 

may ascertain what type of incidents are most likely to occur in both countries. 

Thauklùily, very few terrorists are willing to take al1 of the risks associated with 

perpetrating a macrotmrist act. Of the groups present in both the United States and 

Canada, ody large cuIts with some sort of Apocalyptic mandate would be able to overcome 

both the technical and moral obstacles associated with rna~roterrorism.~~ 

Groups that believe that their actions have been ordained by God will not fear death 

because they believe they will have a blessed afterlife in return for helping bring about the 

~ ~ o c a l ~ ~ s e ? *  Therefore, they will aot be deterred by the possibilities of brutal punishment 

or of being infected by their own microbes. Similarly, they may not fear infection if they 

are led to believe that their faith will somehow protect them fiom becoming infected. These 

groups rnay be willing to bring about the slow and agonizing deaths of thousands of people 

if they believe their victims to be evil sinuers who deserve such a death. or that it is their 

undeniable duty to bring about the end of the world by killing as many people as possible. 

ïüese groups will not be troubled by the possibility of losing popular support in their 

constituencies because they often have their own sources of weaith. Groups with an 

Apocaiyptic vision wiii be willing to forego media attention, since their goal is to kill as 

many people as possible, not extortion or attracting attention. In fact, if their doctrine makes 

reference to plagues, Apocalyptic groups may be even more attracted to biological 

weapons. 



Only the largest cdts muid be able to overcome the technicaI obstacles associated 

with macroterrorism, There is a correlation between the size of a terrorist group, and its 

abiiity to ovacome technical obstacles. G e n d y ,  larger terrorist groups have greater 

financial resources. These resomes rnay have k e n  donated to the grorip by theù members, 

or may have been raised by the memkrs through fund-raising or criminal activities. A 

terrorist group with greater financiai resources will be able to order more expensive cultures 

h m  mail order bouses, purchase more advanced cultivation equipment, and hire scientists 

to work for them. The size of a terrorist group, then, is often a good indicator of its ability 

to overcome technical obstacles. 

Some cults have huge memberships. The Rajneeshees had approximately 4,000 

rnemben, while the Aum had as many as 40,000?~ It is quite possible that there are cults 

operating w i t h  the United States and Canada who have even more members. Because 

their memben are sometimes required to give over al1 of thek worldly possessions, cuits 

often have tremendous financial resources. This allows them to buiId compounds and high 

security headquarters, or develop biologicai weapons. Hi@y trained scientists are not 

immune h m  being brainwashed by cults either. A registered nurse was a highly influentid 

mernber of the Rajneeshees, while the A m  possessed a number of scientists, including a 

PhDûained microbiologist and a ~hernist?~ 

international temrist groups such as Hamas and kbailah may not fear reprisai or 

death, due to their belief that participation in the Jihad will guarmtee them a blessed 

afterlife. Nor would they be deterred by the possibility that they will be responsible for the 

deaths of large numbers of people if they beiieve that these infideis deserve to die. 

However, these groups do occasioaalIy look to various IsIamic cornmunities for both moral 

and £inaucial support. They may be deterred fiom bioterrorism by the possibility of losing 

this support. Even the independently wedthy Osama bin Laden rnay be deterred by the 

possibility of iosing the favour of his IsIamic supporters. For this reason, combined with the 



possibility that some acts of bioterrorism rnay not be able to generate as much media 

attention as conventional b ~ r n b i o ~ s ~ ~  international tenonst gmups wili probably be 

unwiiling to perpetmte any kind of biotemrist act involving the actual use of disease- 

causing agents. However, these groups rnay di consider perpeûating bioterrorist hoaxes 

and possibly murders, agro-terrorism, and possibly some smail scale attacks, if they can 

plausibly deny responsibility for these acts, and thus retah the support of their 

constituency. 

international terrorist gmups have many members, indicating they probably have 

access to a lot of fun&. They have also participated in hugely destructive bombings, 

indicating they have at least some technical expertise. Although they rnay not be able to 

carry out a macroterrorist attack, they rnay be technicaily capable of product tampering, 

murder, homes, and sorne varieties of small scale, non-lethai, or agro-terrorist attacks. 

Osama bin Laden's network is sdlicientiy large and well-funded to be capable of a similar 

r a g e  of attacks. 

Mentally-il1 individuals, such as schizophrenics and sociopaths who appear 

periodicaily in both Canada and the U.S., rnay be willing to take ail of the risks associated 

with macroterrorisrn. This is targely a function of their distorted reasoning capabilities. If 

they do not understand the consequences of their actions, they rnay be willing to kill many 

people, and they rnay not fear being punished or infected. These individuals do not usually 

have outside mord or hancial support, so they will not be deterred by the possibility of 

losing this support. Nor would they probably care about attracting public attenti0n.9~ 

Although mentalIy ili individuais rnay be quite interested in a biological attack, they 

are extremely unlikely to have the skiils and resources necessary to accomplish a i i  but the 

simplest of biological attacks. Mentai iliness does not usually permit the constant effort and 

concentration necessq to acquire an advancd knowledge of rnicrobiology. 

"Schizophrenics, in particular, often have difficulty functioning in groups, and group effort 



would be necessary for large-scaie dissemination of ... biological ... agents."95 The only 

acts within their g r q  right now are hoaxes, the simplest acts of murder, and possibty 

product tampering, if they use an easy to acquire toxin like ricin. 

However, this situation may swn  change: 

... the Intemet rnay make it easier for individuals who dislike groups to 
communkate with others and to colIect weapons-related information 
with minimal face-to-face contact. 96 

The Intemet gives the mentatIy iii quick and relatively private access to a broad selection of 

usehi infinnation. It dso lets thern to broadcast their views in a forum that allows thern to 

put their best face forward, and solicit support fiom other like-minded and insane 

individuals. The world-wide threat of biological weapons produced and released by 

mentaily il1 individuals is increasing, thanks to the advent of the Intemet. 

Ultra right-wing groups and militias, as are present in great numbers in the United 

States, are willing to take fewer nsks than Apocalyptic cults. WhiIe they may be willing to 

murder individuals whom they believe have treated their organization uafairly, or even kiII 

entire ethnie gmups so as to creaie a purified New Wodd order?' they may be unwilling 

to risk capture and brutal punistirnent or the possibility of infection. However, these 

secretive organizations do not care for media attention, and they are ofien independently 

weaithy, so they will not be troubled by the possibility of losing financial support from 

outsiders. 

Because they may be unwilling to risk capture or infection, ultra right-wing 

organizations have fewer options open to them. To preclude the possibility of infection, 

they rnay decide to limit their activities to those that do not involve any a m a i  microbes, 

such as hoaxes, or those that may be accomplished using less dangerous pathogens, such as 

non-lethal attacks or agro-terrorim. With the proper precautions, murder and product 

tampering may also present Iittie posshility of infection. if they fear capture they will avoid 



aiI extortive attacks, and lirnit their actions to those that will be mistaken for natural 

outbreaks of disease, such as covert product tamperings, murder, and agro-terrorism. 

Hoaxes, which are dficult to trace, are also a possibility. 

Some ultra right-wing groups operathg in the United States might have the 

membership and associated resources necessary to produce some simple biological 

weapons. Ri& wing groups have certainly shown interest in biological weapons on several 

occasions. In 1998, Larry Wayne Harris, a former Aryan Nations member with tentative 

p h  to release biological weapons in the New York City subway system, was arrested 

d e r  ioforming an acquaintance that he possessed military grade anthrax9* In 1993, 

Canada Customs officiais seized 130 grarns of ricin from an American with links to 

survivalist g r ~ u ~ s ? ~  In 1996, gas mask and chemical protection sui& were found in a 

weapons cache in British Columbia belonging to an American rnilitia group.lOO niese 

groups have also shown themselves to be capable of manufacturing massively destructive 

conventional weapons, such the truck bomb used to blow up the Murrah building in 

OklahomalO1 Al1 of the simpler biological terrorist acts, including murder, product 

tampering, and some small scale, non-lethal, and agro-terrorist attacks are al1 within the 

range of their technical abilities. 

Single issue terrorists would be willing to take even fewer risks. While they rnay be 

wiihig to bring about the deaths of abortion doctors and employees of companies that harm 

the environment, they have no desire to produce many indiscriminate deaths, partially 

because they do not wish to be punished for killing a large number of people. This 

eliminates the options of smaii scde indiscriminate attacks and macroterrorism. Since the 

success of many of these groups' action hinges upon the media attention they receive, they 

may be Iess willing to carry out any actions that may attract little attention, such a s  non- 

lethal acts. These groups would also fear infection, and would therefore avoid acts that 

involve the use of more dangerous pathogens. Still, there is a slight chance that single issue 



terrorists may use biological weapons to murder loggers, abortion clinic employees, or 

prominent executives d o s e  companies test their ~roducts on animais. They may also 

tamper with products produced by a Company that does not display adequate concem for 

the environment or animal tights. They may poison livestock or crops that encroach upon 

wild areas. Single issue terrorists have aiready faisely claimed to have carried out al1 of 

these actions. 

However, these groups depend heavily on financial and moral support fiom more 

moderate pro-life supporters, animal welfare organizations, and environrnentally-concemed 

people fiom across North Arnerica Therefore, in order to avoid the stigma attached to 

biological weapons use they will likely avoid ail acts that involve the actuai use of 

biological weapons. Therefore, in al1 probability, single issue terrorists will limit their 

biotermria activities to hoaxes.lo2 These acts pose no danger of accidental infection. are 

difficult to trace, have less of a stigma attached to hem, and create a fair amount of media 

attention, given the ease with which they rnay be cacried out. 

Even though few single issue terrorists are Iikely to overcome the motivationai 

baniers necessary to produce biologicai weapons, they may be technically capable of 

perpetrating a few biotmrist attacks. Some of these groups have large memberships and 

are supported by fùnds raised by the more legitimate anns of their operations. Their issues 

may also attract the support of biologists and doctors who are acquainted with the 

objectionable practices in the targeted industries. These groups have already perpetrated 

bioterrorist hoaxes on numerous occasions, such as maihg Ietters faIsely claiming to be 

contaminated with anthrax or A I D S , ~ ~ ~  indicating they have at least considered this option. 

The firebombings and noxious gas releases that single issue tenoris& are known to be 

responsible for indicate that they have at least some technical s k i l ~ s . ~ ~ ~  There is no reason 

why some of these groups would not be technically capable of M e r  hoaxes, actuai 



instances of product tampering, murder, small scaie releases, some non-lethal acts, and 

some simpier forms of agro-terrorism. 

in summary then, since the United States is more threatened by international 

terrorist groups, such as the LTTE, Hamas, and Hizboliah, it is more iikely to be the victim 

of the attacks that international terrorist groups wouid Iikely gravitate towards, narnely 

murder and assassination, agro-terrorisrn, smaii scale attacks, and especiaily hoaxes. 

Likewise, because the United States is home to a greater number of right wing extrernists, it 

is more at risk of hoaxes, murder, non-lethai terrorism, product tampering, and agro- 

terronsm. Because the United States and American businesses are threatened by greater 

number of animal rights and anti-abortion terrorists, the U.S. is more likely to be the victirn 

of murder, product tarnpering, and hoaxes again. However, because Canada is more 

threatened by environmental terrorists, it is more likely to be the victim of the acts towards 

which environmentai terrorists gravitate, namely agro-terrorism, murder, product 

tampering, and hoaxes. Both states are home to an unknown number of cults and lone. 

mentalIy il1 tmorists. Therefore, both states are equally likely to be the victims of hoaxes. 

murders, and product tampering incidents as perpetrated by the mentally ill, and 

macroterrorist attacks, as would arise fiom Apocalyptic cults. 

We would be quite rerniss if we were to conclude our evaluation of the bioterrorist 

threat to Canada and the United States with a discussion of the multifaceted threat of 

bioterrorism and an analysis of the terrorist groups who are most likely to use biological 

weapons, for some attributes of the potentiai v i c h  state may also affect the threat of 

bioterrorism. Many analysts are very aware that quaiities possessed by the target state are 

capable of increasing the possibility that it wilI be the victirn of a bioterrorist attack. In fact 

they are so aware of this fact that they base their entire arguments on clichés about the 

infinite vuinerability of open societies to aü acts of t e r r ~ r i r m ~ ~ ~  However, a sate can have 



many other qualities besides opemess that wili dso have a significant impact on both the 

likeiihood and destructiveness of the various types of bioterrorist acts. This section wiii 

discuss some of these qualities, decide how these factors apply to the United States and 

Canada, and consider how this affects the threat posed by bioterrorism. 

The Target State 

Does the target state engage in activities thut might be objectionable fo terrorisrs? 

There are an infinite number of operations that a state or its citizens couId be involved with 

that tenorists might find unacceptabte for whtever reasons, and to which these groups 

might respond with an act of bioterrorism. Internationally, astate could annoy nationdist or 

separatist terrorists by becoming involved in their homeland's coaflicts. If a state makes an 

enemy of another &te which is their military idenor, they might find themselves at 

increased risk of trmirkt attack.106 If the Uifkior state has no chance of wuining a 

conventional war, or even of causing significant damage to the target state In such a war. it 

might encourage terrorist attacks upon the supetior state in order to express its continued 

hosiility . 

The United States has a habit of m a h g  enernies of states that are its rnilitary 

ideriors, and this, many Americans fear, will make the US. the object of a bioterrorist 

attack. As Ameriwi Defense Secretary Wfim Cohen put it: 

Our American military superiority presents a paradox ... because our potential 
adversaries know they wi't win in a conventional challenge to U.S. forces, 
they're more ükeIy to try unconventionai or asymmetncal methods, such as 
biologicai or chemicai ~ e a p o n s . ~ ~ ~  

Iraq, Iran, Libya, North Korea, and Syia have ail had Iess than cordial relations with the 

United States. The United States govemment charges that these same states have offensive 



biological weapons programs, and might be tempted to bestow some of the h i t s  of tbeir 

state-nui programs to terrorists. 1 08 

As the subject of such animosity, the United States is at an increased risk of several 

varieties of bioterrorist attack. If these inferior enemies see the president of the United 

States or any prominent generals as the source of their woes, they might decide to 

assassinate this individuai, perhaps using a biological agent. If a state long subjected to a 

lack of food caused by U.S.-ted sanctions wishes to retum the favour, as it were, the United 

States might £ind itself the victim of cmp or livestock bioterrorism. lo9 Tenorisu sponsored 

by one of these states might also execute a hoax or even a small scale act of bioterronsm. in 

order to convince the United States to change its policies towards that state, though these 

sorts of act probably would not be successfui at effecting any kind of favourable change. 

For its part, Canada has proven to be rnuch more equanirnical. Despite our repeated 

support of Arnerican-led sanctions, Canada has not becorne as much of an object of 

international antipathy as our Iarger ally. Perhaps as a result of our well-maintained 

moderate and peace-loving image, perhaps because we are not seen as "an impenal power 

trying to rule the world,"' l0 perhaps because we have fewer military inferion, Canada has 

skilfully or luckily sidestepped the hazards involved with making enernies of states that 

might choose to sponsor temrism ifthey are unable to win a conventional war. 

Nevertheless, Canada may soon h d  itself the subject of some anùnosity for 

becoming involved with peacekeeping, or Gulf War-type international efforts. l Such 

good-intentioned efforts may not be appreciated by aü the participants in such conflicts, 

including nationalist or separatist forces as weIl as state-Ied military forces. Any of these 

groups may decide to use biological terrorism to convince Canada that such involvement is 

too dangerous, and that they shouid l a v e  the troubled location. They may choose to engage 

in mai l  scale attacks either upon Canarfa's overseas forces or in prominent locations in 



Canada itself. Hoaxes are also a distinct possibility, as is assassination, if one particular 

Canadian cornes to embody the hated peacekeeping force. 

Overdl, the United States gets involved with zit least as many intemationai 

peacekeeping or police action operations as Canada, and is therefore just as likeIy to fall 

victim to attacks with this motivation as  Canada. Nevertheles, the United States is at much 

greater risk of terrorist attack sponsored by enemy states. 

Terrorists may object to other government actions tw. If a state fails to condemn 

doctors who perform abortions for theù actions, aiiows logging companies to destroy 

environmentaily significant ecosystems, perxnits the sale of genetically modified foods, 

aIlows its businesses to operate in countries with poor huaian rights or environmental 

records, or oppresses a sector of the population, it may be subjected to some sort of 

terrorism m a t  to convince the state to change its policies. These acts would u s d l y  take 

the form of a hoax or smaI1-sale attack, but agro-terrorism, product tarnpering, and 

extortive acts of non-lethal terrorism are also possible. 

Both the United States and Canada have done things to anger terrorists claiming to 

represent the interests of aggrieved parties, and thus both are subject to terrorism motivated 

by these issues. It is quite impossible for a state to not offend some groups with the 

implementation of controversial policies. Neverthekss, as has been shown in the previous 

section, the domestic terrorists in the U.S. are much more M e n t  than those in Canada. 

Thus, even though botti countries have impiemented many policies that are objectionabIe to 

terrorists, the United States is at greater risk because of it. 

Dues the target stute have bmhess that engage in procrices that mighr be 

objectionable ro terrorists? 

Just as states may be subjected to violence due to unpopdar actions, businesses in states 

may becorne the victims of terrorism due to objectionable practices. AIthough terrorism is 



normaiiy thought of as directed agaiust a state, acts of violence directed against a business 

may injure as many people and create as much damage as any act directed against 'the *te' 

itself. Therefore, preventing acts of terronsm directed against businesses is just as desirable 

and worth discussing as preventing acts of terrorism directed against 'the state' or 'society.' 

If a business damages the environment, operates in countries with poor human 

nghts records, grows genetically modifed foods,l l2 contributes to the death or injury of 

animals, interacts with ethnic groups with whom terrorists have a grievance, or contributes 

to the advancement of gIobalization at the expense of large sectors of the population, some 

groups may decide to tamper with its products or commit agriculturaI terrorism in order to 

destroy the market for this business's products. If the business has a high profile leader. he 

or she may be assassinated by terrorists. Hoaxes, which are easier to perpetrate, may dso be 

camied out in order to create financial hardships for the business. 

The United States has a plethora of high profile businesses that offend sectors of the 

population that might turn to terronsm. Multinational corporations such as McDonald's and 

Coca-cola contribute to globalization. Cosmetic and pharmaceutical companies based in 

the United States test their products on animals. Hundreds of family planning clinics in the 

United States conduct abortions, while logging companies, rnining operations. and 

development corporations conmbute to widespread environmental degradati~n.~ l 3  

Canada has fewer businesses that are offensive to tmorists, but is far h m  immune 

to these sorts of attacks. Besides domestic logging companies, abortion clinics, and animai 

research laboratories, some of Canada's overseas business interests may soon annoy 

terrorist groups enough to be subjected to bioterrorism. Although Talisman in the Sudan 

has so far been unmolested, this may change very quickly. Terrorists may likewise choose 

to punish a Canadian mining Company known to have contaminated a river in the 

Philippines for its actions. Canada's nuclear exporting industry may be subjected to 

t m r i s m  for selling nuclear technology to Turkey and, untii recently, ~ o m a n i a . ~  l4 



Businesses o p t i n g  in such restless couutries as Nigeria and Guyana may dso be 

subjected to biotmrisrn. Aithuugh it would seem that American businesses are more likely 

to be the victims of a biotemrist attack, simply by virtue of there being more of them, 

Canadian businesses are also somewhat at risk. 

How closely connected is the target state to other states that are also threatened by 

bioterrorism? 

A state's relationships with other states can increase the chances that it will be harmed by an 

act of bioterrorism. Specificaily, a close relationship with a state that is threatened by 

bioterrorism can increase the threat of bioterrorism to its allies and neighbours. For 

instance, if a state shares a contiguou border with a threatened state and stable biological 

weapons are deployed outdoors and in an aerosol form in a city near the border, there is 

every chance that some of these microbes may drift into the other country and infect people 

there. If pathogens are released in crops or livestock near the border, they may likewise 

spread into the other country. Thus, sharing a border puts the neighbouring state at an 

increased risk of being harrned by macroterrorist and small scde attaçks, both of which may 

involve open-air aerosol dissemination, as well as agro-terrorism. 

Similarly, if two states are known to be close allies, but one has hardened its 

potential terrorist targets by implementing programs designed to prevent or minimize the 

damage doue by biotemrist attacks, a terronst group antagonistic to both might use the 

unprepared state as a sort of pmxy target and carry out an attack therel l5 Or, if one state 

has not made enough of an effort to eliminate terrorist groups operating in its own temtory, 

it codd h d  that it has unwittingly become a host for terrorist groups who are using its 

territory as a safe haven while they plan an attack on another state.l l6 While this itself may 

not trouble the host state, the possibility that terrorists might have an accident white 

experimenting with pathogens should be a concem. The possiiility that the target state 



could decide to reduce the threat posed by terrorists residing in the unprepared host state by 

taking matters into its own han& should also be cause for concern on the part of the 

If the residents of two states closely resemble each other in speech, mannerisms, and 

appearance, it is possible that temrists may confuse the residents of one state with residents 

of the other. Both during overseas and homeland attacks, citizens of one country may be 

mistakeniy caught up in a termrist attack meant for citizens of the 0ther.l I8 This of course 

is only a concern when considering indiscriminate attacks, such as smdl-scale or 

macroterrorist attacks. Presumably, terrorists will not mistake residents of another country 

for an intended assassination victim, livestock, or crops. 

Finally, the threat increases if the residents of both countries routineiy visit the otfier 

country, in particuiar if they use air travel. If a person who has unknowingly been infected 

with a communicable disease. such as might happen during a covert macroterrorist attack, 

travels to another country, he or she could infect residents of this other country. The 

infected person could also infect every other passenger on the airplane, some of whom 

might be travelling even further abroad. The constant and increasing movement of peopIe 

between countries puts ail states at a greater risk of being harmed by biotemrism. This is 

one of the most potent arguments for biotenorism to be thought of and deait with as a 

global problem and not just a national one. 

Both Canada and the United States are threatened by their relationship with each 

other, The two countries share a long border, with many cities situated quite close to it. and 

residents of both countries kquently travel to the other state for a multitude of purposes. 

Because the United States has gone to great efforts to harden some its potential targets, 

Canada is at greater risk of a proxy attack This has been a concern for Canada's nuclear 

power plants, none of which are as weil-guarded as their American counterpart~.~ l9 

Because Canada has become a d e  haven where many international terrorist groups plan 



attacks, procure weapons or materiel, recruit new members, and engage in fundraising, the 

United States is at an increased Rsk of temrist attacks originating here. Since the December 

1999 apprehension of Ahmed Ressam, the Amencans are well aware of this source of 

vuinerability, as evinced by their proposal to "(Improve) monitoring on (their) northem 

border with secure communications equipment and advanced monitoring equipment, 

including high resolution day and night camera t e c h n ~ l o g y . " ~ ~ ~  If Canada is unable to curb 

the actions of these terrorists, there is a chance that the United States may decide to 

eliminate this source of worry themselves. Overall, however, Canada is more threatened by 

its relationship with the United States than the United States is threatened by its relationship 

with Canada, but oniy because the biotemrist threat to the United States is so much greater. 

How has the target sfate responded to the threat of bioterrorism andor previous 

terrorist acts? 

Has the govemment acted to contain the threat quickly, and with little disturbance to the 

regular functioning of the state? 1s the attention devoted by governent and the media to 

the previous acts and the present threat even banded, with no attempts at fear-mongering? 

Were the perpetrators of the previous act caught and fairly punished? Or, did the residents 

panic in the face of the bioterrorist threat? Did the previous event receive 1ergg.h~ news 

coverage, and does the threat of biotenorism still receive extensive media coverage? Have 

politicians responded to this threat with a variety of harsh anti-terrorism laws and expensive 

counter-terrorism programs? 

A state's attitude towards bioterrorism can have a tremendous impact on both the 

likelihood and impact of a biotemrist attack. i f a  state's residents and politicians fear such 

an attack, the option of biotenorism wiil be aii the more tempting to terrorists whose 

success depends upon media attention and widespread fear.121 People who are nightened 

of bioterrorism are more Likely to give in to the demands of anyone who threatens a 



bioterrorist attack, while the panic that wouid inevitably follow a bioterrorist attack wodd 

mate  disruption on a grand scale. Hoaxes, product tampering, srnaIl scale attacks, and 

agro-terrorism will al1 be more disnrptive and darnaging in States that are iiightened of 

biotemrisrn. 

The United States seems to have overreacted to the threat of biotemrism. Americau 

media coverage given to the 1993 bmbing of the World Trade Centre and the 1995 

bombing of the Alfred P. Murrah building in Oklahoma was gratuitously extensive.lP It 

was and is followed by continued media appearances of politicians, novelists, and 

researchers, al1 of whom are eager to describe the bioterrorist threat as imrnediate. 

inescapable, and mortaily d ~ t n ~ e r o u s . ~ ~ ~  New h h  laws were enacted following the 1995 

bombing, including one guaranteeing the death penalty to anyone convicted of a terrorist 

b o r n b i r ~ g l ~ ~  Domestic preparedness plans costing billions of dollars and involving over 

forty branches of governrnent were created. New WMD response tearns were created within 

the Marines and the National ~ u a r d . * ~ ~  

Despite the United States' declaration that it will never make substantiai changes to 

its policies in response to terrorist by these reactions it is clear that it has done just 

that. For aithough it might never knowingIy concede to a terrorist group' demands, this 

overreaction to the threat of bioterrorism shows that the United States can be made to 

dramaticaily alter its policies in response to t e r r o r i s ~ n . ~ ~ ~  For those terrorists interested in 

creating disruption, nothing codd be more gratifying than to have the United States respond 

in a similar dramatic fashion to their srnall scaie attacks, product tamperings, and even 

hoaxes. 

Canada has responded to the threat of bioterrorism in a much more even-handed 

manner, aithough to be fair Canada bas not recently endured temrist incidents of the same 

scale as those that have occurred this pst decade in the United States. If Canada does have 

the misfortune to be the v i d  of temfying terrorist attacks, our attitude towards 



biotermrism rnay c h g e  drasticdy. Except for the odd, infiequent newspaper article12g or 

Discovery Charme1 show about Canada's Nuclear, Biological, Chernicd Response Team 

(NBCRT), Canadian media coverage of the threat of biotermrism is nonexistent. Canada's 

politicians w l y  mention the threat, and no new laws or biIls have been introduced to help 

combat the bioterrorist threat There is not even a section in Canada's cr in id  code 

pertaining to bioterrorism. Any deaths produced by such an act would be tned just as 

murders. 129 

As a resuit, Canadians are less worried about biological termrism. Hoaxes, small 

scaie attacks, and other disruptive or extortive attacks wiIl therefore be less successfui, and 

hence Iess attractive to terrorists. This is not to argue that ignoring the bioterrorist threat is 

the best way to make it go away, but there are better ways to combat this threat than fear- 

mongering and throwing money at it, as wiii be shown in the next chapter. 

1s the state reliant on a single crop or species of livestock? 

An act of crop or livestock bioterrorism codd have an enormous effect on a state that is 

reliant upon a single crop, be it tirnber, coffee grown for eqort, beef cade, wheat, or sheep 

raisecl for wooI. This act might be so devastating as to cause Iong-lasting economic 

hardships or even a famine. Thus, -tes that are more reliant upon a single crop, or 

agriculture in generd, are more vuinerable to agro- ter r~r i rm.~~~ 

Neither Canada nor the United States is so ceriant upon a single crop that a famine 

woutd likely follow a biotemrist incident directed at any one variety of crop or livestock. 

(Although if severai diseases that attack a variety of crops were released at once, such a 

thing might very weil occur.) Nevertheless, C d  does rely more upon the incorne 

provided by agriculture and naturai resources than the United States does. if either Canada's 

&ber stands or wheat crops were to be the victims of a biotmrist attack, a significant 



portion of our economy would be devastated.131 Thus, Canada is more vuinerable to agro- 

terrorism than the United States. 

Does the target state have effective programs to combat the bioterrorist threar? 

Well-thought-out programs designed to either prevent a bioterrorist attack or minimize its 

impact can be quite effective at reducing the likelihood and impact of a bioterrorist attack. 

Although a discussion of Canada's and the United States' responses to the bioterrorist threat 

would certainly aid in our discussion, such a thing will not be included right here. The 

purpose of the entire second chapter is to evaiuate both couutries' responses. 

How open is the rarger state? 

It is ofien remarked that open societies, like Canada and the United States, are infiniteiy 

vulnerable to temrist attack, that the state's lack of control over the actions of its people 

gives thehem the &dom to organize and implement terrorist a t t a ~ k s . ~ ~ ~  This is quite tme. 

Closed states may be able to prevent terrorism by creating complex and excfusive 

licensing procedures in order to control the possession of laboratory equipment and 

pathogens that might be used in a bioterrorist act. By making cults illegai, a ciosed society 

codd prevent many attacks motivated by aberrant religious doctrine. Strict anti-sedition 

laws may help a closed society to prevent terrorist groups fiom recruiting new members, 

and help prevent acts motivated by I ~ a t r e d . ~ ~ ~  Creating draconian punishments for anyoae 

convicted of bioterrorism and openly advertising these punishments will deter some 

terrorists. Giving law enforcement agencies k e  license to monitor telephone traffic, search 

a suspected terronst's home, and arrest the terrorist al1 without warrant would greatly reduce 

the t h r e a ~ l ~ ~  By monitoring intemet aatFc, the govemment of a closed society may be 

able intercept secret plans or infiammatory seditious Iiterature and arrest the authors before 

their writings bring about their desired resuit (However, looking for sedition on the intemet 



is like tooking for hay in a haystack) These measures would indeed make al1 acts of 

bioterrorisrn less probable, including hoaxes if telephone t r a c  is to be monitored. The 

trouble is that few open societies would be willing to give up their often hard-won Çeedoms 

even for the obvious benefit of preventing bioterrorism. 

Both Canada and the United States are very open. Both accept rehgees fiom around 

the world. Over forty percent of both populations have access to the intemet, and both 

dlow cults to practise their unusual faiths without harassment. Nevertheless, both countries 

are occasionally wiiiing to suspend a few people's rights for the benefit of the whole. 

For instance, by its involvement with the Australia Group, Canada has proven to be 

quite eager to 1 s t  the trade in dangernus chemical and biologicai mate ri ai^,^^^ while the 

United States is willing to use brutal punishments to deter t e r r o r i ~ m . l ~ ~  The U.S. is less 

willing, however, to irnpinge upon the right to fieedom of speech in order to prevent 

sedition.13' These are d e r  minor diierences, and it may be safe to conclude that both 

states are indeed quite open, and therefore are quite vulnerable to ail kinds of terrorist acts. 

To sumrnarize then, the United States has more policies which may prove irksorne 

to terrorists, and more businesses that may also anger terrorist groups. It has overreacted to 

the bioterrorist threat, and its openness makes it vulnerable to ail bioterrorist acts. For its 

part Canada is also vulnerable to ail sors of attacks due to its openness, while its reliance 

on agriculture makes it more vulnerable to agro-terrorism. Canada's close relationship with 

the United States aiso increases the likelihood that Canada will be harmed by a bioterrorist 

attack, occurring either in the United States or in Canada However, according to these 

criteria, almost ail bioterronst attacks, except agro-terrorism and perhaps macroterrorist 

attacks, are more likely to occur in the United States than Canada, and to do more damage 

there. However, Canada is more vulnerable to agro-terrorist attack ïhese hdings are 

summarized in Appendix TV. 



Conclnsion 

It now remains for us to distil these 52 pages of guess-work, extrapolations based on 

inçomplete information, and supposition into a clear evaluation of the threat of bioterrorism 

to the United States and Canada: 

The threat of biological terrorisrn appears quite dierent when we reaIize that there 

are many different kinds of bioterrorist acts, each with different motivations, technicai 

obstacles, and motivational constraints. When we view the threat of bioterrorism in this 

manner, some types of attacks, such as murder and hoaxes, seem more iikely to occur than 

we had previously assumed, while others, such as macroterrorism, seem almost impossible. 

The overall threat of bioterrorism is greater to the United States than it is to Canada, 

both because the United States is more vulnerable and because there are more terrorist 

groups wishing to h m  Amencans. The United States has made enemies of States that 

might resort to asymmetricai warfare, and has more businesses that might prove vexing to 

terrorists. Americans are more fnghtened of bioterrorism than Canadians, and former Soviet 

scientists are more likely to sel1 secrets to terrorists contemplating an attack upon the 

United States than to those who might wish to harm Canada The United States is 

threatened by international terrons groups such as Hamas, Hizbollah, and Osama bin 

Laden; a particularly violent set of ad-abortion terrorists; numenius ultra-right wing 

groups; some animal rights and environmental terrorists; and the usual assortment of cults 

and mentally il1 cranks that trouble al1 open societies. 

Nevertheiess, the threat to Canada is not nonexistent. Canada is just as open as the 

United States, it gets involved with as many peacekeeping missions, and it too has many 

businesses with which tenorists might take issue. Due to its greater reliance on timber and 

agriculture, Canada is more vulnerable to agriculturai terrorisrn. Canada's close relationship 

with the United States increases its vulnerability drastically. Fewer terrorist organizations 

wish to harm Canada or Canadians. The oniy threat to Canada posed by international 



groups is the possibility that they wilI have an accident while manufacturing biological 

weapons for an attack planned for the United States, or the chance that they may use 

biological weapons to kill prominent refugees or ambctssadors. Canada's anti-abortion and 

animal rights terrorists are signrficantly less active than their Ameriwi counterparts, but 

our environmental terrorists are more active. Like the Uuited States, Canada has its hir 

share of mentally il1 amateur terrorists and Apocaiyptic cults that may tum to violence. 

The technical and especially the motivationai coostraints involved with dl acts of 

bioterrorism except hoaxes make a i l  of them extremety unlikely to occur in either state. 

Technically, hoaxes are the easiest to carry out, followed by murder, then product 

tampering. Smail s d e  acts, non-lethal attacks, and agro-terrorism al1 require about the 

same amount of technical expertise to execute. Technically, macroterrocisrn is beyond the 

skills of almost al1 subnational actors. Morally, the easiest bioterrorist act to perpetrate is 

again the hoax, followed by murder, non lethal attacks, agro-terrorism, product tampering, 

and small scale attacks. The most difficult bioterrorist act is again macrotemrism. 

Of these acts, the ones that are most IikeIy to occur in the United States, or 

anywhere for that matter, are hoaxes because they require no techical skill or suspension 

of morality. Al1 of the tenorist groups present in the United States would be capable of 

perpetrating them, and, because the United States is quite fnghtened of biotemrism, a 

bioterrorist hoax would be very disruptive. Murder is the next most likely biological act to 

occur in the United States. Murders require relatively little technicd skill or ability to 

overcome motivationai constrain&. Many terrorist groups in the United States, induding 

international groups, cutts, and possibly some single issue terrorists, could conceivably h d  

a reason to commit murder. Product tampering is also a possibility. It is tectuiicaliy simple 

to accompiish, and many single issue terrorists wodd consider it, but the possibility of 

killing many people indiscriminately wodd deter a large number of them. Agro-tmrism, 

srnail scaie attacks, and non-lethal attacks are Iess likeIy to occur. Macroterrorism is next to 



impossible. Although many religiously-motivated terrorist groups within the United States 

would like to bring about a mac~otenorist event, the technicd obstactes involved with 

macroterrorism are nearly insumiountable. 

The most likeiy event to occur in Canada is dso the bioterrorist hoax. However, due 

to Canadians' present Iack of interest in biological weapons and the relative absence of 

terrorists interested in harming Canada, hoaxes are much less likely to occur here than in 

the U.S. Murder and assassination are the next most likely events, again because Canada's 

allotment of international terrorists, single issue temrists, cults, and the rnentally il1 are al1 

probably capable of overcoming the technical obstacles involved with this event, while 

fewer are capable of overcoming the motivational constraints. The threat of agro-tenorism 

is greater to Canada than it is to the United States, both due to Canada's greater reliance on 

revenues generated by timber and agriculture, and because Canada is more threatened by 

environmental terrorists, who are more inclined to consider agro-terrorism than other 

terrorists. Except for macrotemrism, which is again next to impossible, the remaining acts 

are al1 about equal in probability. 
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Chapter Two - Responses to the Bioterrorist Threat 

Now that we have determineci the relative likelihood of a bioterrorist act occurring 

in the United States and Canada, and decided which vaieties of events are most likely to 

occur in each country, we m u t  examine both states' responses to this threat in onier to 

determine whether these responses are weU-suited to combating the sort of threat present in 

both countries. This chapter wilI discuss the major thnists of Canada's and the United 

States' counter-bioterrorism strategieso and attempt to determine whether either set of 

responses is suited to reducing the threat of bioterrorism. While this chapter will offer 

criticism of apparent weakaesses of both counter-bioterrorism strategies, suggestions for 

improvement will for the most part be reserved until the next chapter. 

A General Strategy To Foiiow 

In general terms, what is the best strategy for aii states to follow to minimize the 

bioterrorist threat? There are an infinite nurnber of possible solutions to this troublesome 

problem, but what strategy is the best for al1 states to follow? It is possible to focus one's 

attentions on the most dangerous and potentidly damaging form of bioterrorism, narnely 

macr~terrorism.~ Although this type of biotermrimi is the least likely to occw anywhere. 

the argument goes that the possible consequences of such an event are so great that it would 

be quite imp~dent  to ignore this type. However, if we extend this argument to its logical 

conclusion and recommend preparing for events that are potentially catastrophic but are 

extremeiy unlikeiy to occw, we will end up wasting resources preparing for events as 

improbable as meteorite impacts and alien invasions. Certainiy, these events may be quite 

destructive, but "there might be bntn uxs for scarce defense doi~ars."~ To prepace for only 

the most destructive forms of biotmrism, whiIe i g n o ~ g  the more probable if less 

damaging types of attacks would be quite negligent, to Say the Ieast. 



It is possiile to prepare for the most Iikely events, these being hoaxes and murder in 

the United States; and hoaxes, murder, and agro-terrorism in Canada, while ignoring the 

potentiaily catastropbic but extremely unlikely varieties. This strategy would certainly 

eliminate the wasted spending on events that never actuaily occur, but it leaves us 

conspicuously vuluerable to the most destructive foms of terrorism, the possibility of 

which provided much of the impetus for most counter-bioterrorisrn plans. If we extend the 

argument in favour of preparing only for the most likely events to its logical conclusion, we 

end up not preparing for biotemrist events at ail. Terrorist acts using conventionai weapons 

such as guns and bombs are still more likely to occur than ail forms of bioterrorist attacks. 

If we prepared for only the most probable events, we wouid direct our h d s  entirely to 

reduction of the conventionai threat, and ignore bioterrorism completely. Surely, this is as 

negligent as preparing for only rnacrotermrism. 

The third possible strategy falls somewhere between preparing for only the most 

likely events and preparing for oniy the most damaging. It is to prepare for both the more 

likely and the more destructive bioterrorist events. It is quite feasible to create a mechanism 

of preparedness programs that are capable of effectivety reducing the threat posed by al1 

forms of bioterrorism h m  hoaxes to macrotemrism and al1 varieties in between. Reducing 

the threat posed by more types of bioterrorism is c e r t d y  safer than focussing on just the 

more likely attacks while ignoring the more destructive acts, or vice versa. Of course no one 

policy should be expected to be able to combat ail foms of bioterrorism by itself, but a 

well-thought out system of programs and policies working together should be able to 

reduce the bioterrorist threat in toro. 

For exarnple, an ideal response to the bioterrorist threat rnight include such elements 

as international treaties restricting the transfer of deadly human pathogens, plant and animal 

pathogens, and even non-lethal agents, wtiich wodd reduce the threat of bioterrorism 

arising h m  international sources. Domestic laws and intrusive licensing procedures for 



laboratories possessing any arnounts of pathogens wouid @y reduce the domestic threat. 

An education program informing the public of the minimal danger posed by bioterrorism 

would reduce the effectiveness of hoaxes and extortive acts of bioterrorism. Medical 

response teams and iapid response teams could heip mitigate the consequences of smail 

scde attacks, product tampering, non-lethal terrorism, and macroterrorism. Pharmaceutical 

stockpides containing general purpose vaccine producing materials would help curb the 

spread of contagious diseases, as might be released in a macroterrorist attslck, and, if the 

prophylaxis is administered in a timely fashion, reduce the damage done in non-iethai 

incidents, small scale attacks, product tampering incidents, and even murders. Training first 

responders, such as firefighters and the police, to better respond to bioterrorist attacks 

would mitigate the consequences of extortive acts of bioterrorism, while training medicai 

personnel to recognize the victims of a bioterrorist attack wouid help in the response to 

covert bioterrorist attacks. Integrating the agencies responsible for monitoring plant and 

animai health into a state's preparedness plans wouid reduce the threat of agricuiturd 

terrorism. Other programs not listed here could dso help to reduce the threat posed by 

many types of bioterrorism. In an ided response to the bioterrorist threat, elements such as 

these work together to reduce the threat posed by al1 f o m  of bioterrorisrn. 

The argument in favour of an dl-encompassing approach to the threat of 

biotemorisrn is strengthened by the fact that terrorists have a tendency to be irrational. 

Recall h m  the introduction that terrorism is a remarkably ineffective means to most ends. 

Have anthrax hoaxes mailed to planned parenthood clinics reduced the number of abortions 

performed? Have car bombs improved the lot of Palestine, or convinced the British to leave 

Northern ireland? If terrorists had based their decision to use terrorism on a rational 

weigtiing of costs and benefits, there wouId be no terrorism. Since temrism does exist, we 

m u t  conclude that terrorists based their decision to use terrorism on an irrational weighing 

of costs and benefits. If terrorists have a i i  made one irrational decision, namely the decision 



to use temrism, there is a good chance that some of their succeeding decisions will aiso be 

irrational, especiaily since most of these decisions will be made with l e s  deiiberation than 

the weighty initiai decision to use tenorism. These succeeding irrational decisions may be 

as  insignifiant as what to Wear on the &y of the attack, or they may be as significant as 

which type of biologicai agent, ricin or smailpox, should be used in a smail scale attack. 

Terrorists may actually end up perpetrating types of bioterrorist incidents that do not seem 

to be in their best interests. Because we base our predictions on what is in a tenorist group's 

best interests, we have iittle chance of correctly predicting these irrational acts. In the face 

of this unpredictability and uncertainty, it is decidedly safer to defend against ail varieties 

of bioterrorïsrn, and not just those that seem to be in the best interests of terrorists. "As 

there can be no certainty that terrorists will necessarily follow a rational approach ... Any 

strategy to counter (bio)terrorïsm must be bmad bandaw3 

A significant argument against such 'broad band' approaches is that they will 

necessarily cost a lot of money. This is a iegitimate concern, but if these policies are well 

thought out an ail-encompassing approach does not have to be an expensive one. As will be 

shown in the next chapter, it is quite possible to reduce the threat posed by ail varieties of 

bioterrorism for a minimal output of 'scarce defense dollars.' 

Which general strategies have the United States and Canada followed? Have they 

made the considerable mistake of focussing on the most destructive while neglecting to 

prepare for the more likely? Or, have they made the equally grievous error of preparing for 

the most likely events, while leaving themselves vulnerable to the most destructive? Has 

either developed an approach that reduces the threat posed by ai1 forms of bioterrorism? 

The United States' Counter-Bioterrorism Strategy 

Since the mid-19901s, biologicai terrorism has been a major concern of the 

governmeot of the United States. American policy makers observed the 1993 bombing of 



the World Trade Center in New York, the 1995 bombing of the Murrah feded building in 

Oklahoma City, and Aum Shinrikyo's 1995 s a r h  attack on the Tokyo subway system and 

were convinced that the next target for a terrorist attack using weapons of mass destruction 

would be the United states4 The United States has responded to this emerging threat with a 

number of initiatives embodied in several Presidential Decision Directives, new laws, 

international efforts, and preparedness programs. Although dozens of individual programs 

have been developed to combat this threat, the United States' response to the bioterrorist 

threat has three major thrusts. These are programs that take place in international fom 

domestic programs meant to prevent bioterrorism, and domestic programs meant to mitigate 

the consequences of a bioterrorist attack A table comparing the major programs associated 

with Canada's and the United States' response strategies may be found in Appendix V. 

International Efforts 

The international arm of the American response to the bioterrorist threat is composeci of 

three major types of prograrns. These programs are efforts to reduce the threat in the G-7 

(S), the Australia Group and other international organizations; collaborative resestrch 

projects in Russia; and unilateral sanctions and export controls imposed on countries 

suspected of sponsoring terrorism. This section wili discuss these tiuee types of programs, 

and highlight the pitfalls associated with each. 

Rightly or not, the United States has perceived the threat of biological terrorism 

arising from international sources to be quite sub~tantial.~ In zsponse to this perceived 

threat, the United States has become a driving force behind rnany of the efforts in 

international organizations intended to reduce the threat of biological weapons and 

terrorism. At the 1995 G-7 meeting in Ottawa, the United States helped mate  a declaration 

enjoining member states to "work together with the international community to combat 

termrism in ail its fo rm~."~  The Ottawa Ministerid Declaration on Countering Terrorism 



cded  upon G-7 states to, arnong other things, strive to join existing international treaties by 

the year 2000, inhibit the movement of terrorists, increase counter-terrorism training and 

assistance, and pursue measures to prevent the terrorist use of nuclear, chemicai, and 

biologicai materiais. 

Following pressure h m  the United States, the 1996 G-7 meetings at Lyon and 

Paris aiso resulted in decIaratioas endorsing international cooperation against internationai 

terrorism. The ministerial meeting in Paris dso agreed to consider criminaiizing the 

possession of biologicai weapons. Temrism was a Iess salient issue at the 1997 G-7 

summit in Denver. That meeting redted in the rather uninspired conclusion that 

"Terrorism remains a threat to civil s~cie ty ."~ 

America's worries about WMD temrism have prompted it to bring the issue of 

terrorism to the attention of the United Nations 0. The efforts of the United States and 

its G-7 partners Ied to the creation of an ad hoc cornmittee of the General Assembly, whose 

purpose was to mate a Convention for the Suppression of Terrorist Bombings, and a 

Convention on the Suppression of Acts of NucIear Terrorism. Although the Nuclear 

Terrorism Convention has not yet been haiized, in 1998, the United States was an 

enthusiastic signatory to the Convention Suppressing Terrorist Bombings, and in 1999 it 

signed the IIN Convention for the Suppression of the Financing of ~ e n o r i s m . ~  

Besides using the United Nations to help suppress international terrorism, the 

United States has used this organization to assist in its attempts to control the development 

of and trade in biologicai weapons. if international stockpiIes of biologicai weapons are 

eliminated, the possibility that biologicd temrists will be able to benefit fiom a state 

sponsor or steal weapons fiom a poorly guarded national stockpile would be substantiaily 

reduced. 

In his 1998 State of the Union Address, President Clinton announced that the 

United States wouid attempt to strengthen the 1972 Biological and Toxin Weapons 



Convention (BTWC) by pushing for the adoption of a mandatory cornpliance regime? The 

parties to this agreement, which entered into force in 1975, agreed "never in any 

circumstances to develop, produce, stockpile or otherwise acquire or retain biologicai 

weapom." * O 
In 1996, during the BTWC's Fourth Review Conference, six countries inctuding the 

United States asserted the need for biologicai terrorism to be mentioned in the BTWC. The 

find declaration of the Fourth Review Conference accordingly read "The States Parties (to 

the Convention) recognize the need to ensure, through the review and/or adoption of 

national measures, the effective Miment  of their obligations under the Convention in 

order, inter alia, to exclude the use of biological and toxin weapons in terrorist or criminal 

a c t i v i ~ . ~ ~  1 1 

When it was first developed the BTWC had no legally binding inspection regime, 

meaning that even if other signatories strongly suspected a member state of violating the 

treaty, nothing in the treaty forced the suspect state to submit to internationai inspections 

commissioned to determine the validity of the accusations. This has allowed the Soviet 

Union and Iraq, and probably several other states, to develop biologicai weapons progranis 

without fear of reprisal, even though they are signatories to this Convention, 

This shortcoming of the BTWC has long been acknowledged. Since the BTWC's 

second review conference in 1986, state parties have Iamented the lack of a verification 

~gùne.  l 2  Numerous Confidence Building Meanires (CBMs) have been irnplemented, 

incIuding a non-mandatory recommendation for state parties to exchange information with 

each other about biologicai research programs, past biologicai weapons programs, 

vaccination initiatives, and disease outbreaks taking place within their borders. Supposedly 

these measures enhance transparency, but "participation in the coddence-building 

measures ... has not been universal, and ... not a i i  responses have been prompt or 

cornpiete." 13 



During the Third Review Conference of the BTWC in 199 1, foilowing nurnerous 

reports that iraq had violated the convention with impunity, the United States asserted that 

the BTWC, as it stood then, was unverifiable. An Ad Hoc Group of Govenunent E.uperts to 

IdentiQ and Examine Verification Measures fiom a Scientific and Technical Standpoint 

was established to examine the possibility ofcreating a verification regime. This group, 

hown  as VEREX, has been chaired by Ambassador Tibor Toth of ~ u n ~ a r ~ .  l4 

Although VEREX has had twenty-one four-week long sessions since 1994, it has so 

far been unable to corne up with a verification regime suitable to al1 participants. In 1996. 

the United States indicated that it wouid like to have the negotiations relating to the 

venfication regime concluded by 1998.15 The G-7 has implied that it would like ta have a 

feasible verification regime ready for discussion by November or December of 2001 when 

the F i f i  Review Conference is set to take place. Ambassador Toth has been guardedly 

optïmistie about meeting this deadline.16 Important issues regarding what combination of 

ciarification visits, random routine visits, and challenge visits should be included in the 

verification regime still have to be resolved. Mandatory export controls, access to sensitive 

facilities, the period of t h e  between approvd of an Investigation and the arrivai of 

inspectors are ail troublesome issues that require consensual solutions before the 

verification regime may be added to the B T W C . ~ ~  

Although the United States has pushed hard for the venfication regime to be 

implemented post haste, it has somewhat shot itself in the foot. Even though President 

Clinton announced support for a mandatory inspection regime, the United States has 

delayed completion of these proceedings by expressing concem that such inspections could 

compromise the security of private American research fimu that have developed 

geneticaily manipuiated bacteria capable of pmducing c l r ~ g s . ~ ~  This is yet another thorny 

issue to be resolved before a mandatory comptiance regirne rnay be included in the BTWC. 



Although both the United States and VEREX have presented a legaily binding 

verifkation regime as the answer to the BTWC's ineffectiveness, it is not at aU certain that 

such a regime wouid be able to eliminate world-wide stocks of biological weapons. 

tnspection visits are not aIways capable of locating biological weapons stockpiles or 

production faciiities. For exampie, take the experiences of the United Nations Special 

Commission in Iraq (UNSCOM). UNSCOM was directed to work with the International 

Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) to elhinate Iraq's weapons of mass destruction and 

establish a monitoring system to ensure that Iraq's weapons programs were not rebuilt. 

UNSCOM's inspectors 

were to have the right to go anywhere at any t h e ,  to seize any document or 
record, and to photopph auything they wanted. Iraq has, however, stymied 
üNSCOM1s attempts to confimi that its weapons of mass destruction have been 
eliminated .... UNSCOM was unabIe to conclude ... that al1 of (Iraq's chernical 
and biological) weapons have been destroyed l9 

If an inspection team supposedy given free rein to visit al1 of Iraq's installations was not 

satistied that it had found ail of Iraq's biological weapons installations, what chance wouid 

a team that is only perxnitted to visit a few pte-chosen, highly suspiciou sites, and is 

constrained by the suspect state's private businesses' intellectual property rights, have of 

finding al1 of a state's biological weapon stocks? It may be argued that the UNSCOM 

inspection teams were not able to satisfactorily complete their investigations due to 

widespread obstruction, harasment, and outright deception on the part of Iraqi govemment 

officials, but there is no reason to think that other rogue states with biological weapons 

programs would be any more wiiling to cooperate 6 t h  UN inspectors investigating 

possible violations of the BTWC. 

The United States is also a member of the Austraiia Group. The Austraiia Group 

was formeci in 1984 in response to reports that Iraq had u e d  chemicai weapons in its war 



against h 2 0  It is an informal collection of about 20 like-minded hdusûialized mes ,  

mostly from Europe, who developed a system of harmonized export controls meant to 

reduce the possibility that terrorist groups and rogue states who are unable to irnport 

chemical weapon precursor materials fiom an individual levyer of export controls will 

simply import them fiom another Shce 1992, the Austraiia Group bas also 

attempted to control the export of materiais that may be used to produce biologicai 

~ e a ~ o o s . ~  The Aumalia Group has a huge list of substances that participating states 

refuse to export. This list contains 54 chemicais that may be used to produce chernical 

weapons, nine varieties of manufacturing facilities and equipment thrtt may also be used to 

produce chemical weapons, toxic gas monitoring systems and reiated technology, Leveis 3 

and 4 containment facilities, fermenten, centrifbgal separators, cross-flow filtration 

equipment, chambers designed to test aerosols, 20 deadly viruses, four rickettsiai agents. 13 

bacteriai agents, al1 varieties of pathogenic geneticaily-engineered organisms, 1 1 varieties 

of biological toxins, 15 species of animal v h e s  and one animai bacteria, six h g i  that 

may infect plants, and two bacteria that might do the same. 

The Ausûaiia Group aiso has a list of 25 waming agents, the export of which is not 

controlled, but shouid be monitored. If any foreign laboratory requests a controled 

substance fiom a laboratory in a state participating in the Australia group, that state will 

alert the Group to the action in order to draw attention to what may be a burgeoning 

biological weapons program.23 

To reduce the overstated threat of un- or under-employed former Soviet biological 

weapon scientists selling their services to terrorist groups, the United States has funded a 

number of collaborative alternative research programs in Russia In 1995, the U.S. 

Department of Defense (DOD) asked the National Academy of Sciences' (NAS) Cornmittee 

on International Security and Arms Control to design a blueprint outlinhg the best way for 

the United States to cooperate with Russia to reduce the threat posed by biological 



weapons. In 1997, the NAS issued its report to DOD. The plan described how collaborative 

research projects in the fields of epidemiology, disease prevention, diagnosis, and disease 

treatment taking place at former Soviet Union civiIian biological weapons research 

institutes would both dlow underpaid former biologicai weapons scientists to use their 

skills for pqose s  that are more beneficid to rnankind, and give them enough money that 

they are not tempted by lucrative offers from rogue govemments and terrorists 

organizations. The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), the US. 

Department of Energy (DOE), the CDC, the National Lnstitutes of Heaith (NIH), the US. 

Department of Agriculture (USDA), and the NAS have ail sponsored programs in Russia 

that employ former biologicai weapons s~ientists?~ 

The Nunn-Lugar Cooperative Threat Reduction Program was created to do much 

the sarne thing. This prograrn funded research programs in Russia through the International 

Science and Technology Center, the Civilian Research and Development Foundation. the 

Science and Technology Center in Ukraine, and the initiatives for Proliferation Prevention 

program- 

The success of these projects is said to depend "on the adequacy of f ~ n d i n ~ . " ~ ~  

Between 1994 and 1999, these collaborative programs have received an average of just 

$3.56 million dollars per year. This is apparently not enough to keep the former weapons 

scientists above the poverty line. To correct this problern President Clinton proposed 

spending $220 million between 2000 and 20û4 to expand these programs. 

These funding arrangements are in no way intended to be permanent. 

Officiais fcom the initiatives for Prolifmtion Prevention program said they are 
developing an exit strategy that plans to stop fundimg new projects by fiscal year 
2005 and to successfuily commerciaiize their (the Russian research institutes') 
ongoing projects.26 



Besides the fact that the argument in favour of these collaborative programs rests on 

the largely fdacious assumption that there are a large nurnber of underpaid Russian 

scientists who will sel1 their services and products to tenorists and rogue govemments, 

there are other reasons that these programs deserve criticism. For instance, although the 

collaborative programs have succeszfirlly been implemented in a nurnber of civilian 

installations, Russia's Ministry of Defense still refuses to ailow collaborative projects in the 

facilities still operated by the Ministry. This has Ied to suspicions that Russia has continued 

its research into biological weapons, aibeit in a much reduced for1n.2~ There are further 

concem that some of the money given to coliaborative programs by the United States may 

actually be used to finance these illicit biological weapons programs. The United States has 

implemented a number of safeguards to dirninish this possibility, such as directly depositing 

the scientists' earnings into theù bank accounts so that it cannot be redirected to other uses, 

and assigning Amencan scientists to work with the Russian mearchers and monitor their 

activities?* However, the possibility that these h d s  may be used to hance continued 

offensive biological weapons research remains. 

The United States' international initiatives are rounded out by a series of sanctions 

and self-imposed export controls, which were implemented to prevent terrorists operating 

abroad and unfiiendly states fiom easüy acquiring the materials and cultures needed to 

produce biological weapons. Several iaws enacted since the 1970's form an elaborate 

system of export controls. The Export Administration Act of 1979 prohibits the export of 

materials and technology that might be used to produce biological weapons to a list of 

proscribed countries. This list presentiy includes Cuba, Syria, North Korea, Iran, Iraq, 

Sudan, and Libya These corntries are singled out because they are thought to be state 

sponsors of terrorisrn even though, as the U.S. State Department admits, there is Iittle or no 

evidence that Syria, North Korea, Cuba, Iraq, or Sudan continue to provide assistance to 

terr0rists.2~ The Chernical and Biological Weapons Act of 1991 and the Ami-tenorism and 



Effective Death Penalty Act of 1996 also include prohibitions on the export of precursor 

materials to these states. 30 

It is doubtfiil that these export controls wiii have any great effect on the ability of 

international terrorists or state sponsors of terrorism to obtain samples of pathogens or 

equipment needed to produce biological weaporn. Even though iraq did indeed obtain its 

samples of anthrax bacteria h m  an American Company under the false pretence that it 

would be used for peaceful biomedical purposes (Anthrax is endemic to the region.), the 

United States is not the only source in the worEd for viral and bacteriai cultures. Besides 

natural sources, terrorists and unfnendly govenunents may obtain cultures From literaliy 

hundreds of culture coIlections wodd-wide, many located in states without export controls. 

Even if residents of these few proscribed states are unabte to obtain materials directly fkom 

a culture collection in the United States. they rnay obtain them From laboratones in dozens 

of other co~ntr ies .~ 

In 1995, Executive ûrders Nos. L2957 and 12959 were signed, prohibiting 

Arnerican transactions with Iran with the purpose of developing its petroieurn resources, 

and preventing the import of Iranian goods, services, and publications. The United States 

rationalized the decision to impose sanctions by asserting that Iran represented a k a t  to 

the nationai security, foreign policy, and economy of the United States due to, among other 

things, its support for international termrism and its efforts to acquire weapons of mass 

In 1997, these sanctions were recertified. 

The Iran-Libya Sanctions Act was enacted in 1996 in order "to deny iran and Libya 

revenues that could be used to finance international terrorism. It was hoped that this 

legislation would force Libya to ... extradite the accused perpetrators of the Pan Am 103 

b ~ r n b i n g " ~ ~  This act also estabfished sanctions against foieign companies that invested 

over $40 d o n  dollars in either country in order to dissuade businesses fiom al1 countries 

h m  investing in either Libya or Iran. 



Sanctions on Cuba were renewed in 1996. Congress justified the Cuban Liberty and 

Solidarity Act of 1996 by declaring that "the Castro government threatens international 

peace and security by engaging in acts of armed subversion and terronsm such as the 

training and nipplying of groups dedicated to intemational violence,"34 even thougb there 

was no evidence that the Castro government did support terrorism, Protests fiom Canada, 

the European Union (EU), and the World Trade Orgauization (WTO) temporarily delayed 

the implementation of this act. 

In 1997, the United States declared a need for sanctions against Sudan in retribution 

for providing safe houses and facilities for several terrorist groups. These sanctions would 

aiso apply to foreign companies, such as Canada's Talisman Energy and the International 

Petroleum ~ o r ~ o r a t i o n . ~ ~  However, American oil companies workhg in Sudan would 

likely be exempt h m  the trade restrictions. 

Sanctions of this type are incapable of effecting chalIenges that wodd stem 

international terrorism. Not only are few of these proscribed states actud sponsors of 

temrism, but, in many cases, sanctions of some variety had been imposed on these states 

long before terrorism was used as a justification for this treatment. For exampie, the United 

States' trade relationship with iran bas been virtually nonexistent since the fall of the Shah 

in 1979.~~ The same sanctions under a different name and juJtification are unlikely to have 

the dramatic impact desired by their creators. In fact, sanctions imposed under fdse 

accusations of state sponsorship are more likely to polarize opinion against the United 

States, and prompt the rogue govemments to continue their defiance. 

Overall, the United States' internationd efforts to reduce the bioterrorist threat seem 

to indicate that the United States continues to believe that international sources are 

responsible for a good portion of the bioterrorist threat, regardless of the fact that the 

probIems of state sponsorship and Russian scientists selling their seMces to terrorists are 

very much overstated. Nevertheless, this in no way means that ail of these efforts shouid be 



discontinued. Remember that no one set of policies should be expected to eliminate al1 

sources of the bioterrorist threat. The United States is more threatened by international 

temrism than Canada and, even if they have no other redeeming quaiities, these actions 

show to the world that the United States and its cosignatories to the above conventions wi l  

not tolerate international terrorism. Furthennote, with the exception of the collaborative 

research projects, these efforts have been relatively inexpensive as far as counter- 

bioterrorism programs go. Participating in the G-7, the Australia Group, and the United 

Nations is not costly, especially if one does not pay one's fws or if one makes cuts to one's 

iJN peacekeeping budget in order to finance other counter-bioterrorism projects.37 Trade 

with Cuba, Iran, and the other proscribed countries has been virtuaily nonexistent for 

decades. A continuance of sanctions will not harm Amencan business, especially if rich 

American oil companies are exempted from sanctions. Despite their multiple shortcomings, 

America's international efforts have some effect on the threat of bioterrorism aising fiom 

international sources. This combined with their inexpensive nature makes such efforts a 

tolerable if imperfect component of an integrated strategy to reduce the threat of 

bioterrorism. 

Domestic Preventative Eflorts 

A well-crafted set of preventative programs would eiiminate the need for extensive 

consequent management measures. Preventing an act of biotemrism not ody  saves money 

that would otherwise be spent on expensive consequence mitigation programs, it saves 

tives. The Ad-temorism and Effective Death Penalty Act was iatroduced in 1996, exactly 

one year after the Oklahoma City b ~ m b i n ~ ? ~  Under this act, preventive programs have 

been introduced that, among other things, make the use of biological weapons a f e d d  

offence, impiement more extensive domestic controls over the transfer of dangrnus 



pathogens, aiiocate more fùnds to the federal agencies responsible for prevention, and 

strengthen immigration laws to allow for the expedient deportation of 'dien terrori~ts. '~~ 

The Anti-terrorism Act directeci the CDC to create a regdatory framework that both 

identifies biologicai agents that pose a sigdicant threat to human health, and controls the 

transfer and use of these agents. The CDC pubhhed its list in 1997. The list included 30 

biologicai agents, incIuding virai hemorrhagic fevers, srnailpox, bacteria such as anthrax, 

rickettsial organisms, fungi, and toxins such as botulinum, but no non-lethal agents, and no 

animai or plant p a t h ~ ~ e n s ~ ~  This act requires al1 individuals and organizations in 

possession of any of these agents to be registered with the federal government. 

Approximately 200 medicai and research laboratories in the United States are registered 

under this law41 

The Anti-terrorism Act also imposes severe penalties for the possession, 

manufacture, and use of biological weapons, building upon the prohibitions created by the 

Biologicai Weapons Anti-Temrism Act of 1989. Under the Anti-terrorism Act, 

suspected bioterrorists are now tried in a féderai court, and may receive the death penalty if 

convicted. 

The effectiveness of this act is harnpered by the fact that, in order to gain a 

conviction, the prosecutors must prove that the suspected terrorist's work with prohibited 

materials has no legitimate purpose. Otherwise, as was the case with Larry Wayne Harris. 

he or she must be r e~eased .~~  

Under the Anti-terrorism Act, transfers of vaccines strains and toxins to be used for 

medicai purposes, such as BoTox injections, are stilI permitted, as is research for peaceful 

purposes. Vaccine research bears a close resemblance to offensive biologicai weapons 

research. Both use the same materials and may involve growing large amount of a specific 

agent. Some vaccine research might even involve the use of extremely virulent strains of 

bactena and vinises of the soa ideaiIy used in bio10gica.i weapons. What better way to test a 



vaccine than to see if it prevents test subjects h m  contracting the most deadly mains 

known to medicai science? It wodd not be d i c d t  for biological terrorists to gain their 

release by claiming that their samples of dangerous pathogens were used to conduct 

legitimate vaccine research. However, in this lads defence, if an acquitted bioterrorist is 

released without punishmenî, federal agencies would probably continue to rnonitor his or 

her activities for a very long tirne. This could complicate M e r  attempts to acquire and 

cultivate biologicaI weapons. 

The Anti-terrorisrn Act also aiiocated approximately $1 billion to the fight against 

temirism. The FBI received $468 million of this The FBI and Department of 

Justice @OJ) have received numerous other grants to help finance their efforts to prevent 

biological tenorism, in accordance with their roles as the lead agencies in charge of crisis 

management in the event of a tenonst attack as dictated by Presidential Decision Directive 

(PDD) 39. PDD 39, issued in 1995, designated roles for several govemment departments 

and agencies to play in the event of a terrorist attack. PDD 39 declared that the FBI wodd 

be in charge of anticipating and hopefully preventing such an occurrence, deaiing with the 

immediate aftermath of such an attack, and pursuhg criminal investigations relating to the 

attack.45 

in 1995, the FBI received oniy $256 million to pay for its counterterrorism efforts. 

In 1999 it received over $600 millionq6 While the majority of this money was spent on 

augrnenting the FBI's intelligence gathering capabilities, the FBI has spent some of these 

fùnds on developiag a number of new programs intended to help prevent biological 

terrorisrn. The FBI has appointed a speciai agent to each of its 56 field offices, whose 

purpose is to coordinaîe WMD-terrorism related intelligence gathering operatioas, 

undertaken both by the FBI and local Iaw enforcement agencies, and to help orchestrate the 

use of federal assets during a biologicd or chemicai incident. The FI31 bas aiso begun to 

train its agents to have a basic understanding of hazardous materials (KAZMAT) 



operations The goai is to have at least ten HGZMAT-trained agents in each of the larger 

field offices, and four in each of the smailer 0ffices.4~ 

The FBI has also created a Weapons of Mass Destruction Operations at FBI 

Headquarters. This unit evaluates emerging threats directed to it by the field offic~!, local 

Iaw enforcement agencies, or the national chernical and biological hotline. M e r  evaluating 

the threat's credibility, the unit then dispatches a multidisciplinary team to the site to M e r  

assess the b a t  and help coordinate the federal response to it. 

The Fi31 has created a number of teams that have a speciaiized role to play during a 

bioterrorist crisis. Some tearns are specially trained in responding to unconventional 

terronst threats, others in bomb detection, hostage rescue, evidence collection, negotiation. 

or responding to threats involving hazardous matenais. The Hazardous Materiais Response 

Unit's (HMRV) speciaity is handling criminai investigations of WMD crime scenes. Their 

sole duty is to gather and safely transport forensic evidence that supports criminal 

prosecution of the accused. This unit is based at Quantico, Vuginia and is comprised of two 

dozen people with field expenence as fire-fighters, HAZMAT technicians, and paramedics. 

A team of eight to ten of these agents may be deployed to the site of a biological crisis 

anywhere in the United States within four hours. Between 1996 and 2000, this unit has 

responded to 36 incidents involving biologicai s u b ~ t a n c e s ~ ~  

As important as a well-crafied regime of preventative measures codd be, the 

preventative measures so far implemented in the United States are not tembly mil- 

designed. The Anti-tenonsm Act depends entirely too much on the difficult task of 

establishing intent, which may render it ineffective at catching and punishing biotogicai 

terrorists. The CDC's List of controiied agents ignores plant and animal pathogens, and thus 

wouId be incapable of preventing agriculturai tenorism. Although on its own the HMRU 

seems to be a good idea, there are numemus other federal groups with similar roles, as we 

wüi soon see. There are other preventative measures that have so far not k e n  implemented 



in the United States. Their inûuduction, as WU be show in the next chapter, would a h  

decrease the likelihood of a biotmnsm attack signrficautiy, and render extensive 

consequence management programs mecessary. 

Domestic Consequence Mifigation Efforts 

The United States has ~signed itseif to the fact that a biologicai temrist attack on 

h e r i c a n  soi1 is inevitable. Goverment and scholarly sources agree that such an 

occurrence is no longer a question of 'if,' but 'when. Conxquentiy, the United States has 

focussed its counter-bioterrorism plans on managing the consequences of such an attack. 

The United States is keeniy aware that detecting and preventing a bioterrorist attack 

before it occurs is a very dificult task, again because biological weapons may be produced 

clandestinely and because terrorists are a secretive lot whose activities are dificult to 

monitor. No matter how weli paid the FBI is, as long as the United States remains an open 

society they cannot be sure that they will be able to apprehend al1 bioterrorists in t h e  to 

prevent a bioterrorist attack. Prudence demands, therefore, that at least some funds are spent 

on mitigating the possibIe consequences of a bioterrorist attack. 

The American consequence management strategy has eight main thrusts, includiig 

training for first responders, interagency exercises to test poticies and skiiis Ieanied, civiIian 

and military rapid response teams' medicd response teams, grants given to local authorities 

for the procurement of counter-bioterrorim equiprnent, medical stockpiles, research and 

devetopment (R&D) initiatives, and the introduction of agencies with responsibility for the 

coordination of federal assets. Two Presidential Decision Directives and one bill introduced 

in the Senate have pnivided the impetus for the majority of pmgrams that fa11 under these 

categories. 

PDD 39, introduced in 1995, designated what roIe various government 

departments would play in the fight against terrorism. This directive divided up 



responsibility for crisis management and consequence management to the FBI and the 

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) respectively. This meant that the FBI 

wouid be responsible for the attempting to resolve a biological terrorist incident before it 

starts and dealing with its immediate afiermath, and FEMA would be responsible for the 

long tem consequemes of the incidents1 It is not at ail clear when a biologicai incident 

wouid cease being a crisis and wouid become the responsibility of FEMA. 

In 1996, Senators Sam Nunn, Richard Lugar, and Pete Domenici created the 

Defense Against Weapons of Mass Destruction Act. This act cailed on the DOD to develop 

a program to teach k t  responders, including fire-fighters, police, and Emergency Medicai 

Services (EMS), in 120 of the United States' largest cities how to deai with WMD attacks. 

It called upon severai agencies to create a series of exercises which would allow f i  

responders in these cities to practice procedures and identifj any shortcomings. The Nunn- 

Lugar-Domenici plan, as it is better known, also called for the creation of a telephoue 

hotlie to assist first responders during WMD incidents, and the development of a 

"comprehensive list of federal assets available to state and local officiais in the event of a 

chernical or biologicai tenonsrn incident."s2 This legislation directed the Department of 

Health and Human Services (HHS) to create Iocal medicai response teams who would 

bande any medicd situations that might arise immediately after a chemicai or biological 

attack. 

Presidentiai Decision Directive 62 was released in 1998. It dealt specifically with 

weapons of m a s  destruction terrorism. ïhis directive reinforced and elaborated upon the 

previous directives division of It k t e d  the DOD to continue its role of rraining 

füst responders, and the DOJ to be responsible for supplying equipment to state and 

municipal authorities. PDD 62 assigneci HHS the responsibility for coordinating the 

medical response to WMD terrorism, and for creating a national stockpile of antidotes, 

vaccines, and various pharmaceuticais. PDD 62 called for the creation of federd ' q i d  



response teams,' but did not specfi which departments wouid be responsible for the 

creation of these te-? Finaliy, PDD 62 called for the appointment of a National 

Coordinator for Security, Mastructure Protection and Counter-terrorism to guide and 

monitor Amencars expanding counterterrorisrn programs. This individual would have a seat 

at the National Security Council (NSC), but would be denied any authority over the 

countertermrism b u d d 5  

The programs and agencies that have resuited fiom the irnplementation of these 

three acts have tumed out to be anything but simple, comprehensive, coordinated, or 

effective. Amenca's consequence mitigation plans s a e r  both from chronic mission creep 

and, paradoxicalIy, fiom a disregard for some agencies which should have a vital role to 

play in any bioterrorist incident. 

The first responder training d e d  for under the Nunn-Lugar-Domenici legislation 

became known as the Domestic Preparedness Plan @PP). The Domestic Preparedness Plan 

cailed for first responders in 120 of America's largest cities to receive training in responding 

to terrorist attack. The decision to give training to cities, and not states or counties, was 

based on a desire to avoid contact with other levels of governent in order to strearnline the 

training process.56 This logic led to gaps as large as entire states in DPPrs training 

coverage. These gaps provided justification for the establishment of more training programs 

and schools for local officiais and fmt responders who might have rnissed out on the DPP's 

training programs. 57 

For instance, the Army began to offer training to fmt responders at its Domestic 

Preparedness Program at the Soldier and Biological Chemicai Command facility. Since 

1998, the Center for Domestic Preparedness in Fort McClellan, Alabama has also offered 

advanced first responder training involviog Live agent 

The Justice Department offers a number of training courses as weU. In 1997, the 

DOJ began its Metropditan Fire-fighter and Emergency Senrices Program to teach fire- 



fighters and emergency medical technicians (EMTs) basic awareness of FKMD terrarism. 

To date, the IJnited States government has investeci $18 miilion in this program. The Justice 

Department has also sponsored a program to train sheriffs to better respond to terrorist 

incidents involviag W M D . ~ ~  

To manage the growing number of tnining programs, the DOJ created the Office 

for State and Local Domestic Preprvedness in 1998. This office coordiites the training 

courses offered by three universities and two federai agencies. The National Exercise, Test, 

and Training Center at the Department of Energy's Nevada Test Site offers training for 

responding to events involving radiologicai agents. The Center for Domestic Preparedness 

operated by the DOJ offers chemicai explosive training. The National Energetic Materials 

Research and Testing Center at the New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology offers 

courses relating IO explosives. The National Emergency Response and Rescue Training 

Center at Texas A&M University offers courses in providing emergency medical services 

to victims of terrorist attacks. Finally, the National Center for Biomedical Research and 

Training at Louisiana State University offers courses in law enforcement and responding to 

events involving biological agents60 In October of 2000, the DO1 took over the Defense 

Department's responsibility for administering the DPP training programs6i Aithough this 

reallocation was done to eliminate extraneous training programs, some confiision will 

probably foiiow the transition. 

FEMA offers preparedness training to emergency managers and fie-fighters 

through programs offered at the National Fire Academy and the Emergency Management 

Institute in Maryland. FEMA also offers courses for emergency managers and tire-fighters 

at date 6re-fïghting academiess The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) offers 

hazardous materials training at the Emergency Response Training Program in ~ i n c i n n a t i . ~ ~  

Had these numerous training programs offered high quaiity training that included 

teaching fîrst responders practical techniques to dramaticaiiy reduce the damage done in a 



terrorist attack involving biological weapons, the inefficient multiplicity of training 

programs might be forgivable. However, these training programs have had decidedly mixed 

reviews. While the advanced courses at the Center for Domestic Preparedness are highly 

esteemed by aii, the same cannot be said about the courses offered by the Army that have 

now been taught to responders in 90 of 120 American cities. The Amy granted a contract 

for DPP training to four private firms: Science Applications International Corporation, EAI 

Corporation, Booz Allen & Hamilton tncorporated, and Disaster Planning International, 

~ncorporated.~~ While some instructors working for these firms were said to be quite 

eornpetent, othen were unable to answer basic questions65 The courses were maligned for 

being rather repetitive, relying too much on extraneou information about the biological 

properties and military capabilities of certain pathogens, and presenting information about 

military equipment not availabie CO civiliirns. The courses were further disparaged for 

Iacking reaily useful information about planning and iogistics, quick rescue techniques, 

joint response tactics, administering antidotes and medicai treatment at the scene of the 

attack, casualty care, recognizhg symptoms, when different levels of decontamination 

procedures are warranted, and when it is ai1 right to rernove one's Level A containment 

suit. 66 

Besides many agencies offering training of questionable quality, the United States 

has created a plethora of rapid response tearns, also of dubious value, with missions that 

consistentiy overlap. A possible reason for this over-abundance of response teams could be 

that PDD 62 did not speciQ which govemment department should be responsible for 

creating these teams. Consequentiy, almost a dozen civilian and military agencies have 

forrnulated their own response teams. 

As already mentioned, the FBI has estabkhed a H d o u s  Materials Response 

Unit, which is 



(Responsible for providing) technid, scientific response and forensic 
support to Fi31 investigations invohing hazardous materials including weapons 
of mass destruction. ... And (to gather and safely transport evidence on-scene 
that would support criminai prosecution of the perpetrator(s)67 

The HMRU may be mobilized within four hours and has access to FBI-owned 

aircrafi which ailows it to arrive quickly at the scene of a WMD incident. 

The Coast Guard has three Nationai Strike Force Teams located in California, 

Alabama, and New Jersey. Each of these 36-member teams is trained in HAZMAT 

operations. Although these teams are inteaded to respond to oil and chernicd spills in 

American coastai waters, they are equipped to respond to other emergencies involving 

hazardous materials. Like the HMRU, they are capable of identifying materials, ofFering 

technicai assistance, and performing site clean upP8 The Coast Guard also has 44 Marine 

Safety Officers, also trained in HAZMAT operations. ïhese Officers may help coordinate 

response efforts at the scene of a HAZMAT incident, and they are capable of offering 

assessments of the situation. ïhese officers ean dcploy within a half ho*? 

For years, the EPA has had two Environmental Response Teams in New Jersey and 

Ohio that can respond to a HAZMAT emergency. They have equipment that may be used to 

identiQ chemical agents, and decontamination and risk assessment training. The EPA aIso 

has ten Superfund Technical Assessrnent and Response Teams that can respond to 

HAZMAT emergencies. These teams have decontamination and risk assessment 

capabilities similar to other ~ s p o o s e  teams.'lo 

For decades, the Air National Guard has had 89 civil engineering units Iocated 

throughout the United States, Guam. and Puerto Rico that are capable of monitoring 

chemical plumes, identïfying chernicd agents, decontaminating equipment and personnel, 

and performing situational assessments. The Prime Base Engineering Emergency Forces, or 

Prime BEEF, also have 78 fue fighting rmits trained in J3AZMAT operations, and ten 

Explosive ûrdinance Disposal uni& capable ofdismantling WMD devices.'ll 



In 1995, the Marines assembleci the Chemical and Biologicai incident Response 

Force (CBIRF). This unit has nearly 400 people trained to respond to chemical and 

biological terrorism incidents, with specid expertise in reconnaissance, agent detection and 

identification, casuaky treatmenf and decontamination. The CBIRF unit has no other 

responsibility than responding to chemical and biological terrorism incidents. So, while 

other uni& in other services may aiso respond to a variety of incidents involving 

conventional terrorism or hazardous matends in general, the CBIRFs spending their time 

training and waiting for these unlikely incidents.'12 Even though this might mean that the 

CBIRF unit might never see action, it also supposedly means that they will never be 

distracted by more minor incidents, and will be ready to respond to chemicai or bioiogicai 

terrorism incidents ail the more quickly. 

The Navy has its own response teams. The Chernical, Biological, Radiologicai. 

Environmental Defense Response Teams stationed in Hawaii, California, and Virginia are 

trained to identify "lingering environmental hazards afler a chemicai or biological 

a t t a ~ k . " ~ ~  A few of the Army's th i i - s ix  52nd Explosive Ordnance Groups are also trained 

to handle explosives involving WMD. Like the Prime BEEF units, the Nationai Strike 

Force teams, and the EPA's Enviromend Response Teams, the 52nd existed long before 

the mad rush to create rapid iesponse teams took piace in the mid-1990'~.~~ 

Long before al1 of these uni& with comparabIe skills and equipment were formed, 

the US Army had a unit nained in explosive ordinance disposal and the handling of 

chemical and biologicai materiais. The Technicd Escort Uait, (TEU) was formed in 1944 

with a 

unique, immediate response capabiity for escorting, rendering safe, disposing, 
sarnpling, verifjing tn i t ighg hazards and identifjhg wea onized and non- 
weaponized chernical, biologid, and hazardous materiais. 7! 



The TEU is "arguably the military's most capable chemical and biological weapons 

response It has k e n  deployed to the 1996 Atlanta Olympics, the Democratic 

Politicai Convention, and Presidential Inaugurations. The 180-person unit has teams 

stationed at the Dugway Proving Ground in Utah; Pine Bluff, Arkansas; and Aberdeen 

Proving Ground in Maryland. Two-man 'reaction teams' may be deployed from any of these 

sites within minutes of an a1e1-t.~~ Given the TEU8s long-standing reputation for 

competence, experience, and speedy responses it is a wonder that the Pentagon wouid 

choose to create a number of other response teams instead of simply devoting more fun& 

and personnel to this accomplished team. 

The TEU would iikely be the vanguard of the DOD's Chemical Biologicai Rapid 

Response Team (CIB-RRT). The CIB-RRT was created to coordinate the actions of military 

response teams. C/B-RRT is organized to provide a graduated response to a chemical or 

biological incident. The 'T'EU, üained as it is to responded to a large variety of incidents, 

would likely be the fïrst team deployed to an incident involving the C/B-RRT.~~ 

Perhaps the rapid response tearns that have received the most criticism are the 

National Guard's Rapid Assessrnent and Initiai Detection (RAID) teams, now cailed WMD 

Civil Support Teams. In 1997, Secretary of Defeuse Wiiiiam Cohen directed the DOD to 

develop a plan to integrate the Nationai Guard into the federal response plans for WMD 

terr~rism?~ The plan produced by the W D  led to the creation of the RAID teams. Ten 

initial teams were stationed in the more populous states of Washington, California, 

Colorado, Texas, Iiünois, Missouri, ûeorgia, Pennsylvania, New York, and Massachusetts. 

There are plans to establish 10 more teams, as well as RAID (Light) teams in states without 

a full RAID teamgo These groups would be smaller and would have slightiy fewer 

capabilities and less equipment. in 1999, DOD ailocated just under $53 million for the 

creation of the RAID teams, In 2000, they spwt $74.7 million on the R A D  teams, and in 

2001 DOD plans to spend another $47.9 million on the teams81 



AIthough their roles have changed since their creation, the 22-member RAID teams 

are supposeci to be responsible for identiwg chemicai and biological agents, tracking 

dispersai paths, evacuating victims, controlling entry to the site of the attack, and especialiy 

establishing a mobile communications centre. RAZD teams each receive a mobile analyticai 

laboratory and a W e d  command suite' with teleconference and satellite communication 

capabiiities. Their laboratones contain such specialized equipment as gas chromatographers 

and mass spectrometers. 82 

Even though the team members undergo hundreds of hours of training, they are 

often lamented for being quite i n ~ o m ~ e t e n t . ~ ~  This is perhaps due to the fact that team 

members are only assigned to RAID for three-year terms. This may not be enough time for 

them to master their complicated mass spectrometers, communications equipment, and gas 

chromatog~a~hers.~~ This incornpetence might be more acceptable if these gmups were 

capable of deploying within minutes to the site of a biological incident, or if they had a 

hc t i on  not already covered by other federai response teams. However, they would take up 

to four hours to deploy to a biological incident, even one occurruig in the state where they 

are stationed, and nurnerous other response teams have similar functions and capabilities. 

Of the RAID teams, one local official has remarked, "The gwd thing about those tearns is 

that it takes them as long as it does to get h e ~ . " ~ ~  Because. they do take a long time to 

depEoy, most state governments as well as the FBI and FEMA do not "see a d e  for the 

R A D  teams in the federai response."86 Because of their pmjected limited utility, Congress 

has been recommended to reassess the need for the RAID teams with a view to cestr ihg 

the amont  of h d s  devoted towards their creation and maintenance, or deactivating the 

team altogethd7 and redistributing their equipment to other response te- and i k t  

responders. 

Rapid response teams were created to deploy quickly to the scene of a chernical or 

biobgical incident and take over the responsibility of mitigating the consequences of such 



an attack fiom local fïrst responders. To be really useful, these teams should be able to 

arrive at a site as quickly as possible, because the sooner the victims receive prophylaxis or 

treatment, and the sooner the agent is identifie4 the p a t e r  the chance the victims have of 

survival, and the smaiier the chance of a secondary outbreak of infection. However, noue of 

these teams, even the dedicated CBIW unit, is capable of deploying in less than four hours, 

during which first responders will be overwhelmed ûying to decontaminate and treat 

c d t i e s ,  identify the agent used in the attack, and ascertain the extent of the damage doue 

themselves. 

This is not to Say, however, that the rapid cespouse teams will be entirely useless. 

They ail may be necessary to perform a function that is extremety unpopdar among ail 

politicians, and not exclusively Arnerican politicians. They may be necessary to enforce a 

quarantine. Nobody wants to be forced to remain in a city or state infected with contagious 

and deadly biologicai agents with no food or supplies aniving h m  the outside world, and 

any politician that would advucate such a rneasure wodd surely d ix  a ciramatic decline in 

popularity*8 Therefore, no American politicians have so fa. picked up this hot potato. 

Nevertheless, in the unlikely event of a reIease of communicable agents, a quarantine would 

aimost certainly be established. It is better to plan for such a thing now than after a 

bioterrorist attack occurs when decision makers are pressured to decide how such a thing 

shouid be implemented in as short a time as possible. AIthough none of these tearns' 

mandates involve quarantine enforcement, with the possible exception of the much 

Iamented RAID teams, rapid response teams might be suitable for precisely this task. 

The United States has also estabiished extraneou medicai response teams. These 

teams are primarily composed of doctors, nurses, and emergency medical technicians, and 

are intended to provide emergency medicai assistance both at the scene of a chernicd or 

bioterrorist incident, and at local hospitais wbich would pmbably be quickly overrun with 

victims of a bioterrorist attack and the 'worried weii! Even though the United States 



already had a number of Disaster Medicai Assistance Teams @MAT), in 1997 the HHS, 

through the Office of Emergency h.eparedness (OEP) established local Meîropolitan 

Medical Response System (MMRS) teams as they were directed to do by the Nurm-Lugar- 

Domenici p h .  HHS plans for a total of 120 of these teams. Each team is composed of 

local medical personnel, and has been supplied with approxirnately $38,000 worth of 

equipment.89 Because thes  te- are composed of local personnel they would be able to 

respond quickly to chemicai and biological incidents, something that the federal rapid 

response teams are unable to do. 

The OEP also established four National Medicai Response Teams (NMRT) in 1997 

in Washington, DC, Los Angeles, Denver, and Winston-Salem. These teams are essentiaily 

enhanced Disaster Medical Assistance Teams capable of responding to WMD incidents. 

Besides equipment, these teams have a cache of pharmaceuticals that may be used to treat 

up to five thousand victirns of a chernical attack90 

n i e  effectiveness of the DPP and these response teams may be tested in exercises 

provided by a large number of governent bodies. DOD, the U.S. Secret Service (USSS), 

the FBI, FEMA, HHS, the EPA, the DOE, the State Department, the Department of 

Veterans Affairs (VA), and the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms (ATF) have al1 

sponsored and led training exercises involving Weapons of Mass Destruction terrorism? 

These exercises are intendeci to 

test and vaiidate policies and procedures, test the effectiveness of response 
capabilities, and increase the confidence and skill level of personnel. ... They also 
allow personnel to become familim with other agencies' procedures and identitjr 
those areas needing M e r  ~oordination.~~ 

Given the glut of federai assets 6 t h  responsibilities for responding to a bioterrorist attack, 

such a goal is indeed a worthy one. Between 1996 and 1998 these agencies led 201 

exercises. Of these, 1 16 were tabletop exercises, meanhg they were 



limiteci to discussions only; there is no actual deployment of operational or 
tacticai personnel or equipment. Thus table top exercise do not test the 
government's ability to actuaiiy use and coordinate personnel and assets in a 
realistic setting. However, they are a relatively inexpensive and e 
was to identifj and resolve problems in policies and procedures. 9!Tditious 

The other 85 were field exercises, which are performed on location and in conditions that 

are meant to closely resemble actual field conditions. These exercises may require up to a 

year of planning to prepare, but, if properly done they will give a realistic view of how a 

city might respond to a biotenorist attack and illuminate ares that require improvernent. For 

instance the TOPOFF exercise in Denver highlighted a number of problems with 

communications, quarantine establishment, and RAiD team ineptitude that had previously 

gone unanti~i~ated?~ 90th varieties of exercises are an expensive but worthy investment. 

However, despite the great number of agencies offering training exercises. al1 of 

these exercises seem to sdfer due to their overemphasis on the immediate &ennath of a 

biologicai incident. For instance the TOPOFF exercise was abruptly ended after only three 

days, leaving many issues of long-term patient c m  ~nresolved?~ The contractors who 

offer the exercises on behalf of the above agencies have also been criticized for offering 

prosaic and uninformative evaluations and recommendations after the conclusion of both 

kinds of exercisesP6 

A bewildering number of agencies offer p t s  to American first responders which 

may be used to purchase containment suits, chemical and biological identification kits, and 

other related equipment. The DOD offers cities receiving DPP training a $300,000 gram to 

purchase training gear. This equipment is officidy Ioaned to the cities for five years, and 

the cities are expected to maintain the equipment, replace the items if they should break, 

and retum the equipment to the DOD upon their request. First responders have criticized 

this grant program for having too many strings attached, and for urging them to purchase 

iderior equipment, such as military-style respirators and chemicai and biobgicai agent 



detectors that react to only a few agents, while excluding some commercially available 

equipment that is "arguably superior to the military items ~ f f e r e d . " ~ ~  

Cities with MMRS teams receive grants averaging $300,000 to buy pharmaceuticais 

and personai protective gear. While this grant program had fewer strings attache4 some 

cities were required to purchase SMART ticket biologicd agent detectors and Mark 1 nerve 

agent antidote kits, both of which are notorious for king unreliable. Participating cities 

were aiso concerned that they would be held hanciaily responsible for the replacement of 

expired pharmaceuticais. 98 

The DOJ aiso administers grants for protective equipment, decontamination 

supplies, and detection and communications gear. At fh t  these grants were given to a list 

of 120 locaiities h t  was not quite identicai to the list of cities receiving DPP training. in 

1998,37 more counties and cities were added to the list to include some areas neglected by 

the DOD and MMRS grantç. Starting in 2000, the grants were given to state-run emergency 

agencies?9 This rnay result in M e r  confusion for city oficials atternpting to ascertain 

what assets wodd be available to them in times of crisis. 

The DOJ gants in particular have been administered in a very slip-shod manner. 

Some cities were given only five days to complete their gant applications, while others 

were told that their applications required approval fiom the mayor, department chiefs, and 

city council. Some applications were first sent to deceased or retired city officiais. The Iist 

of hundreds of avaiIabIe types and bmds of equipment from which the cities and States 

were expected to choose the best preparedness equipment did not help aileviate the 

confusion.100 

The United States has even established an extraneou pbarmaceutical stockpile. In 

1997, HHS created the Office of Emergency Preparedness, and assigned this office the 

tasks of estabiishing the four National Medicai Response Tearns mentioned above, and 

supplying them with a medical stockpile containhg antiiiotics, chemicai weapon antidotes, 



and medical supplies that might be usefùi in the mitigation of the consequences of a 

chemical or biologicai terrorist attacklO1 These stockpiles are located in b w  govement- 

owned facilities throughout the United States, and are maintained by the VA, which has 

gained some stockpile administration experience while managing its own medicai supply 

stockpile. l O2 

In 1999, CDC received $51 million to establish a National Pharmaceutical Stockpile 

(NPS). CDC requested $52 million in 2000 to continue building this stockpile. The NPS 

would contain much the same items as the NMRTs' stockpiles, with some greater emphasis 

on vaccines for anthrax, pneumonic plague, smallpox, and tularemia. The CDC has chosen 

Veterans Anairs to administer this stockpile too.lo3 Precisely why the CDC and HHS 

thought that another stockpile was necessary is not quite clear when funk directed to the 

NPS could just have been used to expand the NMRTs stockpiles. 

Choosing VA to manage the NPS may not have been the wisest decision. General 

Accounting Office (GAO) reports indicate that VA has done an extremely poor job of 

maintaking the OEP's stockpiies. The VA has allowed perishable items to expire, and did 

not keep accurate records of the items in the stockpiles. It could not even keep irack of 

controlled substances kept in the stockpiles. An inventory conducted by Veterans Affairs 

itself showed a discrepancy of more than 12%.lo4 n ie  VA offered no explanation for the 

discrepancies, and it remains to be seen if they more capable of maintainhg the National 

Phamceuticai Stockpile. 

Heaith and Humans Services' NPS stockpile may also be criticized for focusing its 

vaccine stockpihg initiatives on inhalational anthrax, tularemia, pneumonic plague, and 

smallpox to the exclusion of other pathogens.105 For ceriain these agents are ail quite 

deadly, and preventing an epidemic of any of them wouid be quite desirable. However, 

pneumonic plague and smailpox wouid only ever be used in an extremely improbable 

macrotmrist attack. Both agents are too communicable to be a log id  component of any 



other variety of biologicai terrorism. Smallpox is also very dificuit to obtain, king 

unavailable either fiom nature or h m  cufture collections. It is unwise to stockpile vaccines 

for pathogens that are extremely unlikely to be used in a bioterrorist attack, while excluding 

vaccines for more common agents that may be used in a greater variety of more probable 

biologicai attacks. lo6 

Through the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DAWA), the United 

States has reportedly hamed  upwards of 7,000 reseaich and development piojects107 ait 

aimed at developing devices that cm iden@ biological agents, creating new vaccines, 

providiig better physical protection fiom biological agents, or decontaminating equipment 

and people who have been in contact with pathogens. For example, dong with the United 

Kingdom and Canada, the United States has begun work on developing a new anthrax 

vaccine to replace the one developed at the University of Michigan approximately 20 years 

ago.lo8 It has also begun reseanh into environrnentally fiiendly decontamination agents to 

replace the caustic super topicai bleach cimently used.lo9 Given the massive amounts of 

resources devoted to such projects in the United States, there have been very few 

spectacular results fiom any of these projects. 

The U.S. Army has developed a number of biological agent detectow. The 

Biologicai Integrated Detection System (l3IDS) is a "mobile lab suite that can detect four 

different agents simultaneously. (It is) mounted on the back of a heavy HUMVEE,'* and 

is manned by four specially trained technicians. A similar detector cailed the Interim 

Biologicai Agent Detector @AD) is deployed aboard Naval ships. When these devices 

detect an 'unnaturai' agent they sound a wamhg, then &er five to 45 minutes, they provide 

an anaiysis of what the agent is.l l l Although this seems to be reasonable amount of t h e ,  

as will be shown, it is infkrior to the biological agent detectors developed by Canada's 

Department of National Defence @ND), which were developed with a fraction of the 

resources. The United States military has a h  deveIoped an unmaund device d l e d  Portal 



Shield, A singie Portal Shield device is about halfthe size of an office desk and can detect 

eight different agents (which is again infex-ior to Canada's detector). Up to 18 of these 

devices are meant to deployed around an airfieid or port. Deploying the devices in such an 

array reduces the possibility of false positives. The military procured Portal Shield devices 

for use in Operation Desert Riunder in 1998. Whether any of these will be purchased 

for counter-terrorism purposes remains to be seen. 

Obviously a device that would be able to ascertain precisely which biological agents 

were deased in a biological attack would greatly assist in the adrninistering of correct 

antibiotics and vaccines. However, these devices are only suited to identifying airborne 

agents, as would be released only in military situations, macroterrorist attacks, and perhaps 

some s d l  scaie attacks. They are useless for identimg agents deployed in liquids or 

solids, and thus would not be at ail useful in the more likely kinds of biological crises. Nor 

does the U.S. military have any plans to develop similar fast-acting biological agent 

detectors that can identfi agents used to contaminate solids or liquids. 

To make sense of this disjointed and diictionless mess of consequence mitigation 

efforts, the United States has attempted to impose some coordination upon its extensive 

terrorism preparedness programs, starting in 1998 with PDD 62's cal1 for the appointment 

of a National Coordinator for Security, Infrastructure Protection, and Countertemrism. 

Richard A. Clarke was the fïrst person to fil1 this rn1e.l l 3  The National Coordinator 

d l  oversee the broad variety of relevant policies and programs including 
such areas as counter-temrism, protection of critical infrastructure, 
preparedness and consequence management for weapons of rnass 
destruction ... produce ... an annuai Security Preparedness Report ... 
provide advice regarding budgets for counter-temrism program 
and Iead in the develo ment of guidelines that might be needed for 
crisis management. il! 



AIthough this Coordinator has a seat at the NSC, as already mentioned, he has no control 

over the counterterrorism budget, so he can hardly be held responsible for any financial 

mismanagement firom which these plans might suffer. The National Coordinator is not the 

top counterterrorism officiai accountable to Congress, nor is it his responsibility to interact 

with local and state governments, nor does he manage research and development 

initiatives-l A variety of other agencies handle these responsibilities. The National 

SeciiRty Councii's Technical Support Working group is responsible for managing R&D 

initiatives, and the Attorney General, the Director of the FBI, and the Secretary of Defense 

act as the top counterterrorism officiais responsible to congress.l l6 

The National Domestic Preparedness Office (NDPO) of the FBI is responsible for 

many coordination tasks. The NDPO was also created in 1998 to be an interagency office 

with responsibilities for coordinathg training and equipment gram programs, providing 

local responders with a link to the federai preparedness network, and infonning locai 

emergency responders understand what federal assets were availabie to hem in times of 

crisis. The NDPO is required to identify areas in the federal consequence mitigation 

programs that suffer fiom mission creep, and ensure that the training received by first 

responders is of suf'ficient quality. The NDPO ais0 interacts with local responders. l 

The Office of Management and Budget (OMB) has had some counterterrorism 

coordination duties since it was fkst tasked to monitor the increasingly unwieldy 

counterterrorism budget in 1997. Besides monitoring the budget, the OMB is also supposed 

to be responsible for setting priorities for countertmrism w i t b  the budget l l8 Several 

other individuals and agencies have dso been given the task of developing an overarching 

national counterterrorism strategy, including the National Coordinator, the NDPO, and the 

Attorney General. Like the NDPO, the Advisory Panel to Assess Domestic Response 

Capabilities for Terrorism hvolving Weapons of Mass Destruction, aiso known as the 



Gilmore Panel, has been directai to bighlight redundancies ia the counterterrorism strategy 

ami provide recommendations. l I9 

In 1999 DOD announced the creation of two new positions both intended to 

coordinate the d t a r y ' s  civil support assets with assets offered by d e r  agencies. The Joint 

Task Force - Civil Support "integrates domestic unconventionaI temrism responses &om 

ail of the (rnilitary) services." IZ0 îhe Assistant to the Secretary of Defense for Civil 

Support identifies 

di of the military's civil support assets and make(s) sure they fit well not ody 
with the other Pentagon elements contributing to the effort, but also with the 
other support assets scattered bughout the interagency. l 

In 2000, Representative Tillie Fowier proposed adding yet another body tasked with 

some coordination duties to this already bloated mess. The Terrorism Preparedness Act 

proposed the creation of the Office of Terrorism Preparedness within the Executive Office 

of the President, This office would address some of the above fragmentation issues by 

overseeing policies, objectives, and prîorities; publishing a long term Domestic 

Preparedness Plan and annual strategies for achieving the goals set by this plan; reviewing 

preparedness program; and estabiishing minimum standards for the preparedness 

pro%rams.122 Basicdy, a lot of tasks aiready paformed by other bodies. Nor would these 

other coordinating agencies be disbandeci or stripped of theù duties. Because the Office of 

Terrorim Preparedness would be ody responsible for WMD tmonsm issues123 these 

oîher coordinating agencies wodd retain their fimctions, albeit with the more limited focus 

of conventional terrorism preparedness. Since the vast majority of terrorism prepatedness 

programs are intended to function in both conventional and WMD terrorist situations, these 

bodies wodd continue to have overiapping duties. in a rare display of fiugality and 

forethought, the Senate defeated the Terrorism Preparedness ~ c t . ~ ~ ~  



Like almost every aspect of the American bioterrorism preparedness program, the 

task of coordination continues to be perfomed by an unwieidy collection of offices that 

have carved themselves niches so narrow that their duties are indistinguishabie. How can 

these bodies d u c e  confusion about counterterrorism pro- if it is not even clear which 

coordinathg body is in cbarge of these prograrns? 

Even though it would be responsible for the long term care of the victims of a 

biotemrist attack, and it would be the fmt body to notice something amis during a covert 

atîack, the medicd community has largely been Ieft out of Arnerica's preparedness plans. 

Hospitals receivc the least kom equipment grants,125 and they are often not asked to 

participate in b.aining courses or exercises. 126 

For their part, however, America's hospitals have not been overly enthusiastic about 

participating in the preparedness plan. Due to a dearth of extra staff and extra cash, both 

private and public hospital administrators are reluctant to let their doctors and nurses take 

time off with pay to attend training classes. Even if a few emergency room doctors were 

able to participate in training exercises, they wouid probably not have the t h e  to teach their 

colleagues what bey had learned.lZ7 Furthemore, care of chernical and biological victuoî 

is not often taught in nursing classes or medicd school. Nor have hospitals been eager to 

build costly extra decontamination and isolation facilities in their facilities if there is only a 

slim chance they will ever be used. lZ8 

in fact, untiI it was made c h  to them that they wouId get an awful lot of business 

as a designated 'primary receiving facifity' for possible victims of a biotmonst attack, many 

private hospids pIanned to close their doors to victims of such an attack to avoid infecthg 

other patients and hospital 

This cannot be ailowed to continue. lf American hospitaIs are overtaxed by yearly 

'fiu outbreaks, they cmtaidy wiii not be able to hande the more destructive varieties of 

biologicai temrism. But, it is difficult to persuade hospitals to build more isolation wards 



without offerhg some sort of fun& as an incentive. Likewise, it is ciifficdt to convince 

hospitai administrators to let their staff attend training courses if they will not be 

reimbursed. Therefore, a simple solution to the problem of hospital involvement wodd 

seem to be cash grants given to both private and public h o ~ ~ i t a l s . ~ ~ ~  However, aflacating 

tax money for medical care is not something that many Americans wouid be wiIling to do. 

Even though it would be responsible for identmng the source of the disease 

outbreak, and for preventing its spread into other areas, the public health community has 

also been lefi out of these response plans until very recentiy, and consequentiy has been 

underprepared. In the TOPOFF exercise, the advice of public health officiais was ignored 

by other participants. l Public heaith lab technicians are not asked to participate in DPP 

training courses. During a smail outbreak of West Nile Virus in the FaIl of 1999, the 

resources of New York's public health network were strained for months. 32 

However, the United States' public heaith woes are slowly being given more 

attention, partially as a result of the West Nile Virus outbreak. This outbreak highiighted 

the poor communication links between public heaith agencies and emphasized the need for 

greater surge capacity among public heaith l a b o ~ a t o r i e s . ~ ~ ~  It tested the limitations of 

Amerka's disease-response capabilities far better than any exercise has to date. 

Even the monitoring of animai disease outbreaks has been improved by the West 

Nile Virus outbreak. Animai heaith experts noticed that birds and horses were dying fiom 

some sort of virai infection long before public health officiais were aware that a Wesî Niie- 

like vinrs was infecting people. However, the animal health experts' caiis to public health 

Iaboratories were ignored for longer than a week. This recognized lack of coordination has 

led to calls for better communications between public health and animal heaith experts, and 

greater integration between the U.S. Geologicai Survey (USGS), which is responsible for 

tracking wildlife heaith, and the U.S. Department of Agriculture, which monitors domestic 

animal health, and the rest of America's counter-bioterrorisrn plaos.134 



The United States' domestic consequence mitigation plans have few redeeming 

qualities. They are expensive, too many agencies have essentially identicai hctions, and 

the public health and medical sectors have been Wtually ignored. But, to answer the 

question posed during the introduction to this chapter, which of the three general strategies 

discussed above has the United States followed? This system may be criticized for king 

too oriented towards responding to macroterrorist attacks because the HHS' stockpiles 

contain vaccines that would only ever be used in a macroterrorist attack, and no vaccines 

for more common agents. This system may also be criticized for king too heavily geared 

towards responding to extortive and overt acts of bioterrorism, because more gants and 

training are given to Çefighters and the police than to the medical sector, which would be 

exclusively responsible for rnitigating the consequences of a covert attack. Likewise, the 

development of several airborne pathogen detectors but no detectors designed to identifj 

water-borne pathogens or agents deposited on soIid materials shows that this system may be 

too heavily geared towards responding to technicaily dificult aerosol attacks, while 

ignoring the more iikeIy possibiiity of terrorists contaminating solids or liquids with 

microorganisms. 

Whatever, the shortcomings of this strategy, the United States has created programs 

that would significantly decrease the threat posed by four of the seven possible varieties of 

bioterrorism. Even if single programs focus too intently on one variety of bioterrorism over 

another, the ciifference may be made up by other initiatives. For instance, America's 

international efforts help reduce the possibility of bioterrorism arising fiom international 

sources, but the grants given to the FBI aiiow it to better investigate al1 varieties of 

domestic biologicai weapons incidents. The CDC's controiied substance List contains agents 

that may be used in instances of product tampering, small scale attacks, and 

macc~terrorism, but not plant or animal pathogeos.135 However, the inaeasing 



involvement of the USDA and USGS, as well as continuai participation in the Australia 

Group will help d u c e  the threat of agro-tmrism. 

However, these plans do not effectively reduce the threat posed by three varieties of 

biologicai events. The American preparedness strategy wouid be ineffective at preventing 

non-lethai terrorism, murder, and hoaxes. The CDC does not mention non-lethal pathogens 

on its controlled substances list, nor are nrst responders trained to expect this kind of attack, 

nor are vaccines for these diseases kept in s t ~ c k ~ i l e s . ~ ~ ~  Tbis systern docs not do enough to 

prevent the possibility of murder using biological agents, nor bas this been much of a 

concem at ail. Although lethal agents that could be used to mwder or assassinate someone 

are controlled by the CDC, mal1 amountç of these substances are still widely available. A 

murderer could d l  order and tegaiiy possess enough botulinum toxin to kill a singie 

person if it is explained that the substance w i H  be us& for cosmetic medicai purposes.137 

Finally, the United States is the least prepared to meet the most likely threat of d l  - 
hoaxes. No matter how much money the FBI is given, it will not be able to prevent ail 

hoaxes. The extensive preparedness plans devetoped by the Americans actuaily make 

hoaxes more tempting to terrorists because they show that the United States is quite fearfUl 

of biological attack, and that any biological hoax they perpetrate will inevitably have a 

tremendously disruptive effect. Hoaxes and murder are the most likely biotexrorist events to 

occur in the United States, and non-lethal temrism also has a moderately good chance of 

occuning. But, the United States is least prepared to meet these threats. It would seern then, 

that the US. has made the considerable m r  of preparing for the most destructive events, 

while ignorhg the more likeiy attacks. The situation is not entirely hopeless, however. It is 

entirely possible, as will be shown in the aext chapter, to implement programs capable of 

reducing the threat posed by murder, non-lethal termrisrn, and even hoaxes. 

Amerka's preparedIless plans are not entireiy without merit. Perhaps the best that 

can be said of them is that they do involve reguiar field and tabletop exercises. Exercises 



can highlight aspects of a preparedness plan that need improving. 38 For instance, even 

though it was not really an exercise, the West Nie outbreak has improved the United States' 

readiness for agriculturai terrorisrn by showing that animal health agencies including the 

USGS and the USDA ought to be more involved with preparedness plans. If lessons lemed 

fiom exercises and minor outbreaks are incorporated into future preparedness plans, despite 

its many fauits, the American counter-bioterrorism strategy cannot help but succeed. 

Canada's Counter-Bioterrorism Strrrtegy 

If the most striking aspect of the United States' bioterrorism smtegy is its over- 

abundance of agencies with s i d a  duties, the most striking aspect of Canada's strategy is 

its minimalist approach to the m e  tasks. For example, while the United States has twelve 

civilian and military teams bained to respond to chernical and biological incidents, Canada 

has but one. Canada's counter-bioterrorist strategy may be summed up by a single phrase: 

Mmimize existing eapbilities. ' 
Canada's approach has been characterized both by hgality and prudent planning 

intended to prepare Canada to adequately meet the bioterrorist threat for a minimal o d a y  

of cash. Canada's counterterrorist ageacies do not have the same resources at their disposai 

as their American counterparts, both because Canada's economy is substantially smailer, 

and because the threat of terrcrism in generai and bioterrorism in particular has failed to 

seize the minds of Canada's populace and politicians as completely as it has in the United 

States. 

This does not mean, however, that Canada is ill-prepared to meet the bioterrorist 

threat, and that it should consider revamping its bioterrorist response programs to more 

closely resemble the American approach. Recail that the threat of biologicai temrism is 

substantially p a t e r  for the United States, and that the American approach is rather 

wastefui, poorly coordinated, and reflects a Iack of ovecall strategy. Canada's intelligence 



community is reasonabiy confident that Canada's existing preparations are "not out of line 

with the actuai threat."140 Nevertheless, it would be decidedly chauvinistic of us to assume 

that these programs are perfect. As may be shown, they rnight be woahy of as much 

criticism as the American programs, and, as wouid be shown in the next chapter, there may 

be more for Canada to tearn h m  the American approach than just what not to do. 

Luckily for our comparison, Canada's counter-biotemrism strategy may also be 

divided into the three categories of international efforts, domestic preventative efforts, and 

domestic consequence mitigation efforts. However, as will be shown, Canada has placed 

much greater emphasis on international and preventative efforts, and only recently has 

begun to show more interest in domestic consequence mitigation. 

Intemmalronal Eforts 

In no way surprisingly, Canada has been an enthusiastic leader and supporter of many 

international efforts to reduce the threats posed by biologicai weapons and terrorisrn. The 

goal of Canada's efforts in intemationai fora is to erect "a comprehensive international 

h e w o r k  of l aw  designed to combat temrism."141 Not only does participation in these 

efforts help to reduce the (minimal) threat to Canadians posed mainly by international 

terrorists, and for only a small fee, it has aiso allowed Canada to broadcast to ail terrorist 

groups world-wide that Canada and Canadians wodd abhor the use of biological weapons 

and terrorism, and would have little sympathy for anyone who resorted to either. 142 

Like the United States, Canada has been an eager signatory to a variety of counter- 

terrorism pacts, and a leading participant in many tmr i sm  conferences. in 1995, Canada 

attended a conference on terrorism in Buenos Aires, dong with the United States, 

Argentha, Paraguay, Uruguay, B r d ,  and Chile. Also in 1995, Halifax hosted a G-7 

meeting to discuss strategies for combating termrism. This conference led to the creation of 

the Ottawa Declaration, which, among 0 t h  items, cded  for participants to pursue 



measures to prevent terrorist use of nuclear, chernical, and biologicai materiais; to increase 

counter-temrisrn training, and to deprive terrorists of h d s .  Ln 1996, Canada participated 

in the Paris G-7 Misterial Meeting on Terrorism, endorsing that meeting's declared goal 

of pursuing international cooperation to reduce the threat of terrorism. Canada has also been 

the fïrst member of the G-7 (8) to sign ten of the last eleven United Nations counter- 

terrorism conventions. 143 

In 1997, a Canadian, Phillipe Kirsch, chaired the ad hoc group meeting to discuss 

preiiminiuy cirafts of what would become the Convention for the Suppression of Temrist 

Bombing Offences. Canada signed this Convention in 1998, and ratified it in 1999. Kirsch 

aIso chaired the meetings discussing the Convention on the Suppression of Acts on Nuclear 

~ e r r o r i s m , ~ ~ ~  which was in the process of h a i  negotiations in 2000. In 1999, Canada 

signed the Convention on Terrorist Fundraising. 

Canada has aiso put a lot of tirne and effort into strengthening the BTWC. The 

reasoning behind this is that "if state stocks (of biologicai weapons) are eliminated you 

would substantially reduce the bioterrorin threat." 145 This confidence in the BTWC's 

ability to reduce the bioterrorist threat to Canada might be a trifle misplaced. Again, even a 

BTWC with a mandatory verification regirne may be unable to prevent state-run biologicai 

weapons programs fiom operating if inspectors are unable to fmd ail of the state's biological 

weapons facilities, as they may be unable to do. Furthemore, even if terrorist groups are 

deprived of the state stockpiles, they can easily purchase cultures from culture collections, 

or cultivate many varieties from natural sources. 

Nevertheless, Canada continues to seek the stcengthening of the BTIVC. In 1996, 

dong with the United States, B d ,  France, Romania, and the Slovak Republic, Canada 

lobbied to have the Final Dedaration of the BTWC's Fourth Review Conference make 

mention of a need for the States parties to the convention to adopt measures to prevent the 

possible use of biological weapons by terrorirts. 146 



Unlike the United States, Canada has not sponsored collaborative research projects 

in Russia, either due a lack of funk or the correct belief that the threat posed by 

underemphyed Russian scientists is actually quite minimal. Neither has Canada subjected 

rogue States to prolonged sanctions simply because it suspects them of sponsoring 

terrorism. In hct, Canada has been vocally critical of this practise. Former Canadian 

Minster of Foreign AffauS Lloyd Axworthy has remarked of Amenca's sanctions, "This is 

buiiying ... but in America you caii it globai Rather, Canada has sought to 

reduce the possibility that international terrorist groups will acquire biological weapon from 

Canadian sources by participating in harmonized export controls through the Australia 

Group. By not singling any States out for export controls, and just controlling the export of 

known precursor materials, this arrangement prevents the long-term animosity that cornes 

with unilateral sanctions. 

Canada's eager participation in al1 of these international efforts in no way irnplies 

that Canada believes itself to be a likely target of the sort of tenorist groups at whom these 

initiatives are aimed. Canada is much less threatened by international terrorist groups than 

the United States. Rather, Canada's participation reflects a beiief that: 

nie problem (of terrorism) is global and the solution must also be global. Our 
objective can be met by convincing potential terronsts that violence is not only 
unacceptable to the international comrnunity, it is also not a viable solution to 
political disputes or a remedy to perceptions of disenfran~hisement.~~~ 

Athough the threat of international terrorisrn to Canada is particularly low, it should 

not discontinue its participation in such initiatives. They are comrnendable for several 

reasons. Not only do these efforts both help prevent international t m r i s m  and demonstrate 

Canada's negative feelings towards biologicai weapons for a minimal outlay of funk, they 

also, through the Austraüa Group, help prevent agriculturai terrorism by controlling the 

export of pIant and animal pathogens. Neverthelas, Canada ruris the risk of relying entirely 



t w  much on the abiity of international organizatioas to reduce the threat of bioIogical 

terrorim. A greater percentage of Canada's bioterrorist threat originates h m  within 

Canada than fiom without. The United Nations can do Littie to diminish this internai threat, 

without a substantial relinquishment of sovereignty. 

Domestic Preventative Eforts 

In direct conûast to the United States, Canada has placed more emphasis on preventing 

bioiogical terrorim than on mitigating its c o r ~ s e ~ u e n c e s . ~ ~ ~  Having said that, this 

dependence on preventative rneasures has not been reflected in dramatic increases in fùncis 

devoted to Canada's counterterronsm agencies. As is the case with most aspects of Canada's 

d e f e n ~ e , l ~ ~  participating agencies are expected to do more with less. 

The responsibility for anticipating and investigating possible acts of bioterrorism 

before they occur faIIs to Canada's Security IntelIigence Service, whiie the apprehension of 

such terrorim is the responsibility of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RcMP).l5l 

Citizenship & Immigration Canada, the Canada Customs and Revenue Agency, the 

Cornmunications Security Establishment (CSE), and the Canadian Armed Forces (CF) dso 

have some investigative responsibiiities. 

Great confidence has been piaced in CSIS' ability to "gather intelligence on groups 

mat might pose a k a t  (to canada),"* 52 and in its ment intelligence sharing initiative 

with other sectors of govemment and foreign intelligence services. Since its inception in 

1984, CSIS countertemrism budget has grown from just 20% of its overall budget to about 

60%. However, CSIS' overall budget has not grown much at dI. In 2000, oniy 93 more 

people worked for CSIS than in 1984. CSIS' annuai budget is oniy about $157 miLiion 

CDN, which works out to about $94 million for c o ~ n t e r - t e r r ~ n ~ m . ~ ~ ~  Compare this with 

the FBrs current annuai counter-terrorism budget of $600 million US. 



Even though $94 million seems decidedly small, we m u t  recall that Canada has 

roughly one tenth the population of the United States. Therefore, Canada should not be 

expected to coiiect much more than one tenth the tax money that the United States collects, 

and Canada's federal agencies should not be expected to have a budget larger than one tenth 

the size of their American counterparts. When we account for scaie in this manner, CSIS 

budget does not seem quite so inadequate. 

in contrast to the United States, Canada, for the most part, has not implemented 

strict new anti-terrorism laws since the emergence of the bioterrorist k a t .  Nevertheless, in 

1999 Lawrence MacAuley, Canada's Solicitor General, announced that Canada has plans to 

toughen up the immigration Act in order to prevent "terrorists slipping into the country 

posing as politicai refugees." lS4 The reason behind consciously refusing to create new 

counter-terrorism laws is that "treating terrorism as an ordinary crime removes the politid 

element and thereby dilutes the effectiveness of the temrist act."lS5 While a terrorism trial 

would undoubtedly attract public attention, the more mundane crimes of 'murder' or 'arson' 

wodd attract a much srnaller audience, which is something extortive temrists would hope 

to avoid. Canada uses its "general criminal laws to prosecute offences committed during a 

terrons act, such as the crimes of murder, arson, kidnapping, and hijacking." 156 The 

Secwity Offences Act of 1984 does not apply specifically to terrorism, but to any 

activities within or relating to Canada directed toward or in support of the threat 
or use of acts of serious violence agaiast persons or property for the purpose of 
achieving a political objective within Canada or a foreign state.lS7 

Persons arrested for these activities are tried by the federai govemment, and not by 

Canada's provinciai or territorial courts. 

Canada's federai governent is right to declare that its" main focus is to prevent 

(terrorist) attacks." lS8 A weil-formulated preventative plan renders expensive and 

extensive consequence rnitigation plans Wtually uunecessary. Preventative strategks are so 



important that an increase to the fùnds allotted to CSIS and the agencies listed above wodd 

not go amiss. However, given Canada's f e d d  government's current policy of spending 

restraiat, and the absence of a particdarly pressing threat, such a thing is not likely to occur. 

Domestic Conseqwnce Mirigation Efforts 

The most dramatic clifferences between America's and Canada's response tu the bioterrorist 

thteat may be found in their approaches to consequence management. WhiIe the United 

States' approach appears to have given Little thought to existing f e d d  assets with counter- 

bioterrorism abilities, Canada's approach has been to maxiniize its b d y  substantial 

response ~ a ~ a b i 1 i t i e s . l ~ ~  Canada's counter-bioterrorism strategy has been to take fidl 

advantage the Canadian Forces', the RCMP's, and local police forces' eqr ience  with 

ordnance disposal; Canada's public hedth community's ability to track disease; and 

Canada's meciid sector's existing but limited capacity to deal with outbreaks of infectious 

diseases. 

Canada has not always had a consequence-mitigation strategy. UntiI this past year, 

if fht tesponders in Canada's cities wished to be better prepared to meet the bioterrorist 

threat, it was up to hem to approach their respective city councils, who wouId then contact 

Hedth Canada, Emergency Preparedness Canada, or Defence Research EstabMment 

S&eId (DRES), home of Canada's Chernicd and Biologicai Defence Program, for advice 

about how best to mininllze the consequences of the bioterrorist threat. These agencies 

wodd quite willingIy provide some advice to the city officiais. In particdu, scientists fiom 

DRES would pay the cities a visit and, while they would not give the cities any equipment, 

they wodd inform the fîrst responders about what decontamination equipment c m  be 

inexpensively pmduced "fhn supplies araiable at Canadian ~ i . r e . " l ~ ~  Calgary, ûttawa, 

Quebec City, Vancouver, and Edmonton have all taken advantage of DRES' unique 

expertise in this manner to help formulate bioterrorism response pians. 



Of course, Canada's cities also have had the option of hiring the contractors used by 

America's DPP program to help create a consequeme mitigation plan. However, the 

services of these contractors would undoubtedly be quite costly, and one is lefi to wonder if 

they will take into account the fact that the bioterroria situation is dinmnt in canada,lol 

in that Canadian cities are both at Iess of a risk of bioterrorist attack and have fewer fun& 

available to them for countertenorism. 

Ottawa-Carleton has the country's most advanced plans to mitigate the 

consequences of a biologid event, If nowhere else in Canada, the threat of bioterrorism is 

taken seriously in the capital region. Health Canada representatives have been included in 

the planning meetings for this strategy, and the advice of local police, fire, and public health 

officiais have also been s01icited.l~~ Ottawa's preparedness plans were iormuiated with 

great attention to the existing capabilities of the participating agencies. For instance. the 

Ottawa fire department, like many across Canada, has a substantial capacity to deal with 

HAZMAT situations that similar in many respects to biological and chemical terrorist 

situations. Furthemore, the fire department has great experience in maintaining respirators 

and other protective equipment. Who wodd be more capable then, Ottawa's planners have 

decided, of maintaining Ottawa's counter-bioterrorist equipment?lQ Ottawa's preparedness 

pIans were created to be somewhat of a template for other Canadian cities to follow. 

Vancouver has also made their counter-biotmorism plans pubiicly available on the 

Intemet, so that other Canadian cities may use this plan as a prototype for their own 

plans. 1 64 

Ln 3000, Canada announced that it 

has launched a policy initiative to develop a strategy to strengthen national 
counterterrorism response capabiIity, particdarly the ability to respond to 
chemical, biological, radiologid, and nuciear terrorist attack.loS 



Despite the lack of threat, the Canadian public expects some preparations for this kind of 

incident. Therefore, the federal government has decided that it will "work with local police 

and fire departments and emergency health services to develop plans and conduct joint 

~ g . " 1 6 6  

In July of 2000, Health Canada created the Centre for Emergency Response. This 

organization bas a mandate of coordinathg Health Canada's comter-terrorim activities. l 67 

It has a lot of big issues to resolve concerning Canada's counter-tenorism plans. For 

instance, who should pay for DRES scientists to train first responders? Currently, no one 

does. The participating cities pay for accommodations for DRES staff, and DRES 

reimburses their representatives for the cost of transportation, but these trips take D E S  

scientists away h m  their assignments at Sunield. Ottawa will have to decide whose 

responsibility it is to pay for this training.16* 

Another issue that requires resolution is the question of stockpiles. Currently, the 

provincial governments would be responsible for paying for any pharrnaceutical stockpiles 

created in   an ad al^^ The federal government must consider creating a national 

pharmaceuticai stockpile availabIe to al1 provinces. Such a stockpile would eliminate the 

need for each province to acquire their own individual stockpiles, thereby saving miilions 

of dollars. The federal government has some decentralized caches of medical equipment 

that may be used in a variety of disaster situations. Extra cots, blankets, ongoing patient 

care and surgicai equipment, and some antibiotics are kept in these stockpiIes. However, no 

prophylactics such as vaccines are included in these caches. Nor are there any contingency 

plans to acquire materials used in the manufacture of vaccines, such as Iarge numbers of 

chicken eggs, should an outbreak of contagious disease occur in ~ a n a d a l ~ O  Studies have 

shown that "Rapid implementation of pst  attack prophyIaxis is the single most important 

means of reducing ... 10sse.s."~~~ Therefore, the federal government would be weIi advised 



to look into the possibility of acquiriug some vaccines or an expanded vaccine producing 

capability. 

Another issue to be resolved is again the question of quafanthe. Whose decision 

would it be to implement a quarantine - the provincial premier's, or the Prime Minister's? 

Would quarantine just be handled as a variation of the Aid to the Civil Power plan, or is it 

sufficiently different to require lengthy discussion in ParLiament? Finally, what agencies 

would be capable of enforcing the quarantine? 

Canada is aIso currentiy without a plan to deploy tearns of doctor and nurses to the 

scene of a biologicai attack In the event of a rnacroterrorist, non-lethal, or even srnall-scale 

bioterrorist attack, large numbers of doctors and nurses wiil be Mmediately required to 

administer prophylaxis, assure the 'worried weki,' that bey are fine, and identifi the 

causative agents of the disease. There is no t h e  for medical response teams to be requested 

and formed &er an attack occurs. Additionally, the possibility of giving cities or provinces 

federal grans to purchase equipment that might be useful for responding to bioterrorist 

incidents must aiso be discussed. Canada should also discuss the possibility of restricting 

domestic movement of biological agents. 

Ai1 of the above issues need to be resolved before a bioterrorist attack occurs. It is 

too late to discuss the pros and cons of quarantine after an outbreak of contagious disease 

has occurred, and the residents of the infected provinces are already packing their station 

wagons to head for the hills. It is too late to discuss the necessity of vaccine stockpiles &er 

anthrax bas been covedy released in a crowded stadium and thousands of people are 

beginning to show signs of the disease. 

The Centre for Emergency Response has made some progress however, and 

Canada's medical commuaity probably will not be ignored as pointedly as it has been in the 

United States. The Centre bas begun to implement some pilot projects introducing 

syndrome-based surveillance into Canada's public health disease tracking capabilities. 



Syndrome-based surveiilance allows doctors and public hedth officials to track the 

progression of a disease by symptoms, even before the causative agent has been 

ident%ed.17* It would alert them to the possibüity that the oymptoms are evidence of an 

unusual disease outbreak, perhaps purposely created. The old-fashioned disease 

surveillance system would require the pathogens to be conclusively identified before the 

case is entered in the system. 

Health Canada has dso taken it upon itself to 

ciraft a plan to dert doctors, particularly in major urban centres where terrorists 
are more likely to strike, to the signs of anthrax infection and advise them of the 
appropriate treatment. 173 

This move was motivated by a perceived lack of preparedness arnong Canada's comrnunity 

and emergency room physicians. While anthrax is suitable for use in a wide variety of 

biological incidents, it is not the oniy agent available to terrorists. Why Health Canada did 

not train physicians to recognize and treat 0 t h  pathogens that may dso be used in a 

bioterrorist attack is not at al1 clear. 

Despite their considerably mailer budget, Canada's M D  initiatives have proven t~ 

be particularly prornising. While it would certainly be cheaper in the short nui to purchase 

protective equipment, biologicai agents detectors, and decontaminants fiom foreign 

supplies, Canada's mandate to encourage Canadian industry and business gowth by 

backing the deveiopment of its own equipment has aliowed Canada's research 

establishments to produce equipment that is uniquefy suited to Canadian needs, and that 

may also be sold to other states. Instead of the 7,000 projects sponsored by DARPA, 

Canada's chemicai and biological research hcility at DRES has concentrated on only about 

a dozen projects. DRES has worked with the United States and the United Kingdom to 

produce a new anthrax vaccine, and, Like the United States, DRES has produced a new 

decontaminant that is l e s  corrosive to machinery and 



Perhaps most promising project has been the Canadian htegrated BioChemical 

Agent Detection System (CIBADS) 1 and II. Despite Canada's inferior M D  budget, 

CIBADS has proven itself to be superior to American aerosol detectors in many ways. 

While the American detectors require up to four trained technicians to operate, CIBADS 

may be operated, fixed, and reloaded by non-specialists in the field. CIBADS consistentiy 

identifies agents faster than any other detector, and it identifies a very broad range of 

chemicai and biological materiais. It is robust enough to operate after being dropped off the 

back of a truck, and is capable of autonomous operation for extended penods of time. As an 

indication of the precision that it is capable of, CIBADS cm distinguish between anthrax 

and the attenuated sûains of anthrax used to make vaccines. ' 75 

CIBADS units are currentiy avaiIabIe for sale by Computing Devices of Canada in 

Calgary. The Canadian Forces have purchased two of these units for use on ships assigned 

to the Penian where biologicai weapon usage is much more likely to occur than in 

Canada. Again, despite their potential, these devices will not assist in the fight against 

biologicai terrorism unless somebody purchases some for use in Canada. However, some 

people have expressed doubts that procuring such equipment is a good idea at the present 

tirne. The bioterrorist threat is forever changing, they reason, and it might be better to wait. 

It should be noted that Canada's R&D initiatives are consistentiy geared towards 

creating aerosol detectors, due the erroneous assumption that the most likely biological 

weapons attacks will involve aerosol d i s semina t i~ns .~~~ This rnay be the case in military 

situations (though some ditary biological weapons programs have also been unsuccessfvl 

in aerosoiizhg pathogens) but disseminating pathogens other ways is considerably easier, 

and therefore more terrorist groups wiIl choose alternative dispersal devices. 

UnapoIogeticaUy, DRES has no plans to create detectors that may detect pathogens 

suspended in iiquids or resting on solid surfaces.178 The 014 reliable, but decidedy slow 

testing procedures, such as were used for the analysis of the blue, powdery substance found 



in an envelope addresseci to E h o r  caplan, 179 must still be used to identiQ biological 

substances in solid or iiquid fom. 

Canada has but one rapid response team for incidents involving biological weapons. 

En 1994, "Canadian Ddence Poiicy inctuded, for the f h t  t h e ,  a specific countertemrist 

response support d e  for the Canadian müitaq.'r180 The unit that has k e n  assigned this 

role is the Nuclear Biological Chernical Response Team (NBCRT). NBCRT is based at 

CFB Borden, but receives annuai Iive-agent training at DRES, sornething that many of their 

American couaterparts are not able to do.181 Like most Amerkm response groups, the 

NBCRT may deployed to the scene of a biological incident within four hours. 

It has ken suggested that Canada relies too heavily on this one unit1 82 The 

NBCRT is highly qualifie6 but what would happen if two or more biologicai incidents 

were to occur at the same rime in different regions of Canada? Likewise, how wouid just 

one unit be able to enforce the quarantine of a ciQ? Like the Amencan mpid response 

teams, the NBCRT may also be criticized for taking too long to get to the scene of an attack 

to be of any real use to overburdened fVst responders. 

A shortfaII of Canada's preparedness plan is the tack of tabletop and especiaily field 

exercises. Although the NCTP cailr for regular countnterrorim e~ercises,l*~ and the 

M3CRT holds a field exercise anndly, these actually occur much Iess fkequently than in 

the United states.lB4 Granteci, exmises are expensive to hold, but their capacity for 

highlighting shortfds in a sbte's preparedness plans cannot be matched. 

Perhaps due to the relatively small number of participating agencies, one aspect of 

Canada's preparedness plans that is reasonably cIear, especidly when compared with the 

American plans, is what d e s  wiU be played by Canada's counter-terrorism agencies in the 

event of a biological attack The National Counter-Terronsm PIan (NCTP) bas designated 

the Solicitor Gweral the responsibiiity to "coordinate ... the fiill use of ail available 

reoources at municipal, provincial, and federal levels to resolve a (terroiist) incident"185 



Accordingly, the Secuity Offences Act designates the RCMP as the agency in charge of 

resolving terrorist incidents, aithough "the (RCMP) and municipal police forces have 

memorand(a) of understanding describing how Iaw enforcement will be coordinated and 

who will be in charge.w186 The Canadian Armed Forces are required to "(provide an) 

immediate response to chemical/biobgicaI terorist incidents in support of the Federai 

Solicitor G e n d  ~ e ~ a r t m e n t . " ~ ~ ~  Regional and provincial heaith authorities wodd be 

responsible for the long-term medical consequences of a bioterrorist act, but it is expected 

that they wodd request assistance fiom Health Canada, and wodd in ail likelihood receive 

it.lS8 Emergency Preparedness Canada would coordinate the efforts of local emergency 

services. The lack of mission creep in Canada's preparedness plans has made the lines of 

cornmand and communication much more comprehensible than in the United States. 

Overall, Canada's preparedness plans are considerably more elegant than their 

Arnerican counterparts. However, there are still many issues concerning quarantine, 

medicai response teams, equipment grants, and the fiequency of exercises to be resolved 

before Canada's progms can really be effective at mitigating the consequences of a 

bioterrorist attack. 

What general strategy has Canada used to respond to the bioterrorist threat? Like the 

United States, Canada's efforts in international organizations have contributed to the 

reduction of the threat posed by bioterrorists operating abroad, such as it is. The Australia 

Group in particular has hampered the trade in ail varieties of dangerous pathogens except 

perhaps non-lethai agents. The Canadian govemment is reasonably confident that CSIS and 

the RCMP will be able to apprehend al1 sorts of bioterrorists before they can perpetrate an 

a t t a ~ k . ~ ~ ~  The dearth of new laws, and the strategy of using exisfing capabilities to respond 

to the biotermrist thm! do not suggest to potential extortive bioterrorists and hoax 

perpetrators that Canadians are particularly frightened of biotemrisrn. These acts wodd 

therefore be less disruptive, and are therefore Iess attractive to terrorists. The increasing 



involvement of the health sector seems to indicate that Canada will be as  prepared for 

covert incidents, which are entirely the responsibility of the medical sector, as it is for overt 

attacks. 

There are some aspects of Canada's response strategy that ment criticism, DRES' 

continued emphasis on creating aerosol detectors to the exclusion of any other type shows 

that Canada remains locked in the mindset that aerosol bioterrorist atîacks are the most 

iikeiy to occur. Canada's counter-bioterrorist strategy has done as Iittie to prevent minder as 

the Arnericans. Like the United States, Canada has failed to restrict the domestic rnovement 

of plant and animal pathogens. Given our particular vuherability to agro-terronsm, this is 

cause for concem. 

Perhaps most Fnghteningly, however, Canada is quite unprepared for 

macroterrorism. Canada's single biologicai rapid response team would not be capable of 

enforcing a quarantine, as would be required to contain the spread of an infectious disease 

released during a macroterrorist attack. Canada has no local medical response teams, who 

would be needed to supplement local doctors and nurses in the event of a large-scaie 

bioterrorist attack. Canada has no vaccines stockpiled, even though prophylaxis is the single 

most usefd rnethod of reducing damage. Canada rnakes no apologies for not preparing for 

macroterrorism either. For reasons outlined at the beginning of this chapter, that may not be 

the safest of strategies. 

Although Canada's preparedness plans are prudent, cost-effective, and, with one big 

exception, appropriate to the level of threat present in Canada, îhey are Far fkom perfect. 

They rely rather heavily on international fora to solve a predominantiy domestic problern, 

and macroterrorism is largely ignored as a potentiai threat. There are many issues yet to be 

resolved in Canada's embryonic counter-bioterrorism plans. Canada evidentty &il has 

much to leam. 



Duai-Use versus the Delta 

Another way to illustrate the differences between Cauada and the United States is by 

recounting two short stories characteristic of bath corntries' overall strategies. The first has 

been excerpted fiom &z&, a report written for the Stimson Center by Amy Srnithson and 

Leslie-Anne Levy. It refers to how local first responders chose to spend their equipment 

grants: 

As they reviewed the array of options open to them, local responders put a 
premium on equipment that codd be used for mdtiple purposes - for instance, 
detectors that could sense substances other than the cIassic warfare agents. ... 
(But when) local responders tried to order dual-use equipment, their requests 
were ofien met with stiff mistance from federai authonties. To a certain 
extent, federal authorities were policing the orders to ensure that purchases 
had an application for res nse to an unconventional terrorist event and were 
not just generic items. i9B" 

In stark contrast, when asked why DRES' chetnical and biological research program is now 

called 'Hazard Avoidance,' Chief Scientist Kent Harding replied that this change was made 

to get away fiom the 'NBC minciset,' because there are other threats to defend against, such 

as endernic diseases and toxic industrial rnaterials. When asked if this larger mandate was 

part of a strategy to increase funding for DRES. he replied that if it was it has not worked. 

But, when asked if h d i n g  for DRES would have decreused if its mission had not grown to 

encornpas these other threats, he conceded ihat it cenaialy would have. l 

These two stories teli a lot about these two states' approaches. While Canada, 

presurnably in the interests of fmgaüty, has attempted to rnake sure al1 of its preparedness 

programs have some other application besides combating biologicd terrorism, the federal 

govemment of the United States does not want its gants to be used for anything but 

bioterrorism response. Presumably this decidediy cheap attitude is motivated by a desire for 

cities to not spend their equipment grants on items that they themselves should raise the 



money to pay for, and only on the appuiated pinpose of comter-bioterrorism equipment. 

Canada is therefore greatly concerned with having dd-use program, or programs that 

have some application besides couter-biotmrism, wMe the United States federai 

govemment chooses to implement programs that f d  into the Delta - programs with no 

other use besides counter-bioterrorism. 

ifany of Canada's counterterrorisni agencies wish to increase Canada's bioterrorism 

response capabilities, they must be certain to state that their proposed programs will aiso be 

usefui for respondhg to situations like 'flu epidemics or eanhquakes.192 In the United 

States, the health care community has quietiy appiauded the capacity of the bioterrorist 

threat to unintentiody motivate the federal govemment to increase heaith care spending 

and improve public heaith ~a~abilities. lg3 One state uses biologicai terrorism as a 

justification for increased spending on other capabilities, the other state uses other 

capabilities as justification for increased spending on biological terrorism. 

However, biological terrorism cannot be prepared for by focussing on just the Delta 

or just dual-use programs. A successful preparedness program must contain elements of 

both strategies. For exampte an ideai counter-bioterrorist strategy would contain an 

advanced disease surveillance system, which may aIso be used to track naturd disease 

outbreaks, and a capacity to diagnose unusual diseases, such as i d d a t i o d  anthrax and 

smallpox, which wouId pro bably have no oiher applications besides cornter-bioterrorism. 

Any approach that focuses on one strategy while ignoring the other is doomed to 

fai1ure.lg4 However, both Canada and the United States are lucky: they each have a 

neighbour who has adopted the opposite dd-use-vem-the-Delta strategy h m  their own. 

Therefore, to substantialIy improve their response capabilities, ai i  either has to do is 

examine the other's preparedness strategies, and imitate them where appropriate. 
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Chapter Three - Recommendations and Conclusions 

Although both the United States and Canada have undertaken extensive plans to 

combat the threat of biological terrorism, neither country's counter-bioterrorism plans are 

above reproach. This chapter will discuss possible methods to improve both systems so 

that they will be better able to address the threat of biotmrism. This chapter will also 

endeavour to answer the question posed at the beginning of this study - ' W c h  state's 

response is best suited to dealing with the threat of biotemirism as present in that state?' - 
by reviewing the evidence presented in the two preceding chapters. 

When suggesting possible improvements to Canada's and the United States' 

counter-bioterrorism plans, it is important to consider the feasibility of such modifications. 

For a variety of reasons ranging fiom economic constraints, to a reluctance to make any 

concessions to unfnendly States, to the influence of powerfd bureaucrats who stand to lose 

a great deal h m  extensive refonns, politicians and the people they lead may be unwilling 

to imptement changes that might otherwise be capable of perfecting a counter-biotmorist 

strategy. 

Many authors fail to acknowledge this reality. Consequently, they recommend 

corrective courses of action that offer quick fixes to complicated problems, but have 

absolutely no chance of ever being implemented. For example, one author has suggested 

that a possible solution to the problem of preventing right-wing extremist terrorism would 

be to lifi constitutionai restrictions on inteiiigence probes into extremist groups; to suspend 

Militia members' ights of privacy; to coiiect and publicly divulge "ail that these groups 

and their individual members Say at meetings, write in pamphIets, even say to each other 
1 

on the telephone;" to broaden anti-sedition laws in defiance of the First Amendment; and 

to give anti-terrorism orgmkations the fieedom to take whatever actions they desire to 

terminate domestic terrorism. These recommendations display a fnghtening disregard for 
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popular beliefs in the indienable rights of fi-eedom of speech and privacy, as embodied in 

the American Constitution. These plans could never come to pas. Few Americans would 

support such draconian and grossly unconstitutional measures, and no politicians seeking 

reelection would promote them for long either. These recommendations are entirely 

rmfeasible, and we are lefi to wonder what possible purpose advocating such implausibie 

courses of action codd possibly serve. 

Recommending impossible improvements does very littie good. It creates fdse 

hopes for the capacity of governent to address these problems, and bitter disappointment 

when the benefits that these corrections promise fail to materialize. Therefore, when 

making recommendations about possible corrective courses of action, this chapter will pay 

particular attention to the feasibility of such actions. Doing so will exclude the possibility 

of introducing any dl-encompassing, overly simplistic quick fmes of the type mentioned 

above, but maybe this is for the best. Maybe there are no easy answers to these problems. 

Possible Improvements to the United States' Counter-Bioterrorisrn Strategy 

The failings of the Amencan counter-bioterrorism program may be attributed to 

several overarching causes, al1 of which have interacted to produce the situation noted in 

Chapter Two. As some authors have suggested, the American programs are pooriy 

organized and have no overall plan to coordinate the actions of involved agencies2 This 

has led to the creation of a directionless system that is rife with mission creep and 

ironically suffers fiom the lack of involvement of a few key agencies such as the CDC and 

HHS. in the absence of au overall plan, law enforcement and defence agencies have k e n  

able to secure extensive funding for glamorous pet projects, such as the innumerable rapid 

response teams, with questionable value to the counter-bioterrorism effort, but public 
3 

health deparhnents in many States continue to be understaffed and overworked because 

they have been unable to secure increases in funding that might aliow them to better 



The probIems of the American system have aiso been atûibuted to a poor 

understanding of which terrorists and which f o m  of terrorism are most threatening to the 

United States. This has ted to a widespread but disproportionate fear of biological terrorism 

ariçing h m  intemationai sources, such as h m  international terrorist groups with state 
4 

sponsors, or from Russian scientists uffering theu services to terrorist groups, even 

though the bulk of the biotemrist k a t  arises h m  domestic sources. This 

disproportionate fear of international terrorism has led to the creation of overly harsh 
5 

measures designed to combat biological terrorism intemationalIy. As suggested in the last 

chapter, a poor understanding of which forms of bioterrorism are most threatening to the 

United States has aiso led to numerous measures designed to combat rnacroterrorism, the 

most destructive but least probable form of bioterrorism, at the expense of preparations for 

the more mundane types of bioterrorism such as murder, non-lethal biotenorism, and 

homes. 
6 

The problems of the American system may dso be attributed a fack of education 

and perspective about biological terrorism both arnong the govenunent and the populace in 

general. A bioterrorist act is quite unlikely to occur, yet American politicians appear on 

news shows brandishing bags of sugar and prophesying , "The question is no longer if this 
7 

will happen, but when." 1s it any wonder then îhat Americans now consider terrorism. and 

specifically chernical and biologicai terrorism, to be the greatest threat to the United 

States? Such a lack of perspective among the general population has, arguabty, led to 

overspending on counter-bioterrorism progranis and, somewhat ironicaily, a great feu of 

biological terrorism h t  bas increased the vulnerability of the United States to hoaxes and 
8 

extortive acts of biologicd terrorism. 

Many analysts have offered suggestions that might correct these failings- Some of 

these suggestions are quhe infeasible, while others d e r  h m  just as much improper 
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understanding of the major sources of the bioterrorist threat as the programs they are 

intended to fix. For example, even though the threat of Russian scientists selling their 

services to terrorist organizations has been shown to be quite exaggerated, Amy Srnithson 

has suggested increasing the funding to collaborative research programs in Russia by at 

least 250% to make sure that each of Russia's 7,000 former biologicai weapons program 

employees are kept in the manner to whkh they had been accustomed, so that they do not 
9 

faIl victirn to the temptation of terrorist money. 

Still other suggestions are suggestive of governent departments continuing to 

angle for their share of bioterrorist funding. For example, ment articles have suggested 

that the USDA, the most recent addition to the family of diverse agencies involved in 

counter-biotenorism, is in dire need of its own rapid response teams to respond to 

agricultural emergencies.I0 Why a E U  or CBIRFs team assisted by a veterinary 

pathologist or phytopathologist wodd not be capable of handling such an emergency is 

unknown. This suggestion Ieaves us to wonder which department will be the next to 

demand funding for yet another unnecessary rapid response tearn. 

Some recommendations for improvernents are just poorly conceived. For example, 

the Joint Chiefs of Staff themselves have suggested that the United States could use its 

nuclear arsenal to deter non-state actors h m  engaging in terrorism against the United 

States. For two reasons, this is quite preposterous. First, a terrorist base, if such a thing can 
11 

be found, would probably be surrounded by innocent civilians. Second, it is difncult to 

deter adversaries whose responses are not rationai. ... (Some groups) have littie 
to lose and are therefore hard to deter. Religious extremists, similarly, may be 
actively airning for chaos or, in some cases, for martyrdom. It is hard to deter 

a group that is seeking to bring on Armageddon. 
12 

An appeal to rationaiity such as deterrence will be meaningiess to a group that does not use 

a rationa1 cost-benefit analysis to govern its actions. 
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Some authors have offered sensibie and feasiiie recommendations for the 
13 

improvement of the American cornter-biotmrism strategy. Their suggestions wiU be 

integrated into the proposal offered here. 

As suggested in the last chapter, one possibIe mode1 to foiiow when deciding on 

ways to improve îhe American counter-bioterrorist strategy may be the Canadian approach. 

This is not to imply that the Canadian counter-biotemrism strategy is perfect, nor that 

such a low-key approach is suited to combatiag the much larger threat to the United States, 

but Canada has taken a dramaticaily different approach to this problem, focussing more on 

dual-use projects than the Delta, and the United States may Iearn a great deal fiom Canada. 

In tum, Canada may feam a great deal fiom the United States and its focus on the Delta. 

This does not mean that both countries should homogenize their counter-bioterrorism 

response: The threat of bioterrorism to Canada and the United States is far too distinct for 

us  to recommend identical responses, but both States may Ieam a great deai from a 

dramatically different approach to a sirnilar problem. 

Our proposais for improvements to the American counter-bioterrorist strategy rnay 

be divided into recornrnended changes to changes to preventative efforts, changes to 

domestic consequence mitigation efforts, and changes to international efforts. Because the 

American consequence mitigation strategy ne& the most work, it will be dealt with k t .  

Domestic Consequence Mitigation Eforts 

The American consequence management requires extensive aiterations before it can 

effectively minimize the consequences of a biotmnst attack. These Mprovements must 

begin with the impkmentation of a cost-saving phn and the creation of a singie 

coordinathg body for the United States' countertmrist efforts. Once these two changes 

have k e n  made, opportunities wiU present themeIves for the firrther improvement to the 

Arnerican strategy. These further improvements should include reductions in the number of 
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redundant medical response teams, first responder training programs, medicai stockpiles, 

grant programs, interagency exercise programs, and rapid response teams; the development 

of a quamtine policy; the elimination of poorly managed programs; a revision of the 

contents of the medicai stockpiles to include generalized vaccine-producing materiah; 

more attention and funding devoted to the rnedicai and public heahh sectors; an 

examination into why American R&D establishments have been less successful than their 

underfwided Canadian counterparts; and an education program to teach the American 

public about the tbreat of biological terrorism and the response capabilities of the 

American govemment. 

An aspect of the Canadian response to the bioterrorist threat that the American 

goverment would do well to emulate is Canada's careful consideration of existing 
14 

assets and the establishment of priorities for the counter-bioterrorist strategy. This 

strategy has allowed Canada to mount an effective but inexpensive defence against 

bioIogicaI terrorism. If the United States were to foUow a simdar tactic and perhaps 

integrate this philosophy into carefbiiy formuiated plan, it too could eliminate wasted 

spending and identie which areas of its response strategy require greater attention. 

Despite calls for such a cost-saving plan arising fiom both governent and private 
15 

sources, such a thing has not yet come to pass. True, severai pieces of legistation and 

presidential decision directives have been passed that somewhat direct the actions of some 
16 

agencies, but these have so far tacked a proper understanding of the major sources of the 

bioterrorist threat, do not clearly delineate which govemment departments are responsib1e 

for which tasks, and do not establish priorities for the American response. 

A new ail-encompassing plan m u t  be created to give some direction to the 

American counter-bioterrorism response. Such a plan would ideaüy identfi the sources of 

the biotemrist threat, include an assessrnent of which f o m  of biotermrism threaten the 

United States, clearly deiineate departmentai responsibility, establish priorities for the 



Arnericafl response strategy, and have a mechamm for periodically reviewing the 

programs created by the counter-biotermrism sttategy. if such a thing were implemented, 

the American govemment may come to reaiize that the bioterrorist b a t  is more of a 

domestic problem than an international one, that there are more kinds of biological 

terrorism than rnacroterrorism, that too much fîinding and consideration is devoted to rapid 

response teams and not enough to HHS and the CDC, and that too much money is wasted 

on repetitive pteparedness prograrns. 

It may be dficult to hplement such a plan. Many infiuentiaI people and 

departments have profited greatly fiom the disordered administration of Americas' counter- 

bioterrorism programs. In the absence of a pIan that cledy delineates responsibility, many 

govemment agencies have secured funding for expensive projects of questionable utility. 
17 

Kan overarching plan is created, these agencies stand to have funding diverted from their 

projects to l e s  glamorous projects controIIed by departments in dire need of more funding. 

Departments that have profited quite niceIy h m  a disorderd counter-bioterrorisrn 

stmtegy may protest the creation of an overarching plan, perhaps on the basis that 
18 

implementing such a thing rnay be c o d y  and t h e  consuming, or that the interests of 

their departments are not adequately represented in whatever form the final dr& of the 

plan might take. 

Neverthelas, such a thing rnay indeed come to p a s  during the presidency of 

George W. Bush. Recd that President Bi11 Clinton himseif provideci the initiative for 

many of the counter-biotemrism programs implemented during the 1990's. He f o d a t e d  

both PDD 39 and 62, and it was his idea to create vaccine stockpiles, reportedly afler 

d i n g  The Cobra Event, a novel by Richard Preston about a 

temrisî attack on New York City with a genetidy engineered mix of the 
Smallpox and cold viruses. ML Clinton was so alarmai by the book, his aides 
said, that he instnicted his intelligence experts to assess its credibility and rnged 

19 
Speaker Newt Gingrich ... to read it. 



It has even been suggested that since the World Traâe Center bombing in 1993, 

(£)or a new President in search of leadership credentids, the fight against 
terrorism became a cure for policy impotence and a welcome 
political p l a t h m  ... (The fight against terrorism) Ned  a policy vacuum 

created by the loss of the arch enemy of the United States, the Soviet Union. 
20 

It is entirely possible that Bush will not share Ciinton's interest in bioIogica.1 weapons 

terrorism. He may identify otha priorities to which Amencan tax dollars should be 

devoted. Should this be the case, the new president may indeed advocate the creation of a 

plan that consolidates the United States' counter-bioterrorism efforts into a less costly. but 

stilt effective, form. However, before we begin celebrating the impending creation of such 

a plan, we must remind ourseIves that Republicans are not h o w n  for supporting hedth 

care spending, nor for hgality when it cornes to defence matters. 

An id& counter-biotermrism plan would cal1 for many changes to the existing 

counter-bioterrorism strategy. The implementation of such as p h  might begin with the 

creation of a single body responsible for coordinathg the United States' counter- 

bioterrorism efforts, and the elirnination of other positions with similar duties. This body 

would be responsibIe for all the leadership duties now performed by a panopky of other 

agencies. During the 1980's, a simita position was created to coordinate the nationd dmg 

control effoc which was also suRering from a lack of direction. The Office of National 

h g  Control Policy (ONDCP) is part of the Executive Office of the President and not an 

agency of the DOD, DOJ, or HHS. This independence has allowed it to "rise above the 
2 1 

particular interests of any one federd agency." It is the top comterdrug agency 

accomtable to both the President and Congress. It sets pnodies within the national 

counterdrug strategy, monitors the counterdrug budget, manages M D  initiatives, provides 

assistance to state and 1ocaI governments, monitors the performance of vzuious comterdrug 
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programs, and creates international counterhg programs. As we saw in the last chapter, 

similar counter-bioterrorism coorduiation duties are now performed by at least ten diverse 

agencies. 

Since its establishment in 1988, the ONDCP has succeeded in developing a 

national dnig control strategy with short- and Iong-term objectives, created performance 

indicators for this strategy, taken over the management of the United States' $20 billion 

drug control budget, and coordinated the efforts of over 50 governent agencies involved 

in drug control. 
23 

Congresswoman Tillie Fowler proposed a similar initiative in 2000. However, her 

proposal limited the responsibility of the Office of Terrorism Preparedness to terrorist 

events involving weapons of mass destruction. The bodies responsible for responding to 

conventional terrorism wouid d l  exist, as wouid the National Domestic Preparedness 

Office in the DOJ. Since these agencies wouid continue to operate, the Office of Terrorism 

Preparedness would be unable to reduce much of the confusion currently vexing the 
24 

counter-bioterrorist strategy. Consequently, the bill proposing the establishment of this 

new office was defeated in the Senate. 

But, a single coordinating body with duties similar to those of the ONDCP rnay be 

just what is needed to bring some order to the American counter-bioterrorism efforts. 

However, so that the bill introducing this position is not defeated for the sarne reasons that 

congresswoman Fowler's was, this new office should be responsible for al1 domestic 

counter-terrorism programs, and it shouid cd1 for the deactivation of al1 rival coordinating 

bodies with similar capabilities and duties. 

Like the ONDCP and Representative Fowter's suggested position, the new office 

should be a part of the Executive Office, again so that it cannot be criticized for 
25 

overrepresenting the interests of one govemment department This new office should be 

the top comter-terrorisrn agency accountable to Congress. A representative of this office 
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shouId a h  have a seat at the NSC and be accountabie to the President. 

Currently, the National Coordinator for Security, Inffastnrcture Protection and 

Counterterrorism has a seat at the NSC and acts as the top countertemrism official 
26 

accountable to the President. So that both offices do not have identicai responsibilities, 

the position of National Coordiuator shodd be intepteci into this new office, possibly in 

the capacity of the chief representative of this office. Failing this, the position of National 

Coordinator should be ehnhated aitogether to aileviate mission creep. 

The new counter-terrorism office's fïrst duty should be to mess  the threat of 

biological temrism and then, based on this assesment, to set priorities for the counter- 

bioterrorism sûategy, paying particular attention to the clear allocation of departmental 

responsibilities. These changes wodd bring to Light redundant programs and gaps in 

readiness, and give an overalI direction to the counter-bioterrorism strategy. Responsibility 

for the management of its own budget would help this office reduce unnecessary spending 

on superfiuous counter-bioterrorism projects, especidly if the office's budget 

administrators were aware h t  they could lose their jobs if it was found that they had 

mismanaged their hances. An independent review commission, pehaps comprised of 

representatives of the OMB, codd regulariy monitor the effectiveness of this office's 

counter-bioterrorism plans and the management of its budget, and present these findings to 

Congress for review. The new office wodd interact with Iocal first responders and be 

responsible for ûaining and exercises. It would adniinister federal grant programs and 

b d b g  for R&D. These measures would reduce many redundancies and much of the 

confusion about grants, training, and exercises cumitiy experienced at state and Iocal 

levels. 
27 

During a biotermrist event this new oEce shodd exercise control over dl federal 

assets, incIuding those controlIed by DOD. The Pentagon may oppose the idea of 

relinqukhing control over its rapid response teams to a civilian agency, regardiess of 
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whether the Execirtive Office is supposed to have ultimate contml over the armed forces. 

To appease these concerns, this new office may have to be d e d  by at least a few 

representatives of the armed forces. So that DOD is not overrepresented in this supposedly 

neutrai office, representatives h m  0 t h  agencies involved in counter-bioterrorism rnight 

also be included in the staff of the new office, making it more of an interagency office than 

an independent part of the Executive Office. However, the new office should rernain as 

independent as possibte in order to avoid the pmblems whh pork-barrelIing that have 

plagued the United States' counter-bioterrorism strategy utii now. 

So that identical duties are not performed by two or more agencies, some existing 

coordinating bodies should be disbanded or subsumed under the banner of the new agency, 

while others should just be sûipped of their co~terterronsm duties. With the creation of 

this new office, there wodd be no m o n  to retain the FBI1s National Domestic 

Preparedness Office. nor DOD's Joint Task Force - Civil Support, nor the Assistant to the 

Secretary of Defence for Civil Support. The Attorney Generai, DOJ, the Sectetaries of 

Defence and State codd be dieved of some of the counter-bioterrorisrn duties they now 

perform. The OMB wodd no longer be required to set priotities for counter-terrorisrn 
28 

program, though it rnay have to retain its responsibility for monitoring the budget, 

While the creation of yet another coordinating office is unlikely to be objectionable 

to most agencies, some groups may protest the elimination of other coordinating bodies if 

it means that they stand to Iose influence over the United States1 counter-bioterrorism 

plans. For instance, DOJ would likely object to the elimination of the NDPO because in di 

Iikelihood they would lose control over counter-bioterrorism plans involving their own 

resources. This department and other agencies with responsibility for coordiation might 

strenuously object to this proposal, and it would be necessary to assure them that they 

wodd continue to have iduence over counter-bioterroiism activities, if only h u g h  their 

representatives at the new office. Nevertheless, the objections of these influentid 
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departments might make the establishment of a new, overarching coordinating body 

dinicuit, if not impossible. 

A counter-bioterrorism plan, as may be developed by an overarching coordinating 

body, shouid also cal1 for severai other changes to the American strategy. It shouid attempt 

to reduce some redundancies. Are two vaccine stockpiles containing similar supplies reaiiy 

necessary? Are three kinds of medical response teams with wtuaUy identical duties 

necessary? Do five agencies have to ofFer fïrst responder training programs? Do ten 

departments have to offer interagency training exercises? Are three kinds of grants to first 

responders in large cities necessary? Finaily, and most importantiy, are twelve kinds of 
79  

rapid response tearns with similar capabilhies and duties really necessary?- AI1 of these 

superfiuous assets couid each be consolidated into one big vaccine stockpile, training 

program, rapid response team, and so on, thus reducing administrative costs and the 

rampant confusion that so many local authorities feel regarding the American consequence 

mitigation prograrns. 

Even though the United States would be well-advised to consider the consolidation 

of its vaccine stockpiles, response teams, gant programs, and so on, it should think twice 

before liquidating the assets held by the redundant stockpiles, decreasing the funds 

available to the gant programs, or reducing the manpower avaiiable to the rnedical or rapid 

response teams. M e a d  of being eliminated, these extra supplies, funds, and positions 

shouid simply be integrated into the single remaining stockpile, gant program, or response 

team. Confusion and administrative costs will stiil be reduced, but the previous capability 

wouid remain. The American pubIic has shown that it is willing to pay for these assets, so 

why not have a huge pharmaceuticd supply, wby not continue to offer miliions in federal 

grants, and why not have a rapid response team capabiiity comprised of hundreds of 

people? In the event of a bioIogicai attack, larger assets of these types are always 

preferable to smaiier (especiaiiy, in the case of rapid response teams, if a quarantine is to 
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capabilities rnay remain hi& and questions of appmpriateness to the level of threat need 

nevw be considered. in the event that the American public becomes unwilling to pay for 

such extensive prograrns, as they might if a proposal to be introduced later in this chapter 

is implemented, these assets may certainly be reduced at the discretion of the American 

people. 

As with the proposed consolidated coordinathg body, govemment departrnents 

removed h m  the medical response team, rapid response team, training, exercise, 

stockpile, and gant programs equations will likely vehemently object to these cuts because 

they stand to lose a great deal of îunding and influence over the American consequence 

management pians. For instance, if al1 funding formerly given to ail the armed services to 

pay for their respective rapid response teams is suddenly redirected to the Army's TEU as 

the sole rernaining rapid response team (as it arguabiy should be, given the T'EU'S superior 
30  

experïence and capabilities), the Navy, the Marines, the National Guard, and the Air 

Force will protest. They will decry these efforts at consolidation for their short-sighted 

attempts to remove the unique capabilities of their teams from the Amencan consequence 

mitigation strategy. But this argument holds little water: as already mentioned, there is 

Iittle actuai ciifference between the current capabilities of the United States' rapid response 

teams. AI1 have some capability to decontaminate affected areas, identi@ pathogens, and 
3 1 

conduct operations while fuily protected by Level A protection suits. Even if these rapid 

response teams actuaily do have a unique capability, such as Prime BEEF's 
3 2  

chemicai/biologicaI plume monitoring skills or C B W  casualty decontamination skill, 
33 

there is no reason these skills cannot be acquired by members of the consolidated team. 

Although the rapid response tearns should be consolidated into one large team, 

individual tmits belonging to this team should not be kept in a single centralized location. 

Rather, rapid response team units should be spread throughout rnilitary bases throughout 
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the United States. This wodd ailow these teams to respond to biological events faster than 

the minimum four hours it cmnt ly  takes al1 rapid reqonse teams to arrive at the scene of 
34 

an incident. Arriving eariier would allow rapid respanse teams to take over fiom 

overwhelmed local first responders and asses the situation earlier, and begin prophylaxis 

and containment procedures sooner. To further d u c e  response time, the commanders of 

this new team should consider making some of their units Ulto a dedicated force, perhaps 

dong the lines of the C B W  units. 
3 5 

One rapid response tearn that shouId certainly be deactivated is the National 

Guard's WMD Civil Support Team (fomerly known as RAID teams). They are regularly 

criticized for being incompetent, and their utility during a biological crisis wouid be 
36 

questionable. The WMD Civil Support Team's only trdy unique capability is the 

provision of a highly advanced communications centre for agencies responding to a 
37 

bioterrorism event. If there is only one kind of rapid response tearn, one kind of medical 

response team, one coordinating body, and one office to caIl to gain access to a vaccine 

stockpile, as there wouid be if the efforts at consolidation called for above take place, 

surely such advanced telecommunications capabibties are not necessary. The one 

remaining rapid response team could probably handle communications for its own troops. 

and the coordinating agency couid manage communications among other involved 

agencies. 

However, deactivating the WMD Civil Support Teams is not just a matter of 

disbandhg the units and dividing up their equipment among other rapid response teams. 

Under the terms of the Passe Cornitatus Act, in order to protect the civil liberties of the 

American people, federal military p e r s o ~ d  are prohibited h m  "being used for law 

enforcement within the United States." Officidy, National Guard teams, which are state 

assets, would have primary responsibility for responding to bioterrorist incidents, while 

CBIRF units, the TEU, and other military rapid response teams wodd play a supporthg 
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d e .  Removing the National Guard's capacity to respond to bioterrorist incidents, thereby 

forcing the Amy, the Marines, or the Navy to assume responsibility for responding to 

homeland biotemrist incidents, would violate the Posse Cornitam Act, and atet.act 

criticism from civil Libertarians. 
3 8 

While on the abject of response teams, a few words should be said about 

quarantine, Even though a bioterrorist event involving a contagious pathogen is extrernely 

unlikely it would be unwise for any govenunent not to have a quarantiae poiicy. Such a 

poIicy should address such questions as who has the power to cail for a quarantine: the 
39 

govemor, the president, or the CDC? Just as hportantly, who has the power to lift a 

quacsultine? Who will enforce the quarantine? (Presurnably, the large, consolidated rapid 

response team will perform this duty. The need for a force capable of containing the 

inhabitants of a city or even possibly an entire state is a strong argument in favour of 

retaining a large number of rapid responders.) How will supplies reach the quarantined 
40 

area? How will quarantine breakers be punished? As already mentioned, discussing 
41 

quarantine is political suicide. No poiitician wants to discuss this controversid issue for 

fear of Iosing popularity. Therefore, perhaps this issue should not be discussed in a public 

forum. innumerable policies pertaining to national security and terrorisrn are formulated 
42 

without the benefit of public scrutiny- There is no reason that a politically unpopular but 

important issue such as quarantine policy could not be dealt with in this marner as well. To 

make sure that the interests of aii agencies likely to participate in a quarantine are taken 

into account by the new policy, HHS, DOD, DOJ, state and local govements, and 

especially the CDC should be ailowed to participate in whatever discussions regarding the 

quarantine policy take place. 

While in the process of consolidation, America's vaccine and pharrnaceuticai 

stockpiles should revamp other aspects of their administration. Since the VA has proven 

itself to be incapable of properly managing both the Office of Emergency Preparedness' 
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National Medical Response Teams pharmaceuticai stockpiles and the Marines' CBlRF 
43 

stockpile of medicai supplies, the United States should consider finding another body to 

administer these supplies. To lessen the waste that occurs when stored pharmaceuticals are 

not used before their expiration date, the stockpile administrators shouid consider 
44 

establishing "pharmaceuticai bubbtes." A pharmaceutical bubble wouid be stored at local 

hospitals. These hospitals would consume the pharmaceuticais in the normal course of 

treating other diseases and replenish wha? is used at their own expense. Thus, the shelf of 

perishable phannaceuticals may be extended indefinitely. 
45 

The contents of the pharmaceutical stockpiles might be revised too. Currently, the 
46 

HHS' stockpiles are "geared in part" towards providing vaccines for inhalational anttira,~, 

pneurnonic plague, srnailpox, and tulamernia, al1 of which are difficult to obtain and 

weaponize, and few of which would be suitable for use in any sort of attack except 

macroterrorim. There are hundreds of pathogens that are more likely to be used in a 

bioterrorist attack than these, yet the pharmaceutical stockpiles contain no pmphyiactics 

for these other diseases. This failing shouid be corrected. Either vaccines for other potentid 

biological weapons shouid also be included in the stockpile, or materiais that could be used 

to quickly manufacture vaccines for a great variety of diseases should be stockpiled. These 

materiais might include growth medium for bacteriai diseases, test tubes, incubators, and a 
47 

'bubble' supply of chicken eggs, which may be used to produce virai vaccines. 

This does not mean that the vaccines for the rare diseases mentioned above shouid 

simply be discarded. Since these vaccines have already been purchased, there is no reason 

not to keep them. Furthemore, the devastahg effects that an outbreak of these diseases 

rnight produce is reason enough to retain a capability for vaccinating against these 

pathogens. However, the focus of the vaccine stockpiling efforts needs to move away h m  

these uniikely weapons to a more generalized approach. 

A more generalized approach to pharmaceuticai stockpiling may indeed be more 
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costly than purchasing just four varieties of vaccine. However, the pharmaceuticai 

initiative in its entirety does not have to cost more money. The recommended stockpile 

consolidation would reduce administrative costs, and the proposed pharmaceutical bubble 

wiil reduce the amount of money spent on replacing expired medicine. These extra fun& 

rnight be spent on changing the focus of the vaccine stockpile. 

Like the pharmaceutical stockpiles, other aspects of the Arnerican consequence 

mitigation strategy, including the training propuus and the grant programs, have k e n  
48 

criticized for k ing poorly administexed. To correct this problem, stockpile, grant, and 

training programs that were not weN-organized or efficient could be eliminated, and the 

funk fked up redirected to the sunriving  pro^^. 

Counter-bioterrorism Fun& that are saved by consolidating consequence 

management efforts may be redirected to improving disease surveillance and identification, 

funding biologicai weapons response training programs for doctors and nurses, paying the 

sarne to attend these courses on their spare time, establishing a gant for the construction of 

more isolation and decontamination facilities in hospitals, and other programs involving 

public health and the medical sector. These programs would allow the DPP to better 
49 

mitigate the long term consequences of biotenorist attach, and assist in the response to 

covert bioterrorist attacks. 

However, even if no extra fun& have to be diverted to the counter-bioterrorism 

strategy to pay for these programs, their proponents may have difficulty obtaining support 

for them, both h m  the government and hrn  the public in general. 'Socialized' health care 
50 

is a "politicai non-starter" in the United States, especiaily when both Congres and the 

White House are controlied by the Republican party. Thus, these programs rnay be 

infeasible no matter how beneficial the? rnay be. 

Nevertheles, counter-bioterrorist program that rnay be classiîïed as public heaith 

ventures have been successfûiiy implemented in the United States before. Medical 
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response teams and the phamaceuticai stockpiles are both intended to enhance the United 

States' medical response to a bioterrorist event, and they may be usefiil in a variety of other 

medicd disasters as well. As expected, their creation was opposed by several groups, 
5 1 

including Senators, military officiais, and scientists, but their potential usefuiness in a 

wide variety of situations convinced the Amencan government to implement these 

programs in spite of these protests. Luckily, the health care programs discussed above 

would also be extrernely usehl in a variety of medicai situations, including bioterrorist 

incidents. Therefore, their implementation is entirely possible. 

DARPA, the agency in charge of Amencan counter-bioterrorism R&D initiatives, 
52 

provides funding for around 7,000 projects, yet very few of these projects have offered 

results anywhere near as promising as Canada's ClBADS unit. Either DARPA, the 

National Security Council, or whatever coordinathg bodies rernain afler the proposed 

consolidation efforts conclude should examine why they have had so few spectacular 

results when the underfiuided Canadian defence research establishments have had so rnany. 

A comparison of DARPA's efforts with Canada's might yield some interesting possible 

reasons for the differences in performance, and offer suggestions for improvements. 

Furthemore, DARPA would do well to consider the creation of a device that can quickiy 

identifj and detect pathogens placed in water or on solids. Many more bioterrorist events 

are iiiely to involve pathogens disseminated in ways other than aerosol means, but both 

DAWA and Canada's defence research organizations continue to focus on aerosol 

detectors. 
53 

Another possible result of the proposed assessrnent of the threat of biological 

terrorism referred to above may be that the American govemment will corne to reaiize that 

it has grossly misrepresented the threat of bioIogical terrorism to the Amencan people. 

Until now, representatives of the Amencan govemment have wrïtten articles and appeared 

on tetevision asserting that it is oniy a matter of time before the population of the United 
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States is decimated by a bioterrorist attack. Similarly, they con t indy  declare that the 
5 5 

United States is grossly unprepared to meet such a threat. After performing an 

assessrnent of the threat of bioterrorism, the American govemment may come to reaiize 

that both statements are gross exaggerations. 

In orda to correct the damage done by earlier television appearances, the Amencan 

government may decide to present a more accurate picture of the threat of biological 

terrorism and the United States' response capabilities to the American people. It rnay wish 

to tel[ them that a bioterrorist attack is in no way imminent and, to put the threat in 

perspective, that an act of conventional terrorism is still many times more likely to occur. It 

may wish to Uiform the people that very few terrorist groups would ever consider using 

biological weapons, and fewer still have the ability. It may wish to tell the public that the 

macroterrorist acts, which they have al1 come to fear, are the l es t  likely to occur. 

The American govemment may aiso wish to explain to the American public a bit 

about some of the programs created to reduce the threat of biologicai terrorism. It couid tell 

them about the advanced identification and decontamination capabilities of the rapid 
56 

response teams, or the vast quantities of medicines available from the NPS. It could tel1 

them about the investigative expertise of the FBrs HMRU, and explain to them the 

Unpressive capabilities of the Portal Shields. 
57 

Giving the public a greater understanding of the threat of biologicai terrorism 

wouid reduce some of the widespread fear of bioterrorism, thus geatly reducing 

vulnerability to hoaxes and extortive acts. Giving the public a better idea of their country's 

response assets will allow the people to better monitor and critique theu government's 

cormter-bioterrorism strategy, which would help eliminate overspending and the 

implementation of ineffective programs. 

With a i i  the benefits o f f i d  by educating the public on the threat of biological 

terrorism, we might think that the government would be eager to mate such a program. 
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However, this rnay not be the case. Having a public ignorant both of the actuai k a t  of 

biological terronsm and of their country's response assets has been quite profitabie to many 

people and departments. A fiightened public that is unaware that they already possess an 

extremely capable rapid response team will be more willing to pay for further cody  

response teams than a public that is aware of the minimal danger posed by bioterronsm and 

that knows about pree?cisting response t e m .  Agencies that stand to profit fiom keeping 

the Amencan public in the ciaric wiii oppose education programs, perhaps on the basis that 

such programs could compromise national security by presenting sensitive information to 

the public. Buf the counter-argument may go, how cm a govemment withhold the ûuth 

fiom the people in good conscience, especially if a point is made of not giving out 

classified information? 

Domestic Preventahe Efforts 

The United States should consider revising some aspects of its preventative strategy as 

well. Specifically, it should consider devoting more attention and funk to programs that 

would assist in the prevention of bioterrorist acts, introducing a licensing procedure for 

laboratones that use al1 varieties of pathogens, and minimizing the use of the Anti- 

terrorism Act in the prosecution of suspected bioterrorists. 

The United States shouid consider reaiiocating funk fiom its counter-bioterrorism 

budget in favour of prevention. This cloes not mean that vast sums of money should simpty 

be thrown at the FBI to use at theu own discretion. Any extra b d s  devoted to 

preventative measures should go soIely to w d  thought out programs, whose usefuiness for 

the overall counter-biotemrism strategy may be ciearIy discerned. 

One such useh1 preventive program may be to add a licensing procedure to the 
58 

CDC's fi-amework of controls for dangrnus pathogens. Laboratories that intend to 

obtain and conduct research with even srnaII amounts of pathogens that may be used as 
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biological weapons shouid be required to obtain a iicense fiom the federal govemment. 

The Licensing procedure shouId be lengthy, compiicated, and intrusive. Part of the 

application procedure shouid invohe an inspection of the laboratory's facilities before the 

proposed research project begins, and an investigation into the education and criminal 

history of the involved scientists. However, in order to protect the intellectual property of 

the scientists, no further visitations would be required unless investigators detect 

something amiss with the activities of the laboratory. 

This wouid be an improvement on the current system of transfer controls, which 

only require laboratories interested in receiving one of the deadly agents on the CDC's list 

to send a description of their containment facilities to the mail order houe and be 
59 

registered with the CDC. No intrusive inspections are required. 

In their applications, the laboratories shouid be required to give a brief description 

of the research to be conducted, They should only be allowed to obtain the biologicai 

agents iisted in this proposal, and only in reasonable amounts. So that no laboratories 

neglect to follow the annoyingiy compiicated procedure, penalties for non-compliance for 

both senders and receivers of bioIogicd agents should be severe. However, even if the 

procedure is complicated, it shodd only deny Iicenses to laboratories whose applications 

display some irregularities or that lack adequate containment facilities. There should be no 

discrimination against types of research perfonned. Ail scientists, even those conducting 

vaccine research of dubious real vaIue, shouid be aiiowed to obtain a license, provided they 

allow an inspection of their facilities and criminal histories. The point of these procedures 

is not to limit or direct microbiological research, but to give government inspectors access 

to research laboratories. 

FBI agents working with CDC scientists should be responsible for m o n i t o ~ g  

ticense applications and the activities of suspicious appiicants. Appiicants who present 

faIse information on their applications, are hown to be members of extremist gro?rps, or 
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request toxins for medicai reasons when they do not have medicai training wouid be 

required, under the terms of the license, to submit to fiiendly visits h m  an FBI agent with 

a CDC microbiologist in tow. Naturaiiy, it would take a lot of manpower to administer the 

licensing procedures, and especially to monitor suspicious applications, but this would be 

money well spent because this procedure would reduce the threat posed by al1 types of 

bioterrorism arising h m  domestic sources except homes. 

The complex and lengthy licensing procedure itself would be enough to deter 

impulsive terrorists or those groups with greatly impaired reasoning abiiities from 

attempting to order biologicai agents from mail order houses and laboratories. The 

requirement for inspections wouid prevent rnany amateur terrorists without proper 

laboratory facilities and cuits that do not appreciate the presence of outsiders from ordering 

biologicai weapons. The investigation of criminai pasts wouid deter experienced members 

of terrorist groups f?om ordering h m  legitimate laboratories and mail order houses. Of 

course, licensing cannot prevent terrorists fiom acquiring biologicai agents from natumi or 
60 

illegal sources, but it rernoves one option for obtaining pure strains of biological agents 

from their grasp. 

The United States couId further improve its preventative strategy by revising a few 

of its existing preventative programs. For instance, no non-lethal agents, and no plant or 

animai pathogens are currently included in the CDC7s list of agents subject to transfer 
6 1 

controls. The United States shodd consider adding non-lethal and plant and animai 

agents to its list , and thus reduce the threat of non-lethal and agricultural terrorism arising 

from domestic sources. Again, requinng a License to obtain these agents is also an option. 

If the task of monitoring the movement of al1 of these agents is too much for the CDC, the 

transfer of plant and animal pathogens could be monitored by the USDA ancilor the USGS, 

both of which are eager to participate in the United States' conter-bioterrorism strategy. 
62 

Likewise, to prevent tmris ts  operating overseas h m  engaging in nodethal terrorism, 
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the United States may also wish to include non-lethal agents on its list of substances 

subject to export control. 

Licensing of and controls on more kinds of biological agents would ükely be a 

source of endless headaches for legitimate resmchers and pharrnaceutical manufacturers 

within the United States. They will probably protest these constrictions quite vocifkrously, 

declaring that they needlessly complicate formerly straightforward ordering procedures. It 

remains to be seen, however, if their arguments are more powerfid than those of their 

opponents who will undoubtedly cite the threat of biological terrorism as reason enough 

for inconveniencing scientists fiom al1 over the United States. 

To reduce its vulnerability to extortive acts of biological terrorism, the United 

States may wish to imitate the Canadian approach in yet one more way. Recall that the 

United States has made the considerable error of creating a law, namely the Anti-terrorism 

and Effective Death Penalty Act of 1996, that makes any terrorist act planned or committed 
63 

in the United States a federal crime, while Canada has decided to continue prosecuting 

bioterrorists under preexisting laws in order to reduce the political impact of a bioterrorist 
64 

act. Any terroisis prosecuted under the Anti-terrorism Act will undoubtedly receive a 

great deal of media attention for their cause, which may have been one of their goals for 

the attack. To prevent terrorists fiom successfully seizing the media's attention in this way, 

the United States should continue to prosecute them for murder, mon, assadt, and other 

apolitical crimes. The Anti-terrorism law shouid never be used. This is not to Say that this 

Law should be abolished, but just that it should be quietiy set aside and not mentioned or 

used for a very long time. 

Internationai Eflorts 

Improvements to the inter~utioaai arm of the Amencan counter-bioterrorism strategy 

would Iikely occur aiter if becomes apparent to the United States that it is less threatened 
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by international temrist tllan by domestic ones. These improvements would ideaiiy 

include reducing the American cornmitment to coliaborative tesearch programs in Russia, 

and a revision of the United States' export conml and sanctioning policy. Other changes to 

the international strategy might include pressuring the Austraiia Group to establish controls 

on the export of nodethai pathogens. 

A potential resuit of the assessment of the bioterrorist k a t  called for earlier may 

be a reaiization that, contrary to present popdar opinion, the threat of bioterrorism arising 

fiom international sources is reaily quite minimal. Few international terrorist groups such 

as Hamas and HizbolIah are likely to use biological weapons, and the twin threats of state 

sponsored terrorism and terrorist groups assisted by underernployed Russian 

microbiologists are routinely overstated. When these facts come to Iight, the United States 

may decide to revise its policies meant to reduce the threat of international biological 

terrorism. For example, if the assessment reveals that it is extcemely improbable that 
65 

Russian scientists will assist terrorist groups, the United States rnay rightiy decide not to 

increase payrnents to collaborative research programs. Likewise, when the United States 

reaiizes that it is d ike ly  that any of the states upon which it has imposed sanctions are 
66 

actually sponsors of biological terrorism, it may reconsider its extensive sanctioning 

policy. 

However, we should not expect these sanctions to be iifted. Even if the United 

States is forced to acknowledge to itseff that there is vhtualiy no evidence that either 

Sudan, Iraq, North Korea, Syria, or Cuba are state sponsors of terrorim?'l in al1 likelihood 

the sanctions imposed on these countries will not be Med for this reason alone. Most of 

the states Iisted above have been subjected to sanctions for a number of reasons, only one 

of which is their suspected complicity with temrists. Furthemore, acknowledging that 

they were wrong to accuse these states of sponsoring terrorism and then lifting ail 

sanctions would cause the United States to Iose face to these openly defiant states. 
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Canceliing sanctions would show these rogue states that they are capable of enduring 

Amencan sanctions due to their superior will and the righbess of their cause. This wili 

ody encourage them and other potentiai aggressors to continue to de@ the United States. 

This is obviously not in the best interests of the United States, and, fairly or not, these 

sanctions d l  probably remah intact for many years. in the imlikeIy event that these states 

discontinue their general insubordination, the United States may indeed remove these 

unfair sanctions. However, given the long-standing economic insignificance of trade with 
68 

any of these States, the United States is in no hurry to do so. 

Like rnany countries, the United States has placed a great deal of faith in the ability 

of the United Nations and the BTWC to reduce the threat posed by intemationai stocks of 
69 

biologicai weapons. As suggested in the last chapter this faith may be misplaced. This is 

not to suggest that the United States should discontinue its efforts in internationai 

organizations - it does cost very little to participate in the United Nations, and if nothing 

else such participation has ailowed the United States to broadcast its abhorrence of 

biologicai weapons usage to the world - but the United States should be aware that the UN 

and the BTWC, with a verification regime or not, may not be capable of accomplishing al1 

that is hoped for. 

To prevent international terrorists fiom obtaining non-lethal pathogens, The United 

States should push the Australia Group to consider controliing the transfer of certain non- 

letbal agents that might be used in bioterrorist attacks. The Ausdia  Group already has a 

warning list of less dangerous agents whose transfer is monitored but not controlled. 
70 

Perhaps non-lethal agents should be added to this List. 

To irnprove its counter-bioterrorisrn strategy, the United States has a long and 

arduous road ahead of it that begins with assessing the threat of biologicai temrism and 

creating a cos-saving plan. Numerous other changes, some of which involve imitating 

Canada's approach to the same problerns, some that involve defjhg infiuentiai agencies, 
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should also be made in order to v d y  improve what is now a disordemi mess. However, 

these changes are al1 possibIe, provideci sorneone has the will to cany them out, 

Possible Improvements to Canada's Criunter-Bioterrorism Strategy 

Canada should rnake a few alterations to its c m n t  counter-bioterrorism policies as 

well. Although there are fewer recommended changes for Canadian govemment to make, 

this is not a reflection of the superiority of the Canadian plans. Rather, it is just due to the 

smaller number of programs that the Canadian government has imphnented to combat 

biological terrorism. Fewer programs require fewer changes. 

Although numerou American scholars have published advice, some of dubious 

value, as to how the American response to the bioterrorist threat might be improved, the 

same cannot be said of Canadian experts. hdeed, C a n a s  response to the bioterrorist 

threat has captured the interest of Canadian scholars about as effectively as the threat of 

biological terrorism. This shodd not be allowed to continue. Without constructive 

criticism h m  infonned individuais outside of goverment, the fadts of Canada's counter- 

bioterrorist çtrategy may go unnoticed until they are actually put to the test during a 

bioterrorist event. In the absence of suggestions offered by other schotarly works, we will 

be forced to rely on the advice offered by interviewees working for various govemment 

agencies and the power of our own min& to invent improvements to Cmadrt's strategy. 

Canada must consider making a few fiindamental changes to its counter- 

bioterrorism strategy. By focussing exclusively on dd-use programs, Canada has created 

an inexpensive strategy to combat this emerging threat, but by not impiementhg Delta 

programs with no application besides combating biotmrim, Canada has lefi a few 

important gaps in an otherwise weU-organized and commendable strategy. Specifically, by 

ignoring the Delta Canada has Ieft itseif unprepared for maçrotermrist attacks. 

Nor would the Canadian government apologize for not adequately combating the 
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macroterrorist threat. It is, after di, the least likely type of bioterronst attaçk to occur. 

Surely, there are better ways to spend Canada's meagre defence dollars, or so the argument 

goes. And yet the possibility that Canada will fd victim to a macrotermrist attack remains. 
72 

Canada has as many cuits as any other free wciety, and the= is a possibility that one of 

these groups wiii show interest in using biobgical weapons to bring about the Apocalypse. 

There is an off chance that other types of terrorists might also experiment with the 

deadiiest types of biological agents. 

Cornputer modeIlhg simulations indicate that it is possible for temrists to infect 

over 20% of the popdation of a large Canadian city with a single long line source reiease 
73 

of anthrax. Measures c m  be taken to teduce the damage caused by such an attaçk, but 

the prevailing attitude towards this threat is one of resignation. No matter what we do, the 

government reasons, such an attack will inevitably create strife for hundreds if not 
74 

thousands of Canadians. This attitude cannot be aliowed to persist. As the Americm 

response has shown there is much that can be done to reduce the damage created by a 

macroterrorist attack, and not aü of these programs require significant additional 

expenditures. Canada should consider adapting some of these American-style programs to 

its own situation in order to reduce the threat psed  by aii types of biological terrorism, but 

especialIy macrotemrism. 

Unfortwately for the parsimonious Canadian govemment, many of these 

preparations wodd invoke the expenditure of a p t  deal of money on programs without 

an obvious duai use. It may prove difficult to garner support h m  goverment and the 

public in generai for expensive Delta programs that combat a Iow-probability k a t .  This 

aione may make implementing programs to combat macroterrorism quite infeasible. When 

discussing proposed changes to Canada's counter-bioterrorism strategy this financial reality 

shodd dways be at the forefiont of our considerations. 

As with the suggestions for improvement to the American counter-bioterrorist 
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strategy, recornmendations for impmvement to the Canadian strategy will be divided 

proposed changes to domestic consequence mitigation progranrs, preventative efforts, and 

international efforts. 

Domestic Consequence Mitigation Eforts 

In order to minimize the effects of a bioterrorist attack Canada needs to make a nurnber of 

improvements to its consequence mitigation strategy, many of which involve emuiating the 

American response to the bioterrorist threat Some of these improvements, including the 

expansion of the NBCRT, the establishment of medical response teams, the expansion of 

Heaith Canada's ment initiative to ûain ER doctors to recognize the signs of a bioterrorist 

attack, more kquent training exercises, and the revision the contents of Canada's limited 

stockpiles to include vaccine-producing materials, wodd necessarily require additional 

expenditures. However, a mechanism exists whereby the cost of many of these programs 

could be shared with the provincial and territorial govemments. Other improvements 

would not require signincant expenditures. These inexpensive improvements would 

include the development of a qwantine policy, the increased involvement of the agencies 

responsible for plant and animai health, the acquisition of a CIBADS units, and the 

development of a device capable of detecting and identiS?ng pathogens in solid or liquid 

form. 

The fïrst of many expensive American-style changes that the Canadian govemment 

shouid consider making is to increase the size of its rapid response team. Rapid response 

teams are extremely usefd for responding to a wide variety of biologicai termrist 

incidents, but especially macroterrorist attacks. Rapid response teams are ûained to operate 

in Level A containment suits. They have some capacity to idenMy biological agents. They 

can assist local fkst responders with ûiage, planning, and decontaminati~n.~~ Rapid 

response units are also ideally suited to enforcing quarantines, since they are weii trained to 



recognize potentiai hazards. However, Canada has but one such team on which to rely 
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duriDg a biotenorist incident. It is doubthi that one team would be able to provide as 

much assistance as is ho@ for during a large scale attack, let aione enforce a quarantine. 

Therefore, the Canadian Armed Forces should consider expûnding the size of the NBCRT. 

Like its American counterparts, the NBCRT wouid take approximately four hours 

to arrive at the site of a bioterrorist attack. For reasons outlined in the last chapter, this 

delay is unacceptable. To correct this failing, the Canadian rnilitary should station NBCRT 

units at mon than one base in Canada. Mead of just being based at  ord den:' NBCRT 

units should be placed at bases throughout Canada, and especially at bases closest to the 

cities most threatened by bioterrorism. The exact placement of these teams may be left to 

the discretion of military logisticians, but perhaps one team might be assigned to Canada's 

West coast, in order to handle chemicai and biological incidents in western Canada, one 

team couid be placed on the east coast to respond to incidents in the Maritimes and eastem 

Quebec, and one left in Borden to handle emergencies in central Canada, 

If the Canadian government is reluctant to pay for the training and equipment 

needed to produce a larger NBCRT, the proponents of such a plan couid justifi the 

expenditure by explaining how usefùi a Iarge NBCRT tearn could be to Canada's 

international peacekeeping efforts, thus showing that the NBCRT has a dual use. Canada's 

peacekeepers are regularly deployed to places where there is a greater chance of biological 
78 

weapons usage than in Canada. SoIdiers trained to operate during biologicai incidents 

wouid be invaluable to an intemationai peacekeeping force. 

However, if the goveniment is stiii unwilling to pay for a larger NBCRT, it may be 

acceptable to settle for training more of Canada's soldiers to better respond to domestic 

bioterrorist incidents. 

At presenf speciaiized CB defence training is provided each year for the 
Advanced NBC Defwce Officer Course (AB Course), the Land Forces 
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Technicd Staff Course (LFTSC), and the NBC Response Team (NBCRT). 
Training has aIso been given tu CF troops prior tu deployment as 

peacekeepers. 
79 

But, perhaps çome training in responding to biologicd events shodd be given to as many 

people in the Canadian rnilitary as possiile. Even if they do not become specialists in 

h d l i n g  hazardous biological materiais, everyday soldiers could be traïned to enforce 

quarantines, decontaminate dfkcted areas, recognize the symptoms of a biologicai attack 

(if not identify specific agents), operate in fidl protective gear, and assist with 

administering prophylaxis and antibiotics. The Canadian military prides itself on the high 

quality and diversity of training and education that its soldiers receive. Why not further this 

reptation by developing a genedized CE defence course? 

Another Arnerican counter-bioterrorism initiative that Canada shodd consider 

emulating is the establishment of the medical response teams. These teams, composed of 

Local nurses, EMTs, and doctors specially trained to respond to bioterrorist incidents and 

armed with a large stockpiIe of pharmaceuticafs and equipment, are intended to provide 

assistance to overwhelmed hospitals in the event of a biotemrist attack. Unlike rapid 

response teams, they can respond quickly to an atiack because they are 10cals.~~ These 

teams wouid be usefbi for responding to a great variety of bioterrorist events, induding 

macroterrorist incidents, as well as other more generalized major medical emergencies 

such as earthquakes, floods, and 'flu epidemics. Since these teams may be usefil in other 

situations besides biotemrist attacks, it may be possible to convince the Canadian 

govemment to implement a variation of the AmeRcan medical response teams. 

Like locd Search and Rescue Teams and disaster response organizations, these 

groups would ideally be composed of local voIunteers, however it may be necessary to pay 
8 1 

overworked medicd stafTto attend any training sessions offered. Mer attending training 

sessions, these tearns wodd be on-caii, and shotdd be a d a b l e  to respond to possible 

bioterrorist incidents within a few hours. It wouId be difficult to justify spendiig on 
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pharrnaceuticai stockpiles for these groups, but as long as they have access to Canada's 

existing stockpiles of medical supplies this shouId not be a problem. 

Additionally, Canada's recent initiative to train ER doctors to recognize the victims 
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of an anthrax attack codd be expanded to include information about a number of other 

potential agents. Although anthrax wodd be an ideai component of many varieties of 

biological attack, there are many other possible pathogens. A campaign could be launched 

to train ER doctors, family pmtitioners, EMTs, and other medical personnel who might be 

the first to corne in contact with the victims of a biologicd attack to recognize and properly 

treat the victims, as well as alert public health authorities to the possibility of a bioterrorist 

incident. 

Another American initiative that Canada may wish to emuiate is grants given to 

local authorities for the purchase of equipment. Currently, provincial and municipal 

govenunents would be responsible for paying for any decontamination, identification, or 
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protective equipment that fïrst responders niight use in biotenorist incidents. Perhaps the 

federd govemment shodd pay for some of this equipment. in the long nui, it would 

probably be cheaper for the feded government to pay for equipment gants than for the 

extensive disaster relief effort that wodd be necessary &er a poorly handled response to a 

bioterrorist incident. 

Yet another expensive but worthwhile Delta initiative is more exercises for the 

agencies involved in respondhg to bioterrorist incidents. Currently, the NBCRT has a 
84 

yearly national field exercise, but other agencies involved in counter-bioterrorism do not 
85 

hold nearly as many exercises as their American counterparts. This is unfortunate 

because exercises are idedy suited to pointing out deficiencies in a state's consequence 

mitigation efforts. However, exercises are extremely expensive. To reduce costs Canada 

couid rely less on the outrageously expensive fieId exercises that the United States favours, 

and more on relatively inexpensive tabletop exercises. 
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As has been recommended for the United States, Canada shouid consider altering 

the contents of its medical stockpiies to include products and materiais useful in the 

production of vaccines. Commendably, Canana's limited stockpiles do not focus on 

treatments for any specific diseases but instead include such general-purpose items as beds 
86 

and antibiotics. But, because prophyIaxis administered immediately after infection is the 
87 

single most effective way to reduce losses created in a bioterrorist attack, Canada should 

look into incre?-ing its vaccine producing capacity. Again, growth culture, incubators, and 
88 

'bubble' supplies of chicken eggs might be included in Canada's stockpiles. The usefid 

roles these items would also play during 'flu outbreaks could be cited as justification for 

the cost of these additions. 

Al1 of the above proposed changes wiIL be expensive to implement, and the 

Canadian goverment will probabIy balk at paying for any of them. Nevertheless, there 

exists a prograrn that would allow the federal government to share the costs for these 

initiatives with the provincial and territorial govemments. This is the Joint Emergency 

Preparedness Program (JEPP) of 1980. The JEPP was implemented in order to 

encourage cooperation between the federai govemment and the 
provinciaVterritorial goveniments in working toward an enhanced national 
capability to meet emergencies of ail types with a reasonably uniform standard 

of emergency senrices across the country. 
89 

The JEPP is a cost-sharing initiative through which the 

federal govemment, in consuitation and in cooperation with the provincial 
and territorial govemments, undertakes or contributes to pmjec& that enhance 

the national emergency respunse capability. 
90 

To be eligible for fimding under the JEPP, a project must clearly enhance national and 

provinciai emergency response capabilities, incIude both federal and provinciaYtenitorial 



commitrnents, and be approved by both the provincial minister responsible for emergency 

preparedness and the Executive Director for Emergency Preparedness Canada Any of the 

above proposed projects except possibly the expanded NBCRT might be b d e d  by this 

program. Even the first responder training offered by DRES, for which no level of 

government has so far taken financiai responsibility~l might be paid for through the JEFP. 

This couid greatly reduce the federal govemment's financiai commitment to combating 

bioterrorism (albeit at the expense of the provinces and territories). 

However, until now the federai government has only aiiocated about $4.5 million 
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CDN to the JEPP per year. Even if the provincial and territorial governments were to 

match the federal government's commitment to these projectç dollar for dollar, only $9 

million worth of projects may be funded through the JEPP per year. If any of the above 

projects are to be îûnded through the JEPP, both levels of goverment will have to increase 

their cornmitment to the E P P .  If the federd government wishes to irnplement any of the 

above proposed projects, an increase the counter-bioterrorism strategy's budget seems 

inevitable. 

Not ail improvements to Canada's consequence management strategy would require 

an additionai outlay of cash. A few inexpensive changes to the counter-biotemrist strategy 

may increase Canada's ability to respond to al1 forms of biological terrorism, including 

macroterrorism. For instance, formulating a quarantine policy, in secret or not, would not 

require a great deal of funds to be diverted to counter-bioterrorism efforts. Developing a 

quarantine policy would offer Canada the same benefits as the United States, such as an 

increased ability to mitigate the consequences of a macroterrorist attack, and involve a 

simïlar range of issues. Again, the sooner such a piicy is created, the better. 

Stiii another way for Canada to learn fiom the example set by the Americans wodd 

be to include government departmats invohed in agriculture and the health of wildlife in 

counter-biotenorism pmti0m.93 The agencies that monitor the health of Canada's wiid 
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and domestic dora and fauna would probably be the first agencies to reaüze that an act of 
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agro-temrism has taken pIace or that a zoonosis has been released. The input of 

Agriculture Canada, Nattrrat Resources Canada, and the provincial nrttural resources 

services should therefore be sought during future counter-bioterrorism planning sessions, 

and these departments should be given clear hes of communication with public health 

laboratones. It took an outbreak of a deadly exotic disease for the Ameriwis to leam that 
95 

the USDA and USGS should be inchded in the counter-biotemrism strategy; let us 

hope that Canada can see the ment of involving these departments' cornterparts without 

aiso falling vi& to such a disaster. 

Canada should look into the possibility of acquiring at ieast one CIBADs unit for 

domestic use. A ClsADS unit would be &le to monitor the atmosphere for unusuai 

airborne pathogens. Thus, it is suited to reducing the threat posed by ail kinds of 

bioterrorist attacks that might involve aerosolized agents. If more than one unit is procured 

they can be installeci in centraiized areas of the Canadian cities most threatened by 

biological temrism, such as Ottawa, Toronto, Montred, Vancouver, Haiifax, and 
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Windsor. ifjust one unit is purchased it can be moved fiom city to city in order to 

provide protection for hi& profile events, such as the various intemationai summits that 
97 

periodically occur in many of Canada's Iarger cities. if a covert biological event is 

suspected to have occurred, the CIBADS unit may be quickly deployed tu the affected area 

in order to identifi the offending pathogens. 

Acquiring a CBADS unit does not have to cost a lot of money either. Since the 

Canadian government undernote the developrnent of the CIBADS system. a deai may be 

made with Computing Devices of Canada to Iease a unit for a discounted rate. M e r  ail, 

what better h e  advertking couid Computing Devices of Canada ask for than the 

endorsement of the Canadian govenunent for their detection system? 
98 

Having perfected an airborne pathogen detector, Canas defence research 
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establishments should now tum their attention towards developing an instrument capable 

of identifLing agents spread on solid surfaces, such as foodstuffs, or dissolved in Liquids. 

As mentioned several times before, biological pathogens are much more EeIy to be 

disseminated in soiids or iiquids than by aerosol means. Perhaps some variety of fast- 

acting hand-held m a s  spectrometer is in order. 

This study does not recommend budget increases Canada's defence research 

establishment. The reasons for this omission are as foliows: Despite its mal1 budget, 

DRES has had many promising results fiom its research and development projects. 
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Paradoxicaiiy, the United States with its huge R&D budget has had much poorer results. A 

smaii budget forces a research establishment to prioritize and choose only the most 

promising projects on which to concentrate their efforts. No such budgeting is necessary 

for a research establishment with virtually unlimited resources. They can finance dl kinds 

of projects, even those that are less promising or that have faulty premises. Research 

establishments with larger budgets may also be tempted to aii manner of gee-whiz 

technology to their products instead of concentrathg on the basic principles behind their 

projects. The bottom line is that DRES, with its srnailer budget, has proven that it c m  

produce extremely promising results with very little fùnding, and there is little reason to 

expect it will not continue to do so. 

Nor does this study recommend that the Canadian governrnent shouid educate its 

citkens about the threat of biologicai terrorism and Canada's response capabilities. Recall 

that this education program was recommended in order to aileviate the widespread fear of 

biologicd terrorism in the United States engendered by earlier, more sensationai television 

appearances. No such fear exists in Canada, so no such corrective action is necessary. This 

is not to suggest that the goverment should advocate a policy of forced ignorance, but 

why waste money on programs that fix what is not broken? Indeed, goverment officiais 

suddenly appearing on television and telling Canada to rernain calm and that there is 
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nothhg to be worried about mi& persuade Canadians that there is indeed something 

amiss, and that they shouid be afraid of biologicai terrorism. Should the fear of biologicd 

terrorism that currently troubles so many Amerîcans ever drift north, such education may 

indeed be d l e d  for, but there is no need for such corrective actions in Canada so far. 

Domestic Preventative Eforts 

There are fewer suggesîed improvements to Canada's preventative strategy than there were 

for the American strategy, IargeIy because Canada already gives adequate attention to 

preventative programs, and because it has not made the mistake of introducing a harsh anti- 

tenorist Iaw. Thecefore, o u  suggestions for improvement to the Canadian preventative 

strategy are limited to a recommendatirin that Canada shouid also introduce a complex 

licensing procedure and more sûingent cont~ols on the domestic trânsfer of dangerous 

pathogens. 

Like the United States, Canada should look into the possibility of making the 

acquisition of dangerous pathogens by domestic terrorists more difficult by creating an 

eIaborate system of controls and licenses, more or less dong the lines of the regdatory 

franiework created by the CDC and the proposed licensing procedure mentioned above. As 

they would in the American system, these regdations make it d f i c d t  for domestic 

terrorists to acquire pathogens h m  [aboratones and mail order houes, thereby reducing 

the threat posed by dl kinds of bioterrorism. As recommended for the United States, 

Canada should consider controllhg the domestic d e r  of non-Iethal pathogens and, 

more importantly given Canada's greater vulnerability to agricultural terrorism, plant and 

animal pathogens. 

International Eflorts 

Because Canada does not have a controversid sanctionhg and export conml policy, nor 



any collaborative research programs of dubious utility, there are fewer recommended 

changes to Canada's international strategy. These suggestions are limited to persuading the 

Australia Group to controI the export of non-lethal pathogens, and recognizing that the UN 

and other international organizations may not be effective at significantiy reducing the 

bioterrorist threat. 

Like the United States, Canada shouid p d e  the Australia Group to expand its 

list of controUed agents to include non-lethal pathogens. Exporting these ubiquitous 

pathogens does not have to be prohibited, but suspicious requests for these agents should 

be monitored. 

Even more so than the United States, Canada has placed a lot of faith in the ability 

of the G-7, the UN, and especidly the BTWC to reduce the threat of biological terrorism. 

Canada has involved itself in virtually every international effort to reduce the twin threats 
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of biological weapons and terrorism, and has even gone so far as to declared that 

"Terrorism is a global phenornenon, and the struggle against it must therefore be carried to 
101 

the world stage." Although the threat of terronsm in generd may indeed be a global 

problem, the threat of bioIogical terrorism, as was shown in the first chapter, is 

overwhelmingly a domestic problem. Canada must never assume that biological terrorism 

is prirnarily a global problem, nor that it c m  be effectively dealt with on the world stage. 

As we have seen fiom the persistent difficdties involved with strengthening the BTWC, 

the world cornrnunity has had and will continue to have a very tough tirne dealing with the 
1 02 

threat of biological terrorisrn. This is not to suggest that Canada shodd discontinue its 

efforts in the UN and G-7; if nothing eIse these organizations have allowed Canada to 

transmit its low opinion of biological weapons to the entire world, but Canada shouid 

never rely exclusively or even primariIy on internationai organizations for defence against 

biological terrorism. 

To be better prepared to meet the bioterrorist threaî, and especially the 
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macrotmrist threat, Canada needs to make severai changes to its counter-bioterrorism 

strategy, many of which are inspireci by Amencan efforts to combat the same threat. 

Unfortunately, most of these changes require the outlay of a great deal of cash, and that is 

one resome that Canada, unlike the United States, may be unwilling to devote to its 

counter-bioterrorism strategy. The proponerits of any of these strategies should try to fuid 

dual uses for these suggested programs, which might be used to persuade the Canadian 

governent that these initiatives are cost-effective and worthwhile. Otherwise, despite 

having a welI-organized and elegant counter-bioterrorism strategy, Canada may be 

unprepared to meet the most dangerous type of biological terrorism of dl. 

Concluding Remarks 

in our quest to determine which country, Canada or the United States, has 

developed the most appropriate response to the bioterrorist threat, we have made some 

interesthg discovenes and observations. Among the first observations made by this paper 

was that the threat of biotenorism is multifaceted, that there are many different h d s  of 

possible bioterrorist attacks, such as hoaxes, murder, product tampering, agricultural 

terrorism, small-scaie attacks, non-lethai am, and macroterrorism. Incidents betonging to 

any of these categories are usually united by common technicai and motivational 

constraints, as well as common measures of success. Furthemore, it was postulated that 

due to their differing abilities to surmount technicai and motivational obstacIes, different 

types of tenonst groups will gravitate towards different types of biological tenorism. The 

comparative threat of biologicai terrorism to a particular country could therefore be 

measured by ascertainhg which terrorist groups would logicaily be attracted to which 

kinds of biological terrorism, and then observing which of these groups are a threat to 

Canada and the United States. 

Of course, certain characteristics possessed by the target state can also affect the 
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likelihood of a bioterrorist attack and the damage such an attack would do. if a list of traits 

likely to affect a state's vulnerability is created, and if we consider whether Canada and the 

United States possess any of these qualities, we may M e r  gauge the comparative 

pmbability and potential destructiveness of the various types of biological terrorism. 

Using these techniques we have been able to ascertain that the threat of biological 

terrorism is much greater to the United States than it is to Canada, both because it is 

threatened by more terrorist groups who might consider using biological weapons, and 

because it possesses certain qualities that make it more vulnerable to bioterrorist attack. 

The most likely bioterrorist acts to occur in the United States, or anywhere for that matter, 

are hoaxes, which have almost no motivational or technical constraints and are therefore 

within the capabilities of virtuaily al1 terrorist groups. Murder and product tampering, 

which are similarly quite easy to perpetrate, are the next most likely events to occur. 

The threat to Canada is much smaller. There are fewer temrist groups who might 

wish to h m  Canada or Canadians, and Canada is Iess vulnerable to al1 types of biological 

terrorism except agricuitural tenorism. Indeed, due to our greater reliance on agriculture 

and the particularly vident environmental tenorists that have targeted Canadian 

industries, Canada has much more reason to fear agicultural terrorism than the United 

States. However, hoaxes and murder are again the most likely acts to occur. 

Macroterrorism, the kind of biological terrorism most feared by the general public and the 

kind most discussed by politicians and novelists, is the least likely fom of bioterrorisrn to 

occur in either country. 

However, the possibility remains that terronsts may attempt to perpetrate such an 

attack. Even if it would be more logical for them to try their hand at an attack that requires 

less technical skill, and even though bringing about the deaths of thousands of people 

would hardly advance the causes of the vast majority of terrorist groups, some terrorist 

groups may still attempt a macroterrorist attack. 



As has been stated repeatedIy, tenmists have hardly proven themselves to be 

logicai and reasonable people. Using violence or threats of violence to achieve potiticai, 

religious, or ideological ends is an ineffective means for subnational actors to achieve 
1 O3 

anything. Knowing this, we must doubt the capacity for reason of anyone who chooses 

to use these means, including attacks using biological weapons, to accomplish their ends. 

if terrorists are unreasonable we may be occasionally incapable of correctly 

predicting their actions, if we base our predictions on what is the most reasonable course of 

action for terrorist groups to follow. If terrorists' actions are periodically unpredictable, the 
1 O4 

safest response to the threat of terrorism is a broad band one, which attempts to combat 

as many kinds of biotenonsm as possible, incIuding macroterrorism. 

As we saw during our discussions of both countries' three-pronged counter- 

bioterrorism strategies, neither country has formulated a response that adequately combats 

al1 seven types of biotenorism. Canada is currently unprepared to combat agricultural 

terronsm, murder, and, most alamiingly, macroterrorism. The United States focuses too 

intently on combating the threat of macroterrorism, while ignoring the threats of murder, 

non-lethai terrorism, and hoaxes. 
1 O5 

Furtherrnore, our examination of both states' counter-bioterrorism strategies has 

reveaied that the American response is poorfy organized, with an over-abundance of Delta- 

type programs such as rapid response teams, and insufficient attention devoted to such vital 

aspects of the counter-biotemrist strategy as disease surveillance and long term patient 
1 O6 

care. The American system may ais0 be criticized for focussing too intently on 

consequence management at the expense of preventative mesures, and on programs 

designed to combat the minimai tbreat of bioterrorism arising fiom internationai sources. 
1 O7 

As a result of a desire to minimize corn by maximizing existing capabilities, 

Canada's response to the bioterrod threat was shown to be significantly better organized. 

This desire has aiso led to a preponderance of dd-use programs. Even though it is well- 
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organized and inexpensive, C d s  response to thrs threat is far fiom perfect. Many 

issues still have to be resolved regardhg Canada's burgeoning counter-bioterrorism 

strategy. For instance, Canada st iU needs to develop a quarantine strates, and decide how 

the 6rst-responder training oEered by DRES should be h c e d .  Furthmore, the wisdom 

of the decision to not prepare for macroterrorism is questionable. 

The failings of both states' counter-bioterrorism strategies may be corrected with 

the impiementation of the propoçals discussed above. Many of the suggested 

improvements to the American strategy were inspired by Canada's response to the sarne 

threat, and many of the suggested improvements to Canada's strategy were likewise 

inspired by the United States' counter-bioterrorisrn programs. It was recommended that the 

United States shouId pare d o m  some of its iii-conceived and superfluous programs, and 

introduce a few new programs to correct some of the failings discussed in the second 

cbapter, in the process risking the wrath of some important government departments. 

The suggested improvements to Canada's strategy mostly invoIve increasing 

Canada's capacity to combat the threat of macroterrorism by adopting more American- 

inspired or Delta-style programs, most of which, it shouid be noted, would also help 

combat other types of bioterrorism. The majority of these proposed prograrns would 

require an additional outlay of money, which the Canadian government and Canadians in 

general may be unwiiling to divert to counter-bioterrorism. Proponents of these programs 

shouid try to corne up with dud-uses for any of these proposed plans in order to make 

them more pafatable to Canadian tax-paya. 

Other improvements to the counter-bioterrorist strategy rnay aIso benefit Canada's 

response without oecessarily involving the diversion of fun& to the counter-bioterrorism 

strategy. For example, involving Agricuihm Canada and feded and provincial naturd 

resource authorities in future counter-biotermrism planning sessions would improve 

Canada's ability to combat agricuIRnal terrorism without requiring additional expenditures. 
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But which strategy, to answer the question posed at the begiming of this paper, is 

best suited to cornbaihg the k a t  of biological terrorïsm as present in each state? This is 

extrernely dificuit to determine: both strategies have their strong points and their failigs. 

Neither is perfectly suited to combating the threat of bioterrorism, and neither is clearly 

better than the other. 

It rnight have been easier to decide which response is better had we compared the 

couater-bioterrorism strategies of two states that are equally threatened by and Milnerable 

to the same kind of bioterrorist attack. For this reason, in the course of future research it 

may be profitable to compare the counter-bioterrorism strategies of the United States and 
1 O8 

France, whkh is at p a t e r  risk of bioterrorist attack than Canada. Such a cornparison 

may r e v d  other shortcomings of the Amencan response, as well as suggest further 

potential Unprovements. 

The Canadian response has been rnuch more modest than the American approach, 

but Canada is threatened by fewer potentiai bioterrorists and is generally less vulnerable. 

The American preparations are far more extensive, and it is arguably always better to be 
1 O9 

overprepared than underprepared. However, we are not attempting to determine which 

country is better prepared, but which response is most appropriate to each state's situation. 

It may be the case that no bioterrorist event will ever occur in the United States, and 

therefore, that it has wasted entirely tao many resources combatiag this threat. Evidently, it 

is indeed very "difficult to get a balance between how significant a threat is and how we 
110 

have to respond." 

The c m  of the matter lies in the fact that we can never know for certain how 

significaut the threat is to Canada or the United States, because we cannot observe al1 of 

the thoughts and activities of ail of the terrorists threatening Canada and the United States. 

Certainiy, we can make a good show of predicting their likely behaviour, by referring to 

relative vulnerabilities and the Iikelihood that certain types of tmrists  groups wilI 
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logically gravitate towards certain types of biotemrism, but we can never know for certain 

whether our predictions are correct d e s s  an actual bioterrorist event occurs and codïrms 

or denies OUT suspicions. We wüi dways m the risk of underestimating or overestimating 

any threats associateci with secretive and irrationai groups Iike tenorists. if we cannot 

know for sure which events wilI happen aud when (if ever), we cannot conclusively 

determine whether a costly and extensive is warranted, or if minimal preparations are al1 

that is necessary. 

Since neither response is above reproach, and since we can never be sure whether 

either state has achieved the eiusive balance between threat and response, we must issue 

the equivocal and unsatisfactory conclusion that this method of comparing responses has 

indicated that neither response is more appropriate than the other. Nothing would have 

been more gratiSing than to have concIuded that one country's response is clearly superior 

to the other's, and to attack the inferior strategy with ail manner of harsh cnticism. BUC 

sadly, this is not to be the case. Maybe a cornparison with France will reveal the Amencan 

response to be a clearly infenor strategy, but according to this research method, neither 

Canada's nor the United States' response to the threat of biotenorism is inherently better 

than the other. 
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available 

Vaccine 
available 
onty for 
Yellow 
fever. 
Requires 
intensive 
supportive 
care. 
Antiviral 
therapy 
with 
ribavirin a 
possibility 

Vaccine 
and 
antitoxin 
available 

No 
vaccine or 
specific 
therap y 



ero- 
toxin 
B 
( S m  

Ricin 

Trico- 
the- 
cene 
Myco 
-toxh 

Found in 
Ricinus 
commun- 
is (castor 
beans) 

Produced 
by 
Fusm- 
ium, 
Myro- 
tecium, 
Tricho- 
derm 
Stachy- 
botrys 
fungi. 

chills, headache, 
nausea, cough, 
diarrhea, 
vomiting, septic 
shock, death 
Takes effect 
within a few 
hours. ïilness lasts 
3 days. Rapid 
onset of weakness, 
fever, cough, fluid 
in lungs, 
respiratory 
distress, death 
h m  hypoxemia 

Skin pain, redness, 
necrosis and 
sloughing of 
epidermis, nose 
and throat pain, 
itchy nose, 
sneezing, 
wheezing, chest 
pain, hemoptysis 
(spitting blood), 
prostration, 
weakness, ataxia, 
collapse, shock, 
death 

Depends 
on route 
of 
expos- 
m. 
Lethal 
dose 3-5 
micm 
gtams 
per kilo 
of body 
weight 
Lethal 
dose 
1,210 
micro- 
&rams 
pet kilo 
of body 
weight 

Resist- 
ant to 
drying 
and 
heat 

Extr- 
emely 
resist- 
ant to 
heat 
and 
iight 

Castor 
beans 

Fungi, 
possible 
source of 
' yellow 
rain' 

available 

No 
vaccine or 
antitoxin 
available 

No 
specific 
vaccine or 
treatment 
available 

e of itc 
~nfectioas Diseases, Medical Management of ~ i o l o ~ i c s l  Casaalties Bandbook, ed. Edward 
Eitzen, mal. (Fort Detrick, Maryland, lm), 9-74. 



Appndix ZI - Technieril and Motivational ConstrainQ Associateci With Each Type of 
Biotemrism, and the Temrist Groaps Who Wodd Therefore be Capable of Perpetrating 
Such an Act 

Type of Act Technical 
barrien 

Eoax None 
Murder & Minimai 
assassination 
Stnall scaie ûvercome using 
attack simple but 

innovative 
methods 

Prodnct SlightIy more 
tam pering 1 diffiçuÏt than 

ûvercorne using 
specidized 
knowledge and 
innovat ive 
dissemination 

j Depends on type 
of act planned 

Macroterrorism Almost 
impossible to 
s m o m t  

. - 

Motivational 
barrien 
None 
Minimal 

Significant 

Moderate 

Types of  temrist gronps who 

AI1 except possibly single issue 
tenori& 

- 

AI1 except single issue terrorists 
and cults interested in brïnging 
about an apocalypse. 

Animal rights groups, 
environmental terrorists, right 
wing terrorists, mentally il1 
individuals, international terrorist 
groups, possibly terrorists with 

- .  
intehional temrists. 
environmental temrists, right 
wing terrorists, possibly animal 

Minimal 
religious motivations. 
Religious and millenarian groups. 

Minimal 

Almost impossible to 
sumount 

ngbts mups  
Any except possibly single issue 
poups 
Large cults with an apocalyptic 
vision. 



Appendix IiI - Types of Terrorist Groaps and Which State (üS or Canada) is More 
Threatened by These Gronps 

--- 1 Type of temrist  groop ( Wbicb state b more thmtened 
Anti-abortion terro rists 
Animal rights terrorists 
Environmental terrorists 
International t e r r o m  (some with religious 

United States 
United States 
Canada 
United States - 

motivation) 
Right wiag ertremists 
A p d y p t i c  cults 
Mentally il1 individuah 

United States 
Both 
Both 



Appndix IV - Types of Biotemrist Acts and Which State (US or Canada) is More 
Vuinerable to These Actsl More Likely to be the Victim of Such an Act Due to Qualities 
Possessed by the Target State 

Type of Act 1 Which State is Most Vulnerable 1 
1 Hom 1 United States 1 
, Murder & assassination 
Smaii d e  attack 
Product tampering 
Agro-terrorism 
Non-lethal 
Macroterrorism 

United States 
United States (if attack is extortive) 
United States 
Canada 
United States 
Both 



Appendis V - Cornparison of Canada's and the United States* Efforts to Combat 
Bioterrorism 

Program Type 
htemational 
G-7 (8) 

United Nations 

Coliaborative research 
programs 

Export controls and 
sanctions 

Domestic Preventative 
New anti-bioterrorism iaws 

New domestic controls of 
biologid agents 

Changes to immigration 
laws 

-- 

American mdeskt ion  
Participant in G-7 anti- 
terrorisrn meetings in Paris, 
Lyon (I96), Hatifax, and 
ûttawa (1995). Hosted G-7 
meeting in Denver ( 1997) at 
which temrism was discussed 
Signatory to UN conventions 
on suppressing termrist 
bombings and tinancing 
terrorism (1 999). Signatory to 
BTWC (19721, and has 
participated in attempts to 
strengthen it 

Financed programs in Russia 
through NASA, DOE, CDC, 
NM, USDA, and Nunn-Lugar 
Cooperative Threat Reduction 
Program. 
Participant in Australia group. 
Export Administration Act 
(1979), Chernical and 
Biological Weapons Act 
(199 I), Anti-terrorism and 
Effective Death Penalty Act 
(1996), and various acts 
directed against specific 
unfriendly States prevent the 
export of materiais that might 
be used to produce biological 
weapons to these States 
Anti-terrorisrn and Effective 
Death Penalty Act (1996) 
promises severe punishment 
for planning terrorism, h d -  
raishg for temriJm, using 
biolo~cal weapons, etc. 
Anti-temrisrn Act directed 
CDC to deveIop a reguIatory 
frzimework to controi transfer 
of 3 0 dangerous biological 
agents. 
Anti-terrorisa Act establishes 
provisions for deportatian of 
dien terrorists 

:anadian manifestation 
>articipant in G-7 meetings in 
laris, Lyon (1996) and Denver 
,1997). Hosted meetings in 
Xalifax and Ottawa (1 995) 

Signed 1 1 üN conventions 
iuppressing terrorist acts since 
L963. Chaired 2 meetings to 
~mduce drafts for conventions 
:O suppress terrorism. 
Signatory to BïWC (1972), 
ind has participated in 
ittempts to strengthen it 
gone 

Participant in Australia Group 

No anti-bioterrorism or even 
anti-temrism laws enacted. 
Security Offences Act (1 984) 
aad laws prohibithg murder, 
arson, etc would be used to 
prosecute terronsts. 
none 

Plans to strengthen existing 
immigration policies 



Increaseà fnnding for 
agencies responsible for 
prevention 

CO-%etpence Mitigation 
Training for lirst respondera 

personnel 

Rapid response teams 

1 Medical response tams 

Grants to l o d  government 
for pnrchasing of connter- 
biotemrism related 
eqaipment 
Medid  stockpiles 

R&D initiatives 

Coordinating agencies t--- 

3rant.s under 1996 Anti- 
:errorism Act to FBI totalling 
6468 million. FBI's 
:ountertemRsm budget 
hcreased h m  $256 million in 
1995 to $600 miIlion in 1999. 
3ffered by DOD (until 
h o b e r  2000), DOJ, FEMA, 
€PA 

ER Doctors and Public Health 
oficials not usually asked to 
participate in training or 
exercises 
Interagency exercises offered 
by D ~ D ,  US Secret Service, 
FBi, FEMA, HHS, EPA, 
DO€, State Department, VA, 
ATF 
FBI's HMRU, Coast Guard 
National Strike Force Teams 
and Marine Safety Officers, 
EPA Environmental Response 
Teams, Air National Guard 
Prime BEEF units, Marines 
CBlRFs units, Navy Chernical 
BiologicaI Radiological, 
Environmental Defense 
Response Teams, Amy's 52& 
Explosive Ordnance Groups 
and TEU, National Guard's 
WMD Civil Support Teams 
(RAID) and Raid (Light). 
DOD assets coordinated by 
Cm-RRT. 
DMAT, OEP MMRS teams, 
NMRT 
Offered by HHS's OEP 
MMRS grant program, DO& 
DOD 

6l%"s NMRT stockpile, NPS 

Approximately 7,000 mostly 
funded thmu* DAWA 
National Coordinator for 
Secunty, Enfrasbucture 
Protection and 

lo new funding for CSIS 

IRES offers training, 
iowever, îhis training is not 
urrently funded by any 
ederal program 
iealth Canada program to 
ilert ER doctors to the signs of 
in anthrax attack 

tearly national field exercise 
or NBCRT 

JEPP offers grants to 
provinces for emergency 
preparedness equiprnent 

Decentralized caches of 
multiple-purpose medical 
supplies 
Fewer ~roiects with research 
concen'trat'ed at DRES 
Hea1î.h Canada's Cenîre for 
Emergency Response. 
~o1icGor ~ e n e i l ,  RCMP, and 



Counterterrorism; NSC's 
Technical Support Workuig 
Groups; FB17s NDPO; 
Giimore Panel; DOD's Joint 
Taçk Force - Civil Support; 
Assistant to the Secretary of 
Oefense for Civil Support. 
Some coordinating fhctions 
performed by OMB, Attorney 
GeneraL Director of FBI, 
Secreîaq of Defense 
PDD 39, f DD 62, Anti- 
terrorism and Effective Death 
Penalty, Defense Agaiast 
Weapns of Mass Desûuction 
Act 

Emergency hparedness 
Canada have some 
coordinathg duties 

NCTP (revised 1995), 
Security Offences Act (19841, 
various memoranda of 
understanding between RCMP 
and local police forces. 
Federal government is 
currentiy developing pot icies 
to strengthen response 
capabiliv. 




